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Summary 

The aim of this work is to provide a contribution towards understanding the mech
anisms that lead to the prooxidative effects observed in cells and other biological 
systems where superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity is increased above normal lev
els, using a mathematical approach. 

The past thirty five years have produced an exponential increase in information 
regarding the physiological production of superoxide (O*-) and hydrogen perox
ide (H202), their biological targets and the enzymatic systems that modulate the 
steady-state concentrations of these reactive species. One of the key elements in 
this regulation is the enzyme superoxide dismutase (SOD). Albeit the irrefutable 
evidences that SOD is essential for aerobic life, a growing body of evidence has 
shown that elevated SOD activities can lead to deleterious effects. Yet, in spite 
of the evidence, the mechanisms underlying these observations remain unclear. 
Some have suggested that the adverse effects of high SOD activities are due to an 
increase in the product of the reaction catalysed by SOD - H 20 2 - whereas others 
have proposed that excessive 0*"" depletion may inhibit important physiological 
processes in which it may be involved. Given the low physiological concentrations 
of 0*~ and H202 , their high reactivity and hence short half-life in biological sys
tems, it has been hard to characterize experimentally the effects of SOD on the 
steady-state fluxes and concentrations of these reactive species. This has lead to 
apparent contradictory results. Before the present work, there was still a con
troversy regarding whether increasing SOD activity would produce an increase or 
decrease in H 20 2 production. To overcome these limitations, we have taken ad
vantage of quantitative and analytical mathematical tools to set up and analyse 
a minimal model that accounts for every possible pathway of 02~ consumption, 
including the SOD-catalysed dismutation. One of the main contributions of this 
work was to determine the influence that changes in SOD activity may exhert on 
the rate of H 20 2 production, and clearly describe the physiological conditions in 
which different outcomes can be observed. The results indicate that increasing 
SOD activity may increase, decrease or have no effect on the rate of H 2 0 2 produc
tion. At normal SOD levels, the outcome depends on the ratio between the rate of 
non-H202-producing processes and the rate of processes that consume superoxide 
with high (> 1) H 20 2 yield. In cells or cellular compartments where this ratio is 
exceptionally low (< 1), a modest decrease in H 2 0 2 production upon SOD over-
expression is expected, whereas in cells or cellular compartments where the ratio 
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is higher than unity, H2O2 production should increase. Yet, the minimal model 
only characterizes the direct influence that changes in SOD activity may have on 
the rate of H2O2 production, and predicts that H2O2 production increases at most 
linearly with SOD. To assess whether other mechanisms may contribute to higher 
increases in oxidative damage than those predicted by the minimal model, a second 
model was setup to take into account H202-mediated oxidative damage. All pos
sible feedforward and feedback interactions of 0*~, H2O2, and oxidative damage 
on the rates of production and depletion of each pool were analysed. The analy
sis was based on well-established methods in Biochemical Systems Theory, which 
makes only minimal assumptions about the mechanisms of physiological processes. 
The results show that the mechanisms that may lead to significant exacerbation 
of H2O2-mediated damage may involve both excessive 0*~ depletion and increases 
in H2O2, and the physiological conditions in which these mechanisms are relevant 
are described. It is also shown that the presence of some interactions allow am
plification of oxidative damage without significant changes in H2O2 concentration, 
suggesting that changes in these two concentrations are not necessarily correlated. 

In an effort to understand the mechanisms responsible for the observed biphasic re
sponse of ischemia-reperfusion-related injury to increasing SOD activities, a model 
of lipid peroxidation was analysed in this context using a mathematical approach. 
The results show that the exacerbation of oxidative damage at high SOD activi
ties is most likely due to excessive 0*~ depletion, and the bell-shaped response 
of damage to increasing levels of SOD activity may be related to the dual role of 
0*~ as a toxic product and as a physiological intermediate in cellular protection. 
More specifically, the decrease of 0*~ elicited by elevation of SOD activity may 
decrease the rate of lipid peroxidation by lowering the rate of initiation through 
perhydroxyl radicals at low SOD activities, without a significant increase in chain-
length. Whereas at higher SOD activities depletion of 0*~ may dramatically exac
erbate the chain-length by assuming that O*- can either inhibit metal-catalyzed 
chain-branching reactions, induce the rate of termination or induce the rate of lipid 
hydroperoxide removal. 

Overall, the results indicate that the different mechanisms responsible for the 
prooxidative effects of high SOD activities may depend ultimately on the prooxi-
dant and antioxidant reactions of the cell, which may explain the observed discrep
ancies. Furthemore, the models presented here may constitute a basic framework 
that will help other researchers rationalize and interpret future experimental re
sults. 



Resumo 

O objectivo deste trabalho é fornecer uma contribuição para a compreensão dos 
mecanismos que conduzem aos efeitos prooxidativos observados em células e outros 
sistemas biológicos onde a actividade do enzima superóxido dismutase (SOD) se 
encontra elevada acima dos níveis normais, usando uma abordagem matemática. 

Os passados trinta e cinco anos produziram um aumento exponencial da informa
ção respeitante à produção fisiológica do radical superóxido (02~) e do peróxido 
de hidrogénio (H202), dos seus alvos biológicos e dos sistemas enzimáticos que 
modulam as concentrações de estado estacionário destas espécies reactivas. Um 
dos elementos chave nesta regulação é o enzima superóxido dismutase (SOD). Não 
obstante as evidências irrefutáveis que o SOD é essencial para a vida aeróbica, um 
crescente conjunto de evidências tem vindo a mostrar que actividades elevadas de 
SOD podem conduzir a efeitos deletérios. No entanto, apesar destas evidências, 
os mecanismos subjacentes a estas observações permanecem por esclarecer. Al
guns sugeriram que os efeitos adversos de actividades elevadas de SOD são devido 
a um aumento do produto da reacção catalisada pelo próprio SOD, H202 . Ou
tros propuseram que a remoção excessiva de O*" pode inibir processos fisiológicos 
importantes nos quais o 02~ pode estar envolvido. Considerando as reduzidas 
concentrações fisiológicas de 0£" e H202 , as suas reactividades elevadas e tem
pos de meia-vida curtos em sistemas biológicos, tem sido muito difícil caracterizar 
experimentalmente os efeitos do SOD nos fluxos e nas concentrações de estado 
estacionário destas espécies reactivas. Estas limitações têm conduzido a resulta
dos aparentemente contraditórios. Antes do presente trabalho, existia ainda uma 
controvérsia referente ao facto do aumento da actividade de SOD produzir uma 
aumento ou diminuição da produção de H202 . Para superar estas limitações, um 
modelo mínimo que considera todas as possíveis vias de consumo de 02~, incluindo 
a via de dismutação, foi caracterizado e analisado usando ferramentas matemáti
cas quantitativas e analíticas. Uma das contribuições principais deste trabalho foi 
determinar a influência que alterações na actividade do SOD podem exercer na 
velocidade de produção de H202 , e descrever claramente as condições fisiológicas 
que resultados diferentes podem ser observados. Os resultados indicam que um 
aumento da actividade de SOD pode aumentar, diminuir ou não ter efeito na ve
locidade de produção de H202 . A níveis normais de SOD, o resultado depende da 
razão entre a velocidade total dos processos que não produzem H 2 0 2 e a velocidade 
total dos processos que consomem 0*~ com rendimento elevado (> 1) de H 20 2 . Em 
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células ou em compartimentos celulares onde esta razão é excepcionalmente baixa 
(< 1), uma diminuição modesta na produção de H 20 2 é esperada aquando da so-
breexpressão do SOD. Pelo contrário, onde esta razão é superior a 1, espera-se que 
a produção de H202 aumente. No entanto, o modelo mínimo caracteriza apenas 
a influência directa que alterações na actividade do SOD podem ter na velocidade 
de produção de H202 , e prevê que a produção de H 20 2 aumente no máximo line
armente com o SOD. Para determinar a contribuição de outros mecanismos que 
possam levar a aumentos mais elevados do dano oxidativo do que aqueles previs
tos pelo modelo mínimo, um segundo modelo que tem em conta o dano oxidativo 
mediado pelo H202 foi analisado. Todas as interacções possíveis de feedforward e 
de feedback do O*-, H202 e dano oxidativo nas velocidades de produção e consumo 
de cada espécie, foram analisadas. A análise foi baseada em métodos bem estabe
lecidos em Teoria de Sistemas Bioquímicos, que permite fazer apenas suposições 
mínimas sobre os mecanismos dos processos fisiológicos envolvidos. Os resultados 
mostram que os mecanismos que podem conduzir a um aumento significativo do 
dano oxidativo dependente de H 20 2 podem envolver não só a remoção excessiva de 
O*- como o aumento dos níveis de H202 , e as condições fisiológicas em que estes 
mecanismos são relevantes são descritas. Mostra-se também que a presença de 
algumas interacções permite que haja amplificação do dano oxidativo sem altera
ções significativas na concentração de H202 , sugerindo que alterações nestas duas 
concentrações não estão necessariamente correlacionadas. 

Num esforço para compreender os mecanismos responsáveis pela resposta bifásica 
dos danos relacionados com isquémia-reperfusão a actividades crescentes do SOD, 
um modelo matemático de peroxidação lipídica foi analisado neste contexto. Os re
sultados mostram que o aumento do dano oxidativo devido a actividades crescentes 
de SOD poderá estar relacionado com a remoção excessiva de 02~, e a resposta bi
fásica dos danos a níveis crescentes de actividades de SOD pode estar relacionada 
com o papel dicotómico do 0*~ como produto tóxico para as células e como inter
mediário fisiológico na protecção celular. Mais especificamente, para níveis baixos 
de actividades de SOD, a diminuição de 0*~ provocada pela elevação da actividade 
de SOD pode diminuir a velocidade de peroxidção lipídica através do decréscimo da 
velocidade de iniciação pelo radical perhidroxilo sem aumentar significativamente 
a amplificação da peroxidação lipídica. Pelo contrário, para actividades mais eleva
das de SOD a diminuição de 0*~ pode aumentar dramaticamente a amplificação da 
lipoperoxidação assumindo que o O*- tem a capacidade de inibir reacções de pro
pagação catalisadas por metais de transição, de induzir a velocidade de terminação 
ou a remoção de hidroperóxidos lipídicos. 

De um modo geral, os resultados indicam que os mecanismos diferentes responsá
veis pelos efeitos prooxidativos devido a actividades elevadas de SOD podem ser 
dependentes das reacções prooxidantes e antioxidantes que ocorrem nas células, 
o que poderá explicar as discrepâncias observadas. Adicionalmente, os modelos 
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matemáticos apresentados neste trabalho podem constituir uma estrutura básica 
teórica que permita a outros investigadores uma melhor racionalização e interpre
tação dos seus resultados experimentais. 

r 
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Résumé 

Le but de ce travail est de fournir une contribution a find de comprendre les mé
canismes qui mènent aux effets prooxidatifs observés dans les cellules et d'autres 
systèmes biologiques où l'activité de superoxyde dismutase (SOD) est augmentée 
au-dessus des niveaux normaux, en utilisant une approche mathématique. 

Les trente cinq dernières années ont produit une augmentation exponentielle de 
l'information concernant la production physiologique du superoxyde (0*~ ) et le per
oxyde d'hydrogène (H202), leurs cibles biologiques et les systèmes enzymatiques 
qui modulent les concentrations de l'état stationaire de ces espèces réactives. Un 
des éléments principaux dans cette réglementation est l'enzyme superoxyde dis
mutase. Quoiqu'il soit irréfutable que le SOD est essentiel pendant la vie aérobie, 
un corps croissant d'évidence a prouvé que les activités élevées de SOD peuvent 
mener à des effets délétères. Cependant, malgré l'évidence, les mécanismes sous-
tendants ces observations demeurent peu clairs. Certains ont suggéré que les effets 
nuisibles des activités élevées de SOD soient dus à une augmentation du produit de 
la réaction catalysée par SOD - H202 - tandis que d'autres ont proposé que l'épui
sement excessif de 0*~ puisse empêcher les processus physiologiques importants 
dans lesquels il peut être impliqué. Etant donné les basses concentrations physio
logiques de 0*~ et de H202 , leur réactivité élevée, et par conséquent leur demi-vie 
courte dans les systèmes biologiques, il a été difficile de caractériser expérimenta
lement les effets du SOD sur les flux et les concentrations de l'état stationaire de 
ces espèces réactives. Ce qui nous amène à des résultats apparemment contradic
toires. Avant ce travail, il y avait déjà une polémique à savoir si l'augmentation de 
l'activité de SOD produirait une augmentation ou une diminution de production de 
H202 . Pour surmonter ces limitations, nous avons pris l'avantage des outils mathé
matiques quantitatifs et analytiques pour installer et analyser un modèle minimal 
qui explique chaque voie possible de consommation de O* - ,y compris la dismu
tation catalysée par SOD. Une des contributions principales de ce travail était de 
déterminer l'influence que les changements de l'activité de SOD pouvraient exhert 
sur le taux de production de H202 , et décrire clairement les conditions physiolo
giques au sein desquelles nous pouvrions observer différents résultats. Les résul
tats indiquent que l'activité croissante de SOD peut augmenter, diminuer ou ne pas 
avoir d'effet sur le taux de production de H202 . À des niveaux normaux de SOD, 
les résultats dépendent du rapport entre le taux de processus non produit de H202 

et le taux de processus qui consomment le superoxyde avec le rendement élevé 
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(> 1) de H2O2. En cellules ou compartiments cellulaires où ce rapport est excep
tionnellement bas (< 1), une diminution modeste de production de H 2 0 2 sur l'ove-
rexpression de SOD est prévue, tandis qu'en cellules ou compartiments cellulaires 
où le rapport est plus haut que l'unité, la production de H 20 2 devrait augmen
ter. Cependant, le modèle minimal caractérise seulement l'influence directe que 
les changements de l'activité de SOD peuvent avoir sur le taux de production de 
H202 , et prévoit que la production de H 2 0 2 augmente à le plus linéairement avec 
SOD. Pour savoir si d'autres mécanismes peuvent contribuer à des augmentations 
plus élevées des dommages oxydatifs que celles prévues par le modèle minimal, un 
deuxième modèle a été installé pour tenir compte des dommages oxydatifs de H202 . 
Toutes les interactions possibles de feedforward et de feedback de O*-, de H202 , 
et de dommage oxydatif sur les taux de production et épuisement de chaque en
tité chimiquie considéré ont été analysés. L'analyse a été basée sur des méthodes 
déjà établies dans la Théorie de Systèmes Biochimiques, qui fait seulement des 
prétentions minimales au sujet des mécanismes des processus physiologiques. Les 
résultats prouvent que les mécanismes qui peuvent mener à l'exacerbation signifi
cative des dommages de H 20 2 peuvent comporter à la fois l'épuisement excessif de 
02~ et les augmentations de H202 , et les conditions physiologiques en dequelles 
mécanismes relèvents sont décrites. Il est montré également que la présence de cer
taines interactions permettent l'amplification des dommages oxydatifs sans chan
gements significatifs de la concentration de H202 , suggérant que des changements 
de ces deux concentrations ne soient pas nécessairement corrélés. 

Afin de comprendre les mécanismes responsables de la réponse biphasée obser
vée des dommages de ischémie-réperfusion aux activités croissantes de SOD, un 
modèle de peroxydation lipidique a été analysé dans ce contexte en utilisant une 
approche mathématique. Les résultats prouvent que l'exacerbation des dommages 
oxydatifs dans des activités élevées de SOD est très probablement due à l'épuise
ment excessif de O*-, et la réponse biphasée des dommages aux niveaux croissants 
de l'activité de SOD peut être liée au rôle duel de 02~ comme produit toxique et 
comme intermédiaire physiologique dans la protection cellulaire. Plus spécifique
ment, la diminution de 0 '~ obtenue par l'augmentation de l'activité de SOD peut 
diminuer le taux de peroxydation lipidique en abaissant le taux d'initiation par des 
radicaux perhydroxyle à de basses activités de SOD, sans augmentation significa
tive de l'amplification de la peroxydation lipidique. Réciproquement, à des activités 
plus élevées de SOD, l'épuisement de O*- peut nettement aggraver l'amplification 
en supposant que le 0*~ peut inhibiter des réactions de propagation catalysées par 
métaux de transition, induire le taux de terminaison ou induire le taux de dépla
cement d'hydroxyperoxyde lipidique. 

De façon générale, les résultats indiquent que les différents mécanismes respon
sables des effets prooxidatifs des activités élevées de SOD peuvent dépendre fina
lement des réactions prooxydantes et antioxydantes de la cellule, ce qui peut expli-
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quer les anomalies observées. En autre, les modèles présentés ici peuvent consti
tuer un cadre de base qui aidera d'autres chercheurs à rationaliser et interpréter 
de futurs résultats expérimentaux. 
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1.1 Historical View 

The study of oxygen free radicals in Biology and Medicine can be traced back to 
1954 with the pioneering work by Rebecca Gerschman, Daniel Gilbert and their 
colleagues [1], where they related the toxic effects of high oxygen tension in mice 
to those of ionizing radiation. Based on their knowledge of the chemical processes 
responsible for oxygen poisoning and radiation injury they suggested a common 
biological mechanism involving the formation of oxidizing free radicals. Though 
free radicals were known by then to chemists in the context of radiation, poly
mer and combustion technology, they were unheard of in the context of the life 
sciences. They remained so for years even after Denham Harman suggested in 
1956 the possibility that these species might play an important role in physiologi
cal events such as aging [21, and the proposed free radical theory of oxygen toxicity 
by Daniel Gilbert based on his 1963 paper on the role of pro and antioxidants in 
oxygen toxicity [81. It was only in 1969 with the discovery of the superoxide dis-
mutase enzymes by McCord and Fridovich [4] that the field of free radical research 
in Biology and Medicine literally "took off'1. These authors had previously ob
served that several proteins were able to inhibit the reduction of cytochrome c by 
the superoxide-producing enzyme xanthine oxidase. After months accumulating 
negative data, in a fortunate moment of inspiration, they realized that based on 
their kinetic data the inhibition of cytochrome c was due to a protein present as 
an impurity that was able to dismutate the superoxide radical [51. Starting with 
bovine erythrocytes, the novel protein termed superoxide dismutase (SOD) was 
soon isolated based on its enzymatic activity. This finding strongly suggested that 
superoxide radicals could be normal physiological products of aerobic metabolism, 
and given the high reactivity and potential toxicity of superoxide it immediately 
ignited an intense field of research not only in the basic but also in the clinical sci
ences. The free radical theory of oxygen toxicity proposed by Gilbert soon became 
the superoxide theory of oxygen toxicity [6]. The years that followed the discovery of 
SOD were marked by a score of studies related to superoxide and superoxide dis
mutase. A few different and quite unrelated proteins were found to possess SOD 
activity and to be amazingly widespread in every aerobic organism investigated. 
In 1973, a manganese-containing SOD was reported to be present in mitochondria 
[7], and immediately suggested a connection between respiration and superoxide 
formation given that this organelle consumes 85-90% of the oxygen taken up by an
imals through the respiratory chain [6]. At the same time Boveris and coworkers 
demonstrated significant generation of hydrogen peroxide at the level of the mito
chondrial respiratory chain [8], which was then found to be a consequence of the 
SOD-catalysed dismutation of superoxide [9, 10] produced at the be !-ubiquinone 
region of the respiratory chain [91. Together, all the evidence seemed to support 

iI t m a y interest the reader that at the time this thesis was written (April 2004), there were more than 
6,450 citations to this paper by McCord and Fridovich 
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the view that superoxide was produced intracellularly as a by-product of respira
tion, and in fact, it is now known that 1-5% of the oxygen taken up by mitochondria 
is converted to superoxide. This also strengthened the concept of superoxide as an 
accidental cellular waste product that had to be eliminated. It was proposed that 
the formation of oxygen-derived radicals was a necessary consequence and a price 
to pay for the utilization of oxygen, and that as organisms adapted to oxygenated 
environments, a battery of sophisticated enzymes such as SOD were invented to 
keep the toxic oxygen-derived species under control. Given the toxicity of these 
free radicals, it was soon realized that deficiencies in these antioxidant defenses 
could potentially lead to diseases. The 1980's were characterized by an intense 
study in the role of oxygen free radicals in aging and disease. Significant peroxi
dation of phospholipid membranes by free radicals was observed in almost every 
disease and in animals administered any toxin. This lead to the assumption that 
oxygen free radicals were responsible for many diseases and lipid peroxidation the 
main mechanism of action [11]. At the same time, evidence accumulated that free 
radicals could also exert damage in other cell components, being able to oxidize 
proteins and DNA. This again seemed to support the theory of oxygen toxicity 
and free radicals as causative agents of aging and disease. To further substan
tiate this view was the growing body of evidence of the beneficial role of SOD as 
a superoxide scavenger. However, at the same this evidence accumulated, it soon 
became evident to many researchers, based on their own work, that free radicals 
were not the actual cause of many of these diseases, neither were large amounts 
of SOD or other antioxidants going to cure them. Halliwell and Gutteridge sug
gested that increased radical formation was probably an inevitable consequence 
of most diseases in which tissue damage occurred [12]. Remarkably, Elroy-Stein 
and colleagues in 1986 found that increasing SOD activities lead to higher rates of 
lipid peroxidation [13]. In the years that followed a body of evidence accumulated 
reporting toxic effects in cells overexpressing SOD in a variety of organisms from 
bacteria to higher eukaryotes [14? -20], contrasting with the already long score 
of studies pertaining to the beneficial effects of high SOD activities. To fit these 
seemingly paradoxical effects to the current superoxide theory of oxygen toxicity it 
was proposed that the toxicity was due to excessive formation of hydrogen peroxide 
by SOD [13, 15, 18, 19, 21]. However, some did not accept this explanation, given 
the extremely high activity of SOD observed in biological systems indicating that 
it would already convert most superoxide into hydrogen peroxide. Adding more or 
overexpressing the enzyme should not have a significant effect on hydrogen per
oxide production [22]. Others suggested that hydrogen peroxide would actually 
decrease as increasing dismutation would leave less superoxide available for re
actions that produce hydrogen peroxide at higher stoichiometries, i.e., generate 
more hydrogen peroxide per molecule of superoxide [23]. Meanwhile, after the 
consolidation of molecular biology as a dominant discipline, powerful tools such as 
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DNA recombination, cloning and PCR enabled researchers to knockout, modify, or 
transfect and overexpress genes encoding defense enzymes and study the effects 
on oxidative damage, stress resistance and free radical metabolism. The discovery 
of the Escherichia coli régulons regulated by superoxide and hydrogen peroxide 
and similar pathways in yeast and higher eukaryotes lead to the concept that reac
tive oxygen species may be biologically important acting as cellular regulators, in 
cell proliferation, iron homeostasis, as second messengers, bactericidal agents, etc. 
The 1990's were marked by many studies investigating the role of ROS in these 
mechanisms, and increasing evidence suggests that there may be optimal levels of 
these ROS in vivo. This implies that cellular metabolism may be trying to main
tain rather than eliminate reactive oxygen species [24]. The characterization of 
the physiological role of SOD is therefore of extreme importance not only in under
standing the regulation of the physiological processes in which ROS are involved, 
but also due to the implications regarding its use as a therapeutical agent [25]. We 
enter the new century with the recurrent notion that Nature has still much more 
to reveal than we have uncovered so far, presenting increasingly higher and more 
captivating challenges. 

1.2 Antioxidant or Prooxidant? A problem of definition 

Free radicals or radical groups are chemical species that contain one or more un
paired electrons. The simplest example is atomic hydrogen - }H - which has only 
one electron and therefore must be unpaired. Molecular oxygen (02) is an inter
esting example of a biradical since it contains two unpaired electrons in two differ
ent orbitais [6]. The term reactive oxygen species (ROS) usually refers to oxygen 
centered radicals or non-radicals that are derivatives of 0 2 (Table 1.1) [6]. "Reac
tive" is not a very fortunate term since some of these species, such as superoxide 
(0*~) and hydrogen peroxide (H202) are not particularly reactive in aqueous solu
tion [6, 26]. To avoid this, other collective terms such as "active oxygen species", 
"oxygen-derived species", or simply "oxidants" are also commonly employed. Chem
ically, any compound, including oxygen, that can accept electrons is an oxidant or 
oxidizing agent, while a substance that donates electrons can be defined as a reduc-
tant or reducing agent [27]. However, in biological systems, donation of electrons 
is done usually by donating hydrogen or removal of oxygen. In this context, re-
ductants and oxidants are denned as antioxidants and prooxidants, respectively 
[27]. However, these terms have been loosely employed within the scientific com
munity and even beyond. Prooxidant has become a term commonly used to refer 
to compounds such as ROS that can cause oxidative damage and antioxidant to 
substances that exert the beneficial effect of eliminating prooxidants. Yet, ROS 
such as O*- can play an important biological role either as a reducing or oxidizing 
agent. Therefore, depending on the physiological context, both a reducing or oxida-
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Table 1.1: Radical and non-radical oxygen metabolites 

Name Symbol 

Oxygen radicals 

Oxygen (bi-radical) o2 

Superoxide ion 0 - -

Perhydroxyl HO; 

Hydroxyl HO* 

Peroxyl ROO* 

Alkoxyl RO* 

Non-radicals 

Hydrogen peroxide H 2 0 2 

Organic peroxide ROOH 

tive event may be, for instance, prooxidative in the broader sense of the definition. 
To avoid misinterpretations and ambiguities, the definition oïprooxidant and an
tioxidant adopted throughout this thesis will be that of an oxidant and reductant, 
respectively, whereas prooxidative or antioxidative effects will refer to the inducing 
and inhibiting effects on oxidative damage. 

1.3 Enzymatic and non-enzymatic sources of ROS 

In general, ROS can originate from external sources such as ionizing (7) and non
ionizing (UV) radiation, food (which contains significant amounts of peroxides, 
aldehydes, oxidized fatty acids, and transition metals), drugs (narcotics, anaes
thetic gases) , pollutants (car exhaust, cigarette smoke), xenobiotics (herbicides 
such as paraquat), etc. However, aerobic organisms also deliberately produce en
dogenous ROS through enzymatic and non-enzymatic mechanisms. In particu
lar, one of the most important sites of endogenous superoxide generation is the 
electron-transfer chain. Located in the cytoplasmic membrane of many bacteria, 
and in the inner mitochondrial membrane and endoplasmic reticulum of eukary-
otes, the respiratory chain is responsible for transferring electrons from substrates 
such as NADH and FADH2 to oxygen, a process that is coupled with ATP pro
duction. However, along the chain, a small percentage of electrons escapes and 
reduces directly oxygen to 0 2

_ . It is estimated that a small but significant amount 
(~l-5%) of the oxygen consumed in respiration is converted to 02~ as a by-product 
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of this process [28]. Given the high activity of SOD in biological tissues most 0*f 
is thought to be dismutated into 0 2 and H202 . Therefore, mitochondria are also 
regarded as an important source of cellular H202 . The electron transfer chain of 
the endoplasmic reticulum present in microsomal fractions from various tissues 
has also been reported to generate 0*~ (and H202) via NADPHxytochrome P450 
reductase [29] and NADHxytochrome bs reductases [30]. Membranes surrounding 
the nucleus can also reduce 0 2 to 0*~ in the presence of NADPH through an elec
tron transport system that resembles that of the endoplasmic reticulum. NADPH 
oxidases located in the cellular membrane of phagocytes convert 0 2 to 0*~ with 
electrons from NADPH. This process is characterized by a significant consumption 
of oxygen (the respiratory burst) and is thought to occur as a defense mechanism to 
destroy foreign cells given its presence in microbicidal phagocytic cells, such as neu
trophils, monocytes, macrophages and eosinophils [30]. Non-phagocytic cells such 
as lymphocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial and kidney mesangial cells, also possess 
NADPH oxidase-like activities [30]. Significant 02~ generation has been observed 
by these cells in response to T N F Q and other cytokines, and could be related to 
the inflammatory response in mammals. Additionally, hypoxanthine and xanthine 
oxidation by xanthine oxidase can also generate 0 '~ and H202 . However, most of 
the xanthine/hypoxanthine oxidation that occurs in the cytoplasm in vivo is catal
ysed by xanthine dehydrogenase that transfers electrons from the substrates to 
NAD+ rather than to 0 2 . Thus, O*- is unlikely to be produced by this enzyme 
under physiological conditions. Yet, xanthine dehydrogenase can be converted to 
xanthine oxidase either by proteolytic attack or oxidation of thiol (-SH) groups. 
Conversion can occur when tissues are injured, such as under hypoxic or ischemic 
conditions [31]. Reoxygenation (reperfusion) following ischemia can thus lead to 
significant production of 0*~ and H 20 2 by xanthine oxidase. Overall, considering 
the variety of cellular sources, an upper limit of about 5% could be estimated for 
the fraction of total cellular 0 2 reduced to O*- [32]. 

Two-electron reduction of 0 2 to H 20 2 may also occur, a process catalysed by a 
variety of oxidases, the most important being located in the microsomal and perox
isomal fractions. In fact, enzymatic sources of H 20 2 in these fractions account for 
approximately 80% of cellular H 20 2 in hepatocytes, while the mitochondrial and 
cytoplasmic fractions can account up to 15% and 5%, respectively [33]. In general, 
intracellular H202-producing enzymes include glycolate, hydroxyacid and urate 
oxidases in peroxisomes, the already mentioned xanthine oxidase and SOD in the 
cytoplasm, SOD in the mitochondrial matrix, monoamine oxidase in the mitochon
drial outer membrane, NADPHxytochrome P450 reductase and diamine oxidase 
in the endoplasmic reticulum. The highly reactive hydroxyl radical (HO*) can be 
generated in biological systems by decomposition of H 2 0 2 in the presence of suit
able transition metals, such as reduced iron or copper, a mechanism known as the 
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Fenton reaction: 

Metal" + H2O2 —► Metaln+1 + HO* + OH" (1.1) 

The rate constant for reaction of ferrous iron (Fe2+) with H2O2 in aqueous me

dia is low (76 M_ 1s_ 1) [34]. On the other hand, reduced copper ion (Cu+) is 
much more reactive with a reported rate constant for the reaction with H 2 0 2 of 
4.7 x 103 M _ 1 s _ 1 [6]. Though most intracellular iron is stored in ferritin and pro

tected from reacting with H202 , a low molecular mass iron pool in the form of 
ATP or citrateferrous iron chelates that is able to react with H 20 2 is believed 
to exist. Kinetic constants for the reactions of H 2 0 2 with ATPPe2+ and citrate

Fe2+ chelates (~ 104 M_ 1s_ 1) are about two orders of magnitude higher than with 
the nonchelated free ion form [35]. Iron and copper may also catalyse the de

composition of organic hydroperoxides into alkoxyl and peroxyl radicals (RO* and 
ROO*, respectively), accounting for much of the stimulation of lipid peroxidation by 
transitionmetal ions in biological systems. The radicals HO2 and HO* can also re

act with polyunsaturated phospholipids to produce carboncentered radicals, which 
can subsequently lead to the formation of lipid peroxyl radicals by addition of oxy

gen. 

1.4 Metabolic fate of superoxide and superoxidederived 
species 

1.4.1 Is superoxide toxic? 

The limited reactivity of 0*~ compared with radicals such as HO* has lead some to 
believe that O*. is chemically harmless. Yet, the increased oxidative damage and 
reduced cell viability observed in mutants lacking SOD activity (see below, section 
1.5.3) does not seem to support this view. The superoxide anion radical (O*) is the 
conjugate base of a weak acid, the perhydroxyl radical (HO*). With a pKa of 4.69 
[36], most superoxide is present in the charged form under physiological pH. How

ever, the protonated form of 0*~ is somewhat more reactive in aqueous media than 
O*, and can initiate lipid peroxidation. In fact, the more acidic environment close 
to the membrane may facilitate protonation of 0"~. Any 0*~ produced in the in

terior of hydrophobic membranes could also be very damaging, since 0*~ is highly 
reactive in organic solvents [6]. In a hydrophilic environment both 0*~ and HO* 
can act as reducing agents, for instance, by reducing ferric (Fe3+) compounds to the 
ferrous (Fe2+) form, either chelated or free in solution [37] that could potentially 
be more potent oxidants than superoxide itself [6]. 

Superoxide can also produce H 2 0 2 by dismutation, which in the presence of suit

able transition metals could lead to HO* generation. In protic solvents, 0*~ is 
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unstable and will spontaneously dismute, a reaction where superoxide is both oxi

dized and reduced to yield 0 2 and H202 , respectively. The overall process is usually 
represented by: 

O'" + O p + 2H+ —► H2O2 + 0 2 (12) 

However, it is highly unlikely that two molecules with the same charge would come 
together and react. The spontaneous dismutation under physiological conditions 
usually proceeds by reaction of O* and HO*: 

HO; + O r + H+ —» H2O2 + 0 2 (1.8) 

The rate constant for this reaction is 9.7 x 107 M ^ s " 1 in aqueous solution at 
pH 7 [38]. Considering the equilibrium between O*" and HOJ the overall pro

cess of spontaneous dismutation may be regarded simply as two 0*f molecules 
reacting together as in reaction 1.3 with a secondorder rate constant of approxi

mately 105 M _ 1 s  1 . At this rate, however, many other cellular metabolites such as 
ascorbate, cytochrome c, glutathione (GSH) or even nitric oxide, would be able to ef
ficiently compete for 0'2~ • However, most biological systems that produce Oif have 
also present the superoxide dismutase enzyme capable of catalysing the dismuta

tion reaction up to nine orders of magnitude faster than without the catalyst. Still, 
GSH, proteinthiol groups and possibly other metabolites may be sufficiently con

centrated to compete for 0*T So far, the question concerning the relative amount 
of O r consumed and O'f derived H202 produced by SOD under physiological con

ditions remains open. 

In addition, 0'2~ has also the ability to reduce quinones, nitro compounds, ketones, 
organic halides, and proteins [reviewed in 28], to oxidize sulfite, thiols, diphenols, 
ascorbic acid and atocopherol [reviewed in 28], and to decrease the activity of en

zymes such as catalase [39] and glutathione peroxidase [40]. However, the extent 
to which these reactions are relevant in vivo has not yet been established. On the 
other hand, several studies have shown that, in vivo, OÍT oxidizes enzymes that 
contain [4Fe4S] clusters at their active centers, causing the release of Fe2+ from 
the cluster and consequently loss of enzymatic activity [41]. These enzymes be

long to the group of dehydratases, which include dihydroxyacid dehydratase [42] 
fumarases [43, 44], 6phosphogluconate dehydratase [45], and aconitase [46]. The 
rate constants for the inactivation reactions of dehydratases by 0*f are reported 
to be in the range 106  107 M ^ s " 1 [41]. Loss of activity of aconitase or fumarase 
can cause the tricarboxylic acid to lose function during oxidative stress. As a re

sult, cells can no longer rely on nonfermentable substrates leading to diminished 
respiratory capacity, less ATP production and reduced growth. Interestingly, this 
pathway may also serve as a negative feedback of 0 ^ on its own production un
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der physiological conditions, as it reduces the influx of reducing equivalents into 
the respiratory chain [47]. Down-regulation of 0*f production at the level of the 
respiratory chain may also involve mild proton leakage, a process that can poten
tially also be mediated by 0*~ as evidenced by the recent observations that 0*T 
activates the mitochondrial uncoupling proteins UCP1, UCP2 and UCP3 [48]. 

1.4.2 Physiological consequences of the hydroxyl radical 

Many in vitro studies show that exposure to 0*~-generating systems may lead to 
damage of biomolecules and even cell death. Protection was observed by adding 
not only SOD, but also catalase and HO* scavengers, such as mannitol, formate or 
dimethysulphoxide (DMSO) [34]. Based on these evidences it was suggested that 
O*- could react with H 2 0 2 through a process catalysed by transition metals to 
produce HO*. This reaction is known as the Haber-Weiss reaction and is described 
by the following reactions: 

Metaln+1 + 0'2- —> Metaln + 0 2 

Metal" + H2Q2 —> Metaln+1 + HO* + OH~ (1.4) 
Net Reaction: O*- + H 2 0 2 -—> 0 2 + HO* + OH~ 

The second reaction in this process is the Fenton reaction (reaction 1.1) and hence 
the process is also known as the superoxide-assisted Fenton reaction. However, 
the importance of 0*~ in assisting Fenton reaction is questionable under physio
logical settings since there are potent reductants present at millimolar concentra
tions (e.g., GSH, NAD(P)H, ascorbic acid) that can easily compete with 0*~ for the 
transition metals. Nonetheless, increased production of O*- and H 2 0 2 can gen
erate conditions favorable for HO* formation in vivo. For instance, 0*~ is able 
to release iron ions from mammalian ferritin and from the iron-sulfur clusters of 
dehydratases, while H 20 2 can displace iron from haem proteins [49]. 

Once formed, HO* radicals react immediately and indiscriminately with the molecules 
in their vicinity. Several important cellular targets of HO* such as DNA, proteins, 
and lipids, have been documented. Exposure of DNA to HO* can cause damage to 
sugar bases, purine and pyrimidine oxidation and lead to DNA strand breakage 
and mutation. HO* scavengers are not always very effective against this type of 
damage since the radicals can be formed from H 2 0 2 reacting with metal ions bound 
directly to DNA. To cope with such damage, enzymatic systems were developed to 
repair DNA and assure its correct functioning [reviewed in 50]. It is interesting 
to note that DNA damage caused by oxidative stress does not have necessarily to 
involve direct attack on DNA by reactive species. Large increases in intracellu
lar Ca2+ as a consequence of oxidative stress can activate nuclear Ca2+-dependent 
endonucleases, which will fragment DNA. 
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HO* may also attack proteins generating a variety of end-products. Importantly, 
thiol groups of cysteines are easily oxidized and may result in disulphides, which 
can undergo further oxidation to sulphonates [6]. Methionine can be oxidized to 
methionine sulphoxide or further oxidized to yield sulphone and loss of histidyl in 
certain enzymes can lead to inactivation. Peroxyl radicals and peroxides can also be 
form by attack of HO* to tryptophan residues. Protein receptors and transporters 
are important early targets, since damage can alter essential ion balance between 
the intracellular and extracellular environment [6]. The failure to maintain these 
ionic gradients induce changes in cell volume that will affect many features of cell 
function [51]. Protein repair can involve the action of GSH and thioredoxin that 
re-reduce the protein disulphide bridges formed by cross-linking of the cysteine-SH 
groups. Proteins containing methionine sulphoxides can also be repaired by pep
tide methionine sulphoxide reductase, which uses reduced thioredoxin as a source 
of reducing power. Additionally, in the absence of a protein repair system, dam
aged amino-acid residues other than methionine sulphoxide or cysteine disulfides 
usually serve as a signal for proteolytic degradation. 

Peroxidation of lipid membranes may also be an important target of HO', though 
HO* may be a more efficient initiator of lipid peroxidation, for instance, in mi
tochondria [52]. Generation of peroxyl and alkoxyl radicals, aldehydes and other 
products of lipid peroxidation within membranes and lipoproteins may seriously 
damage the proteins present in the membrane. 

1.4.3 ROS as physiologic mediators of cellular function 

Despite the evident deleterious effects perpetrated by ROS it seems that, as a 
whole, cellular metabolism of ROS has evolved to control the levels of ROS rather 
than eliminate them completely. E. coli, for instance, keep H 20 2 levels under tight 
control (~200 nM) over a wide range of growth conditions, and in response to en
vironmental changes [53]. The involvement of 0*~ and H 2 0 2 in numerous phys
iological processes seems to further support this view. For instance, the adaptive 
process of many bacteria and yeast to aerobic environments is accomplished by 
up-regulating the expression of various proteins involved in ROS-scavenging and 
cellular repair, which is triggered by excess ROS production. In bacteria, excess 
0;~ generation leads to the oxidation of a protein encoded by the soxR gene [54] 
that activates transcription of the soxS gene. The product of the soxS gene binds to 
the promoters and activates transcription of genes encoding proteins such as the 
cytoplasmic SOD, a DNA repair enzyme (endonuclease RO, glucose-6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase and others. When critical cysteine -SH groups within the protein 
encoded by the oxyU gene become oxidized by increasing H 20 2 production in E. 
coli, the oxidized protein induces expression of proteins that include hydroperoxi-
dase I, alkyl hydroperoxide reductase and glutathione reductase [reviewed in 55]. 
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Like bacteria, the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae pre-exposed to H 2 0 2 or (De
generating systems adapts by becoming resistant to higher levels of these species. 
One of the genes involved is YAP1, which seems to control the expression of genes 
involved in biosynthesis and metabolism of glutathione and thioredoxin [reviewed 
in 56]. In addition, yeast growing anaerobically respond to the introduction of 
0 2 by activating the biosynthesis of haem through activation of 02-dependent en
zymes. This activates the expression of two haem activation complexes HAP1 and 
HAP2/3/4 which in turn increase synthesis of several proteins, such as the cytoso-
lic catalase and mitochondrial SOD [56]. Redox changes and oxidative stress also 
regulate the activity of transcription factors in mammals, such as AP-1 (activator 
protein) and NF-KB, though in a somewhat more complex way, and much still re
mains to be established [57]. The physiological utility of ROS is also evidenced by 
involvement of ROS in phagocytic killing and chemotaxis, and the role of H 2 0 2 

in thyroid-hormone biosynthesis in animals and lignin synthesis in plants [6]. 
Exposure of different cell types in culture to low levels of H 20 2 and superoxide-
generating systems have been shown to activate protein kinases that favor cell 
proliferation [reviewed in 58]. Superoxide and H 20 2 may also be involved in iron 
homeostasis. The interaction of O^- with iron-sulfur clusters of certain proteins 
is important in sensing the redox status and in regulating the uptake and storage 
of iron. For example, the ferric uptake regulator of E. coli, Fur, is an iron-binding 
protein that is involved in the regulation of iron transport [59], though it is also 
a negative regulator of the MnSOD gene [60]. This dual action of Fur is a good 
indicative of the coupling between 0*~ and iron homeostasis. 

1.5 Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) 

1.5.1 The SOD family 

SODs are ubiquitously found in all oxygen-consuming organisms [61], in archae-
bacteria [62], in aerotolerant anaerobes [63] and even in obligate anaerobes [64]. 
It is though that the presence of SOD in anaerobes may be to provide protection to 
transient exposure of the cells to oxygen. SODs are a family of metalloenzymes 
that have been isolated from a wide range of organisms and are characterized 
based on the metal species present at the active site. These include the copper-
and zinc-containing enzymes (CuZnSOD) [4], manganese-containing enzymes (Mn
SOD) [65], iron-containing enzymes (FeSOD) [66], and nickel-containing enzymes 
(NiSOD) [67]. 

CuZnSOD is widely distributed in eukaryotic cells localized mainly in the cyto
plasm [4], but can also be found in lysosomes [68], nucleus [69], chloroplasts [70] 
and in the intermembrane space of mitochondria [71, 72]. CuZnSOD is a homod-
imeric enzyme with a molecular weight of ~32 kDa, containing one atom of Cu 
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and one of Zn per subunit. Though the subunits are stabilized by intrachain disul

fide bonds, they are associated to each other by noncovalent forces. The enzyme 
requires Cu and Zn for its biological activity, though Zn seems to have only a struc

tural role. Loss of Cu leads to complete inactivation, suggesting a close relationship 
between SOD activity and copper homeostasis. Human extracellular SOD (EC

SOD) is also a copperzinccontaining SOD, but unlike its cytosolic counterpart, it 
is a tetrameric enzyme [73] and usually bound to the endothelium. It may have 
a role in protection against extracellular superoxidederived stress, such as in the 
inflammatory response. Some pathogens also produce ECSOD which may confer 
resistance against killing by leukocytes. Some bacteria also possess periplasmic 
CuZnSOD, which is induced during aerobic growth [74]. 

The cytoplasmic MnSOD is widespread in prokaryotes, and is homodimeric protein 
with a total molecular weight of 40 kDa [65], whereas the mitochondrial form has 
four identical subunits with a molecular weight of 80 kDa and one manganese atom 
per subunit [7]. Nevertheless, the MnSOD found in mitochondria shows strong 
homology to the prokaryotic enzyme. 

FeSOD is an ironcontaining SOD that was first isolated in E. coli [66]. The Fe and 
Mncontaining SODs show strong sequence and structural homology suggesting 
they have a common ancestor [75]. Yet, replacing Fe for Mn or viceversa in the 
respective active sites of the enzyme render it inactive, showing that metal binding 
to both these types of SOD is quite specific [? ? ]. 

NiSOD has only more recently been found in a few Streptomyces species, and is 
composed of four identical subunits of 13.4 kDa each [67]. 

1.5.2 Activity and mechanism 

Superoxide dismutase catalyses the disproportionation of 0*~ radicals to 0 2 and 
H2O2 according to the scheme proposed by Fielden and coworkers [76]: 

O* + SOD0x —♦ SODrd + 0 2 ( 1 5 ) 

0'2 + 2H+ + SODri —♦ SODox + H2O2 

Though the reaction is pH dependent, SODs catalyse the dismutation of 0*~ at 
a rate close to the diffusion limit over the entire range of pH from 5 to 10 [4]. 
The secondorder rate constant for both reactions has been reported to be ~ 2 x 
109 NT1 s"1 [77]. Since the value of the rate constant for both reactions is the 
same they will proceed at the same rate as long as 0¾ is the main substrate of 
the enzyme. In this case, both reduced and oxidized forms of SOD will be equally 
concentrated, i.e., equal to half the total concentration of the enzyme. The rate of 
0*~ consumption can then be expressed simply by: 
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= -wornsoDjtotai (1.6) 

1.5.3 SOD: Not too little, not too much 

SOD is undoubtedly essential for aerobic life. This is evidenced by the phenotypic 
deficits exhibited by mutants lacking the enzyme. E. coli mutants, for instance, 
lacking both MnSOD and FeSOD were shown to require rich medium to grow (still 
they grew slower than with SOD), to be hypersentive to paraquat and H 20 2 , and 
presented high rate of spontaneous mutagenesis [78]. These effects were reversed 
by insertion of a functional gene expressing SOD [79] or by complementing the 
SOD-null mutants with enzymes capable of removing 0*~, such as desulfoferro-
doxin [80]. CuZnSOD- and ECSOD-deficient mice exhibit enhanced sensitivity to 
hyperoxia and increased cell death [81, 82], whereas MnSOD knockouts are lethal 
in mice [83,84]. There are also numerous studies showing that transfection or over-
expression of CuZnSOD and specially MnSOD protects many types of cells against 
oxidants and oxidant-generating compounds. MnSOD overexpression can lead to 
increased resistance to hyperoxia [85], paraquat [86], or cytokines such as TNFa 
[87] and interleukin-1 [88]. MnSOD overexpression can also inhibit apoptosis in 
mouse liver cells [89] and in human lung cells [90], and exhibit antiproliferative 
and tumor suppressor effects [91]. Overexpression of CuZnSOD has not shown 
to dramatically increase protection against oxidative stress [92], though simul
taneous increase in CuZnSOD and H2O2 -decomposing enzymes such as catalase 
appear to give better protection [93]. Protective and beneficial roles of SOD have 
been shown in a wide range of diseases and the therapeutical potential of SOD and 
SOD mimics has been extensively explored [reviewed in 25]. 

Paradoxically, studies with transfected cells from E. coli [14, 15, 17, 20], Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae [21], tobacco [19] and from several mammals [13,16, 18, 94, 95], 
have also shown that overexpression of SOD can produce deleterious effects. Over-
expression of SOD has been shown to increase lipid peroxidation [13, 16, 94, 95] 
and protein carbonylation [95], to increase sensitivity to radiation [17] and ROS-
generating systems [14, 15, 18, 20], to cause mutations [18], growth inhibition 
[14, 15, 18, 20], and inhibition of cell proliferation [95]. These effects seem to sug
gest that too much SOD may be toxic and that an optimal cellular SOD activity 
may exist. This is further supported by the observed biphasic response of several 
oxidative stress-related markers to increasing SOD activities [22, 96-99]. 

The importance of understanding the effects of SOD on ROS metabolism and whether 
there is an optimal intracellular activity is further highlighted by the interest in 
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the biological and pharmacological manipulation of SOD as theurapeutical agent 
in a variety of diseases. 

1.6 Scope of the work 

The aim of this work is to provide a contribution towards understanding the mech
anisms that lead to the prooxidative effects observed in cells and other biological 
systems where SOD activity is increased above normal levels. 

Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the adverse effects of high SOD 
activities. The proposed mechanisms involve two fundamental ways in which in
creasing SOD could possibly elicit toxic effects: a) by depleting the levels of 0*f or 
b) by modulating the rate of H 2 0 2 production. 

Excessive depletion of O*- steady-state concentration could lead to inhibition of 
important physiological functions in which O*" is involved [17, 20, 22, 98, 100]. 
However, despite thirty five years of intense study in the field where many poten
tial biological targets of 0*~ have been identified, still many doubts exist regarding 
their physiological relevance. Furthermore, the delicate balance between the ben
eficial and detrimental processes that involve 0*T hinders possible attempts to 
understand its mode of action. 

The increased toxicity elicited by high SOD activities has been also attributed to 
exacerbated H202 concentration, which increases HO* formation [13, 15, 17-19, 
21, 101], and excessive removal of 0*~ and consequently inhibiting possible impor
tant physiological processes mediated by this radical species [17, 20, 22, 98, 100]. 

Additionally, CuZnSOD is known to be inhibited slowly by elevated H 2 0 2 concen
trations [102], possibly due to the release of HO* [103]. It has been suggested 
that this capacity of CuZnSOD to produce "free" HO* from H 20 2 may partially ex
plain the adverse effects associated with high SOD activities [103]. However, this 
explanation cannot be applied to the prooxidative effects observed in cells overex-
pressing MnSOD as this enzyme lacks peroxidative activity [102]. 

Others have suggested that as SOD activity rises, the drop in 0*~ concentration 
leaves the oxidized form of SOD more available to react with the target molecules 
for which it was supposed to provide protection [104]. In other words, increasing 
SOD will favor the superoxide reductase (SOR) activity over the superoxide dismu-
tase activity [105]. 

However, despite all the observations and evidences presented in the literature, the 
effect of SOD on the rate of H 2 0 2 is still controversial, making it difficult to assess 
the role of changes in H 20 2 or 0*~ on the adverse effects of high SOD activities. 
Using a mathematical approach, several models are presented in this dissertation 
that try to address the following questions: 
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1. What are the effects of increased SOD activities on H 2 0 2 production? Does it 
increase or decrease H202 production? 

2. In what conditions are the outcomes expected? 

3. What is the magnitude of a possible increase in H 2 0 2 production by SOD? 

4. Is the toxicity of SOD limited to an increase in H 2 0 2 or are there other mech
anisms that can be involved in mediating SOD-induced oxidative damage? 

5. Assuming that H 2 0 2 increases with SOD activity, can these changes be cor
related with the changes observed in oxidative damage? 

6. How relevant are the effects of 0*~ depletion when increasing SOD? 

7. Can the dual role of 0^~ as a toxic product and physiological metabolite ex
plain the existence of an optimal SOD activity or does it have to involve H202-
mediated processes? 

The first three questions are addressed in Chapter 3 with a mathematical model 
describing all the possible processes of 0*~ depletion that allows the assessment 
of the effects of SOD on the rate of H 20 2 production. Chapter 4 is an extension of 
this model, and addresses the question of whether other interactions besides those 
considered in the minimal model presented in the previous chapter can account for 
higher increases in H 2 0 2 and if these changes are correlated with those observed 
in the same conditions for oxidative damage. The last chapter of results (Chapter 
5) addresses the particular phenomenon of ischemia-reperfusion injury where an 
optimal concentration of SOD has been observed. A model of lipid peroxidation 
in this context was analysed to assess the role of 0*~ and/or H 2 0 2 in the mecha
nisms that lead to a biphasic response of the rate of lipid peroxidation to increasing 
SOD activities. The final chapter (Chapter 6) presents a general discussion of the 
results. 

Before the chapters of results, a brief introduction to some of the mathematical 
tools used throughout this work is presented, in particular those concerning the 
power-law formalism. 
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2.1 Why use mathematical modeling? 

In recent years, the fields of biological sciences have been overwhelmed with com
puters and their power to perform from simple to extensive calculations, statistical 
analysis, massive data retrieval, storage and analysis, all of which is now familiar 
in what is known as bioinformatics. Yet, these are but tools that can be applied 
when using mathematical modeling. Mathematical modeling consists generically 
in the formalisation of any conceptual model (an idea, a sketch, a graph, a set of 
reactions) into mathematical form. This allows one to apply specific quantitative 
(numerical) or symbolical (analytical) tools to analyse the behaviour of the model, 
how it responds to external signals, how different details in the structure of the 
model govern its behaviour, to identify the key processes governing or regulating 
its behaviour, to describe how changes in parameters can influence or produce dif
ferent behaviours, etc. It is common to associate mathematical modeling to sim
ulations, though it is only one of many approaches. In fact, mathematical models 
are usually used as heuristic tools rather than simple instruments of prediction. 
They may serve to test different hypotheses, to identify flaws in different concep
tual models, and to infer possible new mechanisms that may explain experimental 
results. 

Biological systems are usually highly non-linear and their behaviour is hard to pre
dict or understand. In particular, the metabolism of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
is a complex biochemical network consisting of many interactions between the 
elemental determinants, which are themselves highly reactive and consequently 
short-lived. Hence, reactive species and the interactions in which they are involved 
are hard to determine experimentally. Given the technical difficulties in identify
ing and measuring these interactions, and the complexity in analysing them, dif
ferent parts of the system are isolated and experiments are carried out in vitro or 
at least outside the context of the intact network, which characterizes the reduc
tionist approach. Additionally, due to the ability of many of the reactive species to 
act both as reductants and oxidants the experimental results are highly dependent 
on the chemical and redox conditions in which the experiment is being performed. 
To overcome these limitations, mathematical modeling presents itself as a pow
erful alternative and complementary tool. One has the capability to set up and 
analyse the network of interactions in a more integrative perspective, which would 
be unfeasible otherwise. However, to do so without a detailed knowledge of the 
mechanisms involved and the kinetics of each interaction, can only be done us
ing proper tools developed to make minimal assumptions about these processes. 
These methods are based on Biochemical Systems Theory and are described below. 
The following sections in this Chapter are adapted in part from Michael Savageau's 
course in "Cellular and molecular networks" [1], and extensively described in [2, 3]. 
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2.2 PowerLaws and the Ssystem approach 

Mathematical descriptions of biological and biochemical systems most often in

volve nonlinear rational functions, which are usually quite hard to analyse. About 
thirty five years ago, Michael Savageau [46] proposed a general nonlinear rep

resentation of biochemical systems based on their powerlaw approximation, i.e., 
their linearization in logarithmic coordinates. This mathematical representation 
was termed Ssystem (S stands for synergistic). Given the uniform mathematical 
structure of the Ssystem (see below) the model can be easily set up in a straightfor

ward manner. Furthermore, the steadystate equations of the Ssystem are linear 
when represented in logarithmic coordinates allowing the steadystate solution to 
be obtained analytically without loosing the ability to capture the rich collection 
of behaviours observed in nonlinear systems. Though the powerlaw approxima

tion has a wider range of accurate representation than a linear formalism, it is 
still only valid within the neighbourhood of a chosen operating point. When study

ing the steadystate behaviour, however, this may not pose a problem as the the 
operating point is usually chosen to be the actual steadystate. 

2.2.1 Ssystem structure 

Like most mathematical models, the Ssystem model is a formal representation 
that describes how each pool (dependent state variable) in a given biological sys

tem changes in time. Mathematically this is represented by a set of ordinary dif

ferential equations. One of the key features of this mathematical formalism is 
that each dependent state variable Xt is represented by the difference between 
two fluxes that describe the influx of material entering the Xi pool (Vf) and the 
efflux leaving the Xt pool (Vf). Generically, this is translated into the following 
mathematical form: 

^■ = Vf(X1,X2,...,Xn+m)Vi {X1,X2,...,Xn+m) t = l ,2 , . . . ,n . (2.1) 

where n is the number of dependent state variables and m the number of inde

pendent (external) state variables that do not change with time, and thus do not 
require a differential equation. The fluxes Vf and Vf can be complicated, posi

tive real functions whose detailed mathematical description are usually unknown 
due to lack of knowledge of either the biological mechanisms involved or their ac

tual mathematical structure. Another important feature of the Ssystem model is 
the representation of Vf and Vf by products of powerlaw functions that include 
only those variables that contribute directly to the corresponding process. For in

stance, if the flux Vf is affected exclusively by Xy and X2, the powerlaw term 
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should contain just these two variables. A real number exponent gi} is associated 
to each variable X, that contributes to the production (increase) of X while a real 
exponent /¾ is associated to each variable X, that contributes to the degradation 
(decrease) of Xi. If X, has a positive effect on the flux the corresponding exponent 
is also positive, while a negative effect will be represented by a negative value. In 
a biochemical context the exponents g^ or /¾ may be considered as the kinetic or
ders of the processes producing or consuming X , respectively, with respect to the 
state variable X). If the process is saturable with respect to Xi a value between 0 
(full saturation) and 1 (non-saturable first-order kinetics) would be assigned to the 
exponents. On the other hand, if dealing with a regulatory process where coopera
tive interactions are likely to occur, then a value between 1 (no cooperativity) and 
4 (high cooperativity) would be assigned. Similarly, when dealing with a particu
lar inhibitory interaction, the assignments will involve negative exponents for the 
variables acting as inhibitors. For instance, a simple hyperbolic inhibition would 
be represented by a value of -1 while inhibitory cooperative kinetics would be rep
resented by exponents between -1 (no cooperativity) and -4 (high cooperativity). 
Thus, positive exponents for most biological processes are usually between 0 and 4 
while inhibitory interactions are usually represented by exponents between -4 and 
0. 

Each flux term in the differential equations also includes a non-negative multiplier 
that determines the rate of production or degradation processes and thus can be in
terpreted as the rate constant. The non-negative multiplier of the influx and efflux 
terms are called en and ft, respectively, and carry the index of the flux function 
V+ or V~. As a result, for n dependent variables and m external variables, the 
fundamental equations of the S-system representation take the form: 

Î Xj ...Xn+m - ftX A2 . . . A n + m 
n+m n+m /o 2) 

at "[I Xf* - ft II X^ i = l,2,...,n. 
3=1 J = l 

If a state variable X, has no effect on the increase or degradation of X , its expo
nent gtj or hij, respectively, is set to zero. The corresponding power-law X-" or 
Xi*' equals 1 and therefore can be omitted from the flux term. If a multiplier on 
or Pi is zero, the corresponding influx or efflux is absent. 

2.2.2 Steady-state analysis 

When the system reaches a steady-state, each dependent variable no longer changes 
with time as the rate of production and degradation of each dependent variable is 
equal. This situation is translated into mathematical terms by setting the time 
derivatives ^- to zero resulting in a set of non-linear algebraic equations. For 

dXj 
dt 
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each equation, the negative term can be added to both sides to yield the following 
expression: 

n+m n+m 
a{ H Xf' = f t J ] l N i =l,...,n (2.3) 

3 = 1 3=1 

Rearranging this equation one obtains: 

f i X]9ii-hi)) = {Pi/en) i = 1,...,n (2.4) 
3 = 1 

By taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation this set of non-linear equa
tions becomes a set of linear algebraic equations: 

/] o-ijVj = bi i = 1,...,n (2.5) 
3 = 1 

where bt = ln{Pi/ai), y3- = ln(Xj) and Oy = (gtj - /iy). These equations can also 
be expressed by conventional matrix notation: 

[A)y] = b] (2.6) 

By partitioning the elements in the matrices corresponding to dependent and in
dependent variables in equation 2.6, the following matrix equation is obtained: 

yd 
[Ad : Ai] .. = b] (2.7) 

The equation can be rewritten by separating the dependent and independent terms: 

[A]d y]a + [A]i y}i = 6] (2.8) 

or 

[A]dvU = -[A]iv]i + b] (2.9) 

As long as the determinant of [A]d is non-zero, the matrix has an inverse operator 
(.[A]^1 = [M]). In these conditions, expression 2.9 can be rearranged to yield the 
familiar explicit steady-state solution for the S-system: 
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y]d = -[M\[A]iV]i + [M]b] 

= [L]y\i + [M]b] (2.10) 

î T 
slope intercept 

where [L] = -[M][A]j. Notice the linear dependence of the steady-state solutions 
in the logarithmic space to the logarithm of the independent variables (yt) and the 
logarithm of the rate constants. 

The steady-state flux through a given pool Xi can be calculated based on the aggre
gate rate law of either production or consumption1 of Xi and replacing the values 
of each state variable by their explicit steady-state solution. For instance, the ag
gregate rate law of Xi production can be represented by: 

V+ = ai
nf[X°i> (2.11) 

Taking logarithms and again taking advantage of the matrix notation the expres
sion becomes: 

ln(V+)] = (Inat)] + [G] y] ( 2 1 2 ) 

= {Inca)] + [G]d y]d + [G]i y]i 

Replacing the explicit steady-state solutions given by expression 2.10, the steady-
state solution of the flux through Xi is obtained: 

ln(V+)} = [G]i y)i + [G}d{[L] y]i + [M] b}} + (Inai)} 

= {[G]i + [G]d [L])y\i + {[G]d [M] b] + (Inai)}) (2.13) 

î Î 
{slope} {intercept} 

The solution of the flux variables is also a linear function of the independent vari
ables. It is interesting to note that both expressions 2.10 and 2.13 express the 
complete relationship between the steady-state values of the dependent variables 
and the values of both independent variables and structural parameters of the sys
tem. 

'At steady state, production or influx to a given pool is equal to consumption or efflux from that same 
pool 
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2.2.3 Network and Sensitivity Theory 

To obtain a clear understanding of the behaviour of a particular biological system 
it is important to distinguish between the influence exerted by independent vari
ables that are determined by external factors and the parameters that characterize 
the underlying structure of the system. Independent variables pertain to external 
stimuli, relatively fixed concentrations of enzymes or metabolites that tend to re
main constant under the conditions of study. Parameters can be thought as being 
physically or genetically determined by the system itself. We are usually interested 
in determining how a particular biological system (e.g. a cell) responds to external 
perturbations or different enzyme concentrations (independent variables), or for 
example, how it changes when different enzymatic activities caused by mutations 
or protein modifications alter the rate constants (parameters) of a given reaction. 
The responses of dependent variables and fluxes through the steady-state pools 
when changes in independent variables or parameters occur, can be determined 
using the methods described in network and sensitivity theory, respectively. 

2.2.3.1 Log gains 

When changes in independent variables occur, they are detected and propagated 
throughout the cell, influencing several cellular processes (dependent variables) 
to different degrees. The extent to which these inputs or signals are amplified or 
attenuated is given by the logarithmic gain factor [7J. For instance, when one of 
the independent variables is changed by a small (local) variation about its nominal 
operating value (AXk/Xk), while all other independent variables remain fixed, the 
corresponding variation of a particular dependent variable (AXi/Xi) is given by 
the log gain factor, which can be translated into the following expression: 

ÃXTJX; ~Lik (2-14) 

A log gain with a magnitude greater than 1 corresponds to amplification of the 
original signal. A value below 1 implies attenuation. A positive sign for the log gain 
indicates that Xt changes in the same direction as Xk, i.e., both increase in value 
or decrease. A value of zero indicates that there are no changes in the dependent 
variable when this particular signal changes, and a negative sign means that the 
changes are in opposite directions. 

The log gain factors that characterize the systemic response to variation in a spe
cific independent variable can also be determined by differentiating the explicit 
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steadystate solution (equation 2.10): 

aTT — flv. v . "Ik Bxk ■ X  ^«* (2.15) 
L{Xi,Xk) i = l , . . . ,n ; k = n+l,...,n + m 

Each log gain Lik corresponds to the percentage change in a dependent variable 
Xi that results from an infinitesimal percent increase in an independent variable 
Xk, while all other independent variables remain constant. The matrix composed 
by all elements Lik is equivalent to [L] = [M][A]< defined in expression 2.10. It is 
noteworthy to mention that log gains can be determined from direct experimental 
measurements of the intact system. Each element Lik is analogous to the con

ventional gain or amplification factors described in linear network theory. This 
theory provides an explicit relationship between the log gain factors that charac

terize the systemic behaviour and the kineticorder parameters that characterize 
the component processes. Thus, it establishes an important link between two types 
of experimental measurements: measurements of small variations in an indepen

dent variable, and measurements of small variations in the rate of an individual 
component process corresponding to small variations in the state variables that 
influence that process. Without network theory there would be no apparent rela

tionship between these two different types of measurements. 

The log gains for the flux variables can also be defined in a similar fashion. For 
example, when one of the independent variables is changed by a small (local) vari

ation about its nominal operating value (AXk/Xk), while all other independent 
variables remain fixed, the corresponding variation of the flux through a particu

lar pool (AVi/Vi) is given by: 

asfè««■*>■ <216) 

The systemic behaviour of the dependent fluxes in steadystate can be determined 
by differentiating expression 2.13: 

L(Vi,Xk) = gik + J2L(X^X^ » = !.■•• ."; k = n+1, ,n + m (2.17) 

2.2.3.2 Sensitivities 

The standard factors that relate variations in dependent variables to changes in 
parameter values (rate constants and kinetic orders) are referred to as parame

ter sensitivities [7]. There are two classes of parameter sensitivities that deal in 
particular with either rate constants or kinetic orders. 
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Sensitivities to rate constants are denned as the change in dependent variable X, 
or flux Vi in going from one steady-state to another as a result of an increase in a 
rate constant parameter /3k or a decrease in a rate constant parameter ak. Again, 
in principle, sensitivities can be determined from direct experimental measure
ments of the intact system. As one of the rate constants is changed by a small 
(local) variation about its nominal operating value (A/3k/(3k or Aak/ak), while in
dependent variables and remaining parameters are fixed, the corresponding varia
tion of a dependent variable (AXi/XJ could be measured. The ratio between both 
variations yield the corresponding parameter sensitivity: 

AXi/Xi _ 
A0k/0k = Xi'0k i,k = l,---,n (2.18) 

or 

A ^ t = Sxi'a" h^ = I,---,n (2.19) 

The systemic response to changes in rate constant parameters can also be obtained 
by differentiating the steady-state solution (expression 2.10): 

am. = (SXi.). EM.- Mu dbk - SVT ,-, i (2-20) 
or 

CM. - _ f M i i . a t — _ M . . 
= S(Xi,ak) i,k 

(2.21) 

These expressions represent mathematically the percent change in a dependent 
variable X, that results from an infinitesimal percent change in a rate constant 
parameter /¾ or ak, with the independent variables and all other parameters held 
fixed. According to the latter expressions, sensitivities to rate-constants are given 
by the elements Mik of the inverse matrix of [A]d defined above, and is part of 
the steady-state solution. These elements are equivalent to the conventional pa
rameter sensitivities. It is interesting to note that S{Xi,pk) = -S(Xi,ak), and 
consequently the sum of all the rate constant sensitivities is zero: 

J2[S(Xi,ak) + S(Xi,0k)} = O i = l,-..,n (2.22) 

The same rationale can be applied to the dependent fluxes, and the corresponding 
systemic response of each steady-state flux (Vi) to changes in rate constant param
eters is obtained by differentiating expression 2.13: 

S(Vi,(3k) = J29iJS{Xj,pk) i, k = 1,..., n; (2.23) 
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and 
S(Vi,ak) = 6ik + J2gijS{Xj,ak) i,k = 1,.. . ,n; (2.24) 

where &* is equal to 1 if i = k and zero otherwise. In matrix form the expressions 
become: 

[S(V+,p)] = [G]d[S(X,P)\ (2.25) 

and 
[S(V+, a)} = [I] + [G}d[S(X,a)} (2.26) 

The other class of parameter sensitivities describes the effect of changing the ki

netic orders (hkp or ghP) on the steadystate of each dependent variable (Xi). These 
sensitivities can also, in principle, be determined experimentally by producing a 
small variation in the kinetic order parameters about their nominal operating 
value (Ahkp/hkp or Agkp/gkp), while independent variables and all remaining pa

rameters are held constant, and measuring the corresponding variation of a depen

dent variable (AXi/Xi)). The ratio of these two variations yields the mathematical 
definition of kinetic order sensitivities: 

AXi/Xi = s i,k = l,,n;P=l,,n + m (2.27) 
/\nkp/nkp 

or 
AXi/Xi = s i,fc= 1,    ,n ;p= 1,,n + m (2.28) 

The systemic response to changes in kinetic order parameters can also be obtained 
by differentiating the explicit steadystate solution (expression 2.10): 

W f c = ( * & ) ■ * =hkpMlkyp0 ( 2 2 9 ) 

= S{Xi,hkp) i,k = 1,...,n; p = 1, ,n + m 

or 
w f e = (!&>•$ = «*"»«* (230) 

= S(Xi,gkp) i,k = 1,...,ra; p = 1, ,n + m 

where ypo is the steadystate value of yp. These expressions represent the per

cent change in a dependent variable Xt that results from an infinitesimal per

cent change in a kinetic order parameter hkp or gkp, when the independent vari

ables and all other parameters remain constant. Notice that from expression 2.20, 
Mik = S(Xu/3k). Replacing this equivalence in expression 2.29, the following rela

tion is obtained: 

S(Xi, hkp) = hkpS{Xu f3k)yPo (2.31) 
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And from relation 2.21, it immediately follows that: 

S(Xi,gkp) = gkPS{Xi,ak)ypo (2.32) 

Again, the same rationale can be applied to the dependent fluxes, and the cor

responding systemic response of each steadystate flux (¼) to changes in kinetic 
order parameters is obtained by differentiating expression 2.13: 

lS{Vuhkp)/hkp] = Ê f t í P ^  M í i J *,* = 1. • • • ,n;p = 1, • • • ,n + m (2.33) 

and 

[S(Vi '5fcp)4J = S«>VP + És«[s(*' , f l**yafcj>] «,*  1, • , n ; p = 1,. .■ ,n + m 

(2.34) 

where 6ik is equal to 1 if i = k and zero otherwise. In matrix form the expressions 
become: 

[S(V+,h)p] = [G\d[S(X,h)p] (2.35) 

and 
lS(V+,g)p] = [I]yp + [G}d[S(X,g)p] (2.36) 
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Summary 

Toxic effects of superoxide dismutase (SOD) overexpression are commonly attribu
ted to increased hydrogen peroxide (H202) production. Still, published experi
ments yield contradictory evidence on whether SOD overexpression increases or 
decreases H2O2 production. We analyzed this issue using a minimal mathemati
cal model. The most relevant mechanisms of superoxide consumption are treated 
as pseudo first-order processes, and both superoxide production and the activity of 
enzymes other than SOD were considered constant. Even within this simple frame
work, SOD overexpression may increase, hold constant or decrease H2O2 produc
tion. At normal SOD levels, the outcome depends on the ratio between the rate of 
processes that consume superoxide without forming H2O2 and the rate of processes 
that consume superoxide with high (> 1) H2O2 yield. In cells or cellular compart
ments where this ratio is exceptionally low (< 1), a modest decrease in H2O2 pro
duction upon SOD overexpression is expected. Where the ratio is higher than unity, 
H2O2 production should increase, but at most linearly, with SOD activity. The re
sults are consistent with the available experimental observations. According to the 
minimal model, only where most superoxide is eliminated through H202-free pro
cesses does SOD activity have the moderately large influence on H2O2 production 
observed in some experiments. 

Abbreviations: 0*~ - superoxide; H2O2 - hydrogen peroxide; SOD - superoxide 
dismutase; CuZnSOD - copper,zinc superoxide dismutase; MnSOD - manganese 
superoxide dismutase; GSH - glutathione; 
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3.1 Introduction 

Though the role of superoxide dismutase (SOD) as antioxidant defense has been 
largely documented, it has also been reported that high SOD activities may induce 
toxic effects in vivo. This phenomenon has been observed in Escherichia coli [1, 2], 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae [3], cells of several mammals [4-7], tobacco [8] and other 
systems. The overexpression of CuZnSOD in several tissues has also been associ
ated with various pathologies, such as Down's syndrome and Alzheimer's disease 
[9-11]. The toxicity observed in cells overexpressing SOD has been suggested to re
sult from increased hydrogen peroxide (H202) concentration and ensuing increased 
oxidative damage by hydroxyl radicals [2-4, 7, 9, 12]. The experimental evidence 
for this explanation is contradictory, however. Increased H 2 0 2 concentration was 
found in MnSOD- [13-15] and CuZnSOD-overexpressed human fibroblasts [16], 
as well as in CuZnSOD-overexpressed mouse epidermal cells [17]. Yet, the oppo
site was observed in mouse fibroblasts overexpressing CuZnSOD [18]. Previous 
attempts to rationalize the effect of changes of SOD activity on H 2 0 2 production 
in terms of particular mechanisms of superoxide (0*~) production and consump
tion have also yielded contradictory conclusions. Assuming an irreversible pro
duction of O*-, in absence of other significant consumption processes, the effect 
of increasing SOD activity should be to decrease the steady state concentration of 
0*~ without increasing H 20 2 production. In vivo, however, most 0 '~ is likely pro
duced through reversible reactions [19]; namely, of ubisemiquinone with oxygen 
[20]. In these conditions, an increase in SOD concentration favors the forward di
rection (i.e., superoxide production) [19], consequently increasing H 2 0 2 production 
[21]. In contrast, Liochev and Fridovich [22] suggested that because dismutation 
competes with reactions that convert 0*~ into H 2 0 2 at higher yields, SOD over-
expression should decrease the overall yield - and thus also the production - of 
H202 . 

Altogether, these works suggest that as regards H 20 2 production, the final out
come of SOD overexpression might depend on the balance of various processes of 
superoxide consumption. To further explore this hypothesis, we analyzed a min
imal mathematical model comprised of the main processes of O ' - consumption. 
The results show that the outcome depends on the ratio between the rates of two 
types of 0*~-consuming processes at normal SOD levels: those that do not form 
H 20 2 and those that form one or more H 20 2 molecules per 0*~ consumed. Where 
the ratio is higher than unity, as expected in most cells, H 20 2 production increases 
with SOD activity. In rarer cases where the ratio is lower than unity, H 2 0 2 pro
duction should slightly decrease with increasing SOD activities. 
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Figure 3.1: A simple model of 0*~ production and consumption. Four processes are depicted: 
(1) dismutation reaction catalyzed by SOD produces 1/2 molecules of H 2 0 2 per molecule of 
O*  ; (2) processes of 0 ' ~ reduction that produce 1 or more molecules of H 2 0 2 per molecule 
of O*  ; (3) processes that consume O*  but do not produce H 2 0 2 and (4) 0*~ generation. 

3.2 Model Description 

To describe the effect of SOD activity on the rate of H 2 0 2 production, we considered 
a constant production of 0 2

_ , with rate v4, and three classes of 0 2 ~ consuming 
mechanisms (Fig. 3.1). First, SOD catalyses the dismutation of 0^~ into H 2 0 2 

and molecular oxygen with a yield of 1/2 molecules of H 2 0 2 per molecule of 0 2 ~ . 
Based on the kinetic scheme proposed by Fielden et al. [23], and considering tha t 
the concentration of SOD greatly exceeds tha t of 0'~, we model 0 2 " dismutation 
as a pseudo firstorder process. The rate expression is thus 

vi =fci[SOD][02" (3.1) 

with /:i [SOD] playing the role of the pseudo firstorder ra te constant. Second, 
superoxide may act as an oxidant with yields of 1.0 or more molecules of H 2 0 2 

per molecule of 0 2 ~ . This is the case of reactions between 0 2 " and the family 
of [4Fe4S]containing dehydratases (including the TCAcycle enzyme aconitase) 
[24], which have unit H 2 0 2 yield, and of chain oxidations (e.g., with hydroquinols 
[25] or thiols [26]), which may have higher H 2 0 2 yields. Third, some reactions 
consume 0*~ without producing H 2 0 2 . These include reactions between 0 2 ~ and 
ubiquinone (backward reaction of 0 2 " generation), nitric oxide, and cytochrome 
c 3 + . As the coreactants in the last two classes of processes are much more con

centrated than superoxide itself, we t reat these processes as following pseudo first

order kinetics: 

V2 = k2[0'2}, 

V3 = M O ;  ] (3.2) 
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3.3 Results 

To determine the influence of SOD concentration on the rate of H 2 0 2 production, 
we now derive an expression for the rate of H 20 2 production. As the physiological 
rates of the reactions described in this model are much faster than the processes 
governing changes in the activity of SOD, the system is considered to be at steady 
state. By definition, at steady state the rate of 0*~ production equals the rate of 
02~ consumption: 

V4 = Vi + V2 + V3 (3.3) 

Substituting each rate by expressions 3.1 and 3.2, and solving the equation for 
[ 0 ' _ ] , the steady-state concentration of O ' - becomes: 

O!" ^ (3.4) 
2 kdSOD] + k2 + k3 

The overall rate of H 2 0 2 production (vu) is 

VH=\VI+V2 = ^ [ S O D l f O n + MOS"] (3.5) 

Replacing [02~] in the previous equation by its steady state expression (equation 
3.4), we obtain: 

ifci[SOD] + fc2 , , « 
Ihi = VA— KO.O) 
m 4fci[SOD] + fca + fc3 

The logarithmic gain [27] of the rate of H202 production to the concentration of 
SOD, 

TI roniw - _ ^ Q g M dvn [SOD] 
MVH.L&ODj; - diog([SOD]) " d[SOD] m 

fci[SOD](/c3-A;2) ( 3 ? ) 
" (A;1[SOD] + A:2 + /c3)-(fci[SOD] + 2fc2)' 

Table 3.1: Dependence of H202 Production on SOD Concentra
tion 

Change in [SOD]]a 

Rate of V2 vs. V3 \ I 
V2 < V3 T * 

U2 = ^3 = 

V2> Vz I Î 
a (Î) increase; (J.) decrease and (=) no change. 

provides a concise way of describing how changes in SOD concentration affect the 
rate of H 20 2 production. Positive values of L indicate that vH increases with [SOD], 
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Figure 3.2: Predicting the direction of changes in H 2 0 2 production from the values of k2 
and k3. The shaded area represents the ranges of values estimated from the literature, as 
explained in the text. Region above dotted line: H2O2 production changes in the same direc
tion as [SOD]; region below dotted line: H 2 0 2 production changes in the opposite direction 
as [SOD]. 

whereas negative values indicate the opposite. A log gain of 0.5 indicates tha t a 
1% increase in [SOD] causes 0.5% increase in vH. As follows from equation 3.7, the 
log gain has the sign of k3 - k2. Hence, when the concentration of SOD increases, 
the rate of H 2 0 2 production (1¾) may increase, decrease or remain unchanged, de
pending on the difference between the rate constant for 0 2

_ reduction (k2) and the 
rate constant for H202-free 0 2 ~ consumption (fc3) (Table 3.1). This result may be 
understood as follows. As SOD concentration increases, the steady state concentra
tion of 0 2 ~ decreases and the flux of O* - consumption shifts from v2 and v3 to vi. 
The outcome on the overall production of H 2 0 2 therefore depends on whether the 
increase of the rate of H 2 0 2 production through dismutation (vx) is higher or lower 
than its decrease through the 0*~-reducing pathway (v2). To illustrate this point, 
consider a system mostly free of SOD, and where the main pathway of 0 2 ~ reduc
tion is through inactivation of dehydratases with a yield of 1 molecule of H 2 0 2 per 
molecule of O* - . Addition of SOD may then lead to the following situations, de
pending on the balance between k2 and k3. (a) k2 = k3: addition of SOD decreases 
v2 and v3 by the same amount, i.e., exactly half of the increase through vi. As 
SOD generates H 2 0 2 at half the yield of the dehydratase inactivation, the overall 
production of H 2 0 2 remains unchanged, (b) k2 > k3: v2 decreases by less than half 
of the increase in vi and consequently the overall production of H 2 0 2 decreases, (c) 
k2 <k3: the production of H 2 0 2 increases with the concentration of SOD. 

If the overall pseudo first-order rate constants k2 and k3 are known, one can predict 
the effect of changes in SOD activity on H 2 0 2 production in particular physiologi
cal settings (Fig. 3.2). An extensive search of the available data [28] revealed only 
a few substances tha t are both reactive and abundant enough in vivo to compete 
with SOD for superoxide under physiological conditions. Reactions involving the 
iron-sulfur clusters of dehydratases, ascorbate and reduced glutathione (GSH) may 
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contribute significantly to v2 in most cells. Rate constants between superoxide and 
various dehydratases are in the range 106 - 107 M_1s_:1 [reviewed in 24]. Consid
ering the concentrations of susceptible dehydratases in the range 1 - 100 /JM [29], 
k2 should lie in the range 1 -10 3 s_ 1 . The rate constant for the reaction with ascor-
bate is 2.7 x 105 M _ 1 s _ 1 [30]. Ascorbate concentrations in the millimolar range 
[31] thus contribute 102 s"1 to k2. There are widely discrepant determinations of 
the rate constant for the reaction of superoxide with GSH and other thiols. Con
sidering the highest rate constant reported for GSH, 6.7 x 105 M"V 1 [32], and 
intracellular concentrations in the range 1-10 mM [33], an upper limit of 104 s_ 1 

is found for the contribution of GSH to k2. 

As regards k3, the rate constant for the backward reaction of 0'2~ production is 
one of the main contributors and occurs in most cells. From Fig. 4 in [20] a 
second-order rate constant for the backward reaction of O*- can be estimated as 
4.2 x 108 M - 1 s _ 1 , which is close to the value estimated in aqueous solution be
tween superoxide and quinone [34]. As ubiquinone concentrations in tissues of a 
wide variety of organisms are in the range 0.3 - 200 ^M [35], k3 should lie in the 
range 102 - 105 s - 1 . Superoxide also reacts with nitric oxide with a rate constant 
of 1.9 x 1010 M ^ s " 1 [36]. Considering a concentration of nitric oxide in the range 
of 10 - 100 nM [37], this reaction would give a contribution of 102 - 103 s - 1 to k3. It 
may therefore be very significant in some cells. On the other hand, ferricytochrome 
c, which is present at concentrations up to 5 mM in the mitochondrial intermem
brane space, oxidizes superoxide to oxygen with a second-order rate constant of 
2.6 x 105 M _ 1 s _ 1 [38]. Assuming that superoxide readily permeates the outer mi
tochondrial membrane and that the volume of the mitochondrial intermembrane 
space is at most 1% of the cytoplasm volume, one finds 10 s"1 as an upper estimate 
for the contribution of the reaction of superoxide with cytochrome c3+ to k3. This 
contribution is therefore negligible. 

From the estimates above, one predicts that in most systems 0*~ is consumed 
faster through v3 than through v2. Therefore, H202 production should most of
ten change in the same direction as SOD activity (Fig. 3.2). The opposite may 
happen, however, in systems where the concentration of co-reactants involved in 
O'--consuming reactions that contribute to v2 are high and/or the concentration of 
co-reactants contributing to v3 are low. 

In the framework of the minimal model, significant increases of H 2 0 2 production 
upon SOD overexpression occur only in systems where, at normal SOD levels, most 
of the superoxide is consumed without H 2 0 2 production (i.e., v3 » v\ + v2) (Fig. 
3.3). Yet, changes in H 2 0 2 production are always less than proportional to changes 
in SOD activity (|L| < 1). In systems where H202 production decreases in response 
to SOD overexpression, the factor of decrease is always small as compared to the 
factor of SOD overexpression (L is never lower than -1/6). 
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Figure 3.3: Contour plot of log gains of the rate of H2O2 production to the concentration of 
SOD. 72 and 73 are the ratios fc2/(fci[SOD]) and fe3/(fci[SOD]), respectively. The shaded area 
represents the ranges of values estimated from the literature, as shown in Fig. 3.2; values of 
fci and [SOD] used were ~ 109 M ^ s " 1 [39] and ~ 2 - 20 /M [40, 41]. 

The minimal model presented above does not account for O*- regulation of its own 
production. Several mechanisms of feedback inhibition have been proposed. These 
include aconitase inactivation, which decreases the flow of reducing equivalents 
into the respiratory chain [42], and proton leakage by O ' - , which decreases the 
level of reduction of respiratory chain components [42, 43]. The recent findings 
that O*" activates the uncoupling proteins UCP1, UCP2 and UCP3, resulting in 
mild-proton leakage [44], strongly supports the latter hypothesis. In presence of 
this feeback inhibition, SOD overexpression will lower the concentration of 0*~, 
consequently lifting the inhibition and increasing the rate of 0*~ generation. In 
the Appendix we assess how this regulation affects the response of H2O2 produc
tion to changes of SOD activity. For strong inhibitions, L is always positive, mean
ing that H2O2 production changes in the same direction as SOD concentration. 
The maximum value of the logarithmic gain, however, remains the same (+1), i.e., 
changes in H2O2 production are still at most proportional to changes in SOD. 

3.4 Discussion 

It is usually assumed that an increase in SOD activity elicits an increase in H2O2 
production. Our analysis, however, shows that even without accounting for changes 
in the activity of other enzymes, SOD overexpression may also decrease or have no 
effect on H2O2 production. The outcome depends on the ratio between the rates of 
O*- reduction (¾) and the rates of the non-H202-producing reactions (1¾) at nor
mal levels of SOD expression. As the balance between these two processes differs 
among cellular systems and depends on physiological conditions various outcomes 
are expected to occur, explaining the contradictory experimental results so far re
ported. 
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According to the minimal model, and given the estimated ranges for the rate con
stants of reactions contributing to v2 and V3 SOD overexpresssion is more prone 
to induce H 2 0 2 overproduction than the opposite (Fig. 3.2). This is even more 
so where superoxide inhibits its own production. These results are consistent with 
the available experimental observations. Whereas various studies report increased 
H 2 0 2 production in cells overexpressing SOD [13-17], only one reports decreased 
H2O2 production [18]. 

Irrespective of parameter values, however, the minimal model predicts that where 
H 2 0 2 production decreases with increasing SOD activity, the factor of decrease is 
always small as compared to the factor of SOD overexpression (log gain smaller 
than -1/6). Where H 20 2 production increases with SOD activity, the factor of 
increase is always lower than the factor of SOD overexpression (log gain lower 
than 1). These results are also consistent with the experimental data. Teixeira et 
al. [18] reported a 0.86-fold decrease in H2O2 concentration in mouse fibroblasts 
with a 2.3-fold increase in SOD activity, corresponding to a log gain of -0.11. In 
mitochondria of human fibrosarcoma cells, a 4.6-fold MnSOD overexpression in
creased the concentration of H202 1.6-fold [13]. Assuming that the concentration 
of H 2 0 2 is proportional to H 20 2 production, this response corresponds to a log gain 
of-0.17. In mouse epidermal cells, a 2.3-fold CuZnSOD overexpression increased 
the concentration of H 20 2 1.95-fold [17]. As the activity of catalase did not change 
significantly, the log gain for H202 production in this case is -0.73. 

High log gains for H 20 2 production as estimated from [17] are only achievable 
within the framework of the minimal model if the normal cells eliminate most of 
the superoxide through processes that do not yield H 2 0 2 (Fig. 3.3). Nevertheless, 
part of the observed increase in H 20 2 production might also be due, for instance, to 
increased levels of superoxide-susceptible [4Fe-4S] clusters upon SOD overexpres
sion. 

The minimal model may serve as a "null hypothesis" in the inference of the mech
anisms of oxidative damage elicited by SOD overexpression. According to this 
model, if the rate of oxidative damage is proportional to the rate of H 2 0 2 pro
duction, the percent increase in the rate of damage will not exceed the percent 
increase in SOD activity. More pronounced increases of the rate of damage, if ob
served, could have two explanations. One is a significant departure from first-order 
kinetics by the considered mechanisms of superoxide consumption. The other ex
planation is the contribution of mechanisms that the minimal model does not ac
count for and that are sensitive to small variations about the normal levels of H202 . 
For example, the participation of superoxide and H 2 0 2 in signal transduction and 
in transcriptional control of various genes, which is probably relevant for the re
sponse of the rate of oxidative damage to modulations of SOD activity [45, 46] and 
should be considered in more detailed analyses. Our aim, however, is to point out 
the explanatory power of the basic chemistry of superoxide consumption in vivo, as 
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condensed in the minimal model, and to highlight the usefulness of this model as 
starting point to understand the role of the aforementioned mechanisms. 
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Appendix A 

A. 1 Inclusion of a negative feedback of 0*~ on its own production 

To represent the rate of change of O'" with a general feedback mechanism on its 
own production, we use the S-system representation [47, 48]: 

^ = aiX°» - ft**" (A.1) 

In this representation, all reactions that contribute to the production of a chemical 
species are aggregated in a positive term, and all the reactions contributing to con
sumption are aggregated in a negative term. In this case, Xi is the concentration 
of O*-; Qi and ft are the aggregated rate constants of reactions producing and 
consuming O*-, respectively. In the minimal model, 0 '~ production is constant, 
and therefore the "rate constant" is equivalent to the rate of production (c*i = u4). 
The aggregated rate constant of consumption is the sum of all rate constants con
tributing to O*- consumption (ft = MSODJ + fo + fcs). Symbols gn and / i n are the 
kinetic orders of Xi with respect to production and consumption, respectively. For 
a simple mass action reaction, the kinetic orders correspond to the molecularity of 
the reaction. As the present model considers pseudo first-order 0*~ consumption, 
/in = 1. Without feedback, 0*~ production does not depend on the concentration of 
O ' - , and so gn = 0. A negative feedback of 0 '~ on its own production is modeled 
by ascribing a negative real number to gn. The steady state expression for [0*~] 
then becomes: 

W-'-UaMth + O 1 ^ 
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The rate of H2O2 production with a negative feedback mechanism is determined 
by replacing A.2 into expression 3.5. The log gain can then be calculated: 

T Q O r i x _ fcitgOPPg - fca - gn(fci[SOD] + k2 + fcs)) ( A 3 ) 
Lf[VH, bUU) - ( 1 _ 5 i i ) ( f c i [ g 0 D ] + fc2 + fc3). ( f c l [ S 0 D ] + 2fc2) 

For very strong inhibitions, L/ becomes: 

Jim ^ ( t * . SOD) = ^ ¾ ¾ (A.4) 

Expressions A.3 and A.4 can be compared with equation 3.7. 
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Summary 

In spite of the evidence that SOD overexpression may lead to deleterious effects, 
the mechanisms underlying these observations remain unclear. According to the 
minimal model described in Chapter 3, H202 increases at most linearly with SOD 
activity, suggesting that additional mechanisms may contribute to the prooxida-
tive effects of SOD overexpression. To assess the effects of SOD overexpression 
on the rate of H2O2 -mediated oxidative damage, which is not necessarily propor
tional to H 20 2 production, we have extended the minimal model to include ox
idative damage formation through Fenton reactions, a pathway of damage repair, 
and H 2 0 2 removal by peroxidases and/or catalases. We then analyzed all possible 
feedforward and feedback interactions of O*-, H202 , and oxidative damage on the 
rates of production and depletion of each pool. The analysis was based on well-
established methods in Biochemical Systems Theory, which makes only minimal 
assumptions about the mechanisms of physiological processes. Using qualitative 
and quantitative criteria we identified a few physiologically plausible interactions 
that when present render the system prone to supralinear increases in the rate 
of oxidative damage when SOD activity is increased. We report those interactions 
and describe the physiological conditions whereby amplification of H202-mediated 
oxidative damage can be observed when SOD is overexpressed. Our results show 
that increasing SOD activity in different types of cells or subcellular compartments 
may produce quite different responses on the rate of oxidative damage. In addition, 
when SOD activity is increased, the presence of some interactions allow amplifica
tion of oxidative damage without significant changes in H 2 0 2 concentration, sug
gesting that changes in these two concentrations are not necessarily correlated. 

Abbreviations: SOD - superoxide dismutase; 0*~ - superoxide; H 2 0 2 - hydrogen 
peroxide; ROS - reactive oxygen species; Zwf - glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase; 
Ahp - alkyl hydroperoxide reductase; NADPH - reduced nicotinamide adenine din-
ucleotide phosphate; IRP - iron regulatory protein; BST - Biochemical Systems 
Theory; 
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4.1 Introduction 

Despite strong evidence that elevated SOD activities can produce deleterious ef
fects [1-18], the mechanism(s) underlying these observations are still far from un
derstood. The most common explanation has been attributed to the exacerbation 
of H 2 0 2 formation as a consequence of the dismutation reaction. However, there is 
contradictory evidence on whether H 20 2 production is increased at higher steady-
state activities of SOD [19, 20]. With a minimal model (Chapter 3 or [21]) we have 
shown that when the steady-state activity of SOD is increased H 2 0 2 production 
may increase, decrease or remain constant depending on the physiological condi
tions. The outcome does not depend on the rate of dismutation. An increase in 
the rate of H202 production is only observed if the overall rate of H202-generating 
processes with higher stoichiometrics than the dismutation reaction is below the 
overall rate of non-H202 producing reactions. In these conditions, the minimal 
model predicts that the rate of H 20 2 production increases at most linearly with 
SOD. If one were to assume that the rate of oxidative damage is proportional to 
H 20 2 , for example via Fenton reaction, the minimal model would also predict an in
crease of oxidative damage at most linear with SOD. However, the rate of hydroxyl-
mediated damage is not necessarily proportional to H202 . For example, Liochev 
and Fridovich [12] proposed that the growth inhibition observed in Escherichia 
coli cells overexpressing SOD can be due to a decrease in 0*~-mediated induction 
of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (E.C.: 1.1.1.49) (Zwf) consequently reduc
ing NADPH availability. Yet, reduction of NADPH may significantly diminish the 
NADPH-dependent H202-reducing activity of alkyl hydroperoxide reductase (E.C.: 
1.6.4.x) (Ahp), which is the main H 2 0 2 scavenger in E. coli [22]. This would leave 
more H 20 2 available for Fenton reactions and increase hydroxyl radical-mediated 
oxidative damage. In conditions where an increase in SOD activity significantly 
stimulates H 20 2 production, if the rate of H 2 0 2 reduction by Ahp is much higher 
than consumption through the Fenton reaction a supralinear increase in oxidative 
damage could be observed in cells overexpressing SOD. Similar interactions may 
also elicit a supralinear increase in H202-mediated oxidative damage when SOD 
activity is increased. For instance, assuming a slight positive feedback of oxida
tive damage products on their own production, it is conceivable that exacerbation 
of SOD activity can lead to supralinear increases in oxidative damage with only 
moderate alterations in the rate of H 2 0 2 production. 

To address these questions, we performed a systematic analysis looking for possible 
mechanisms that may account for supralinear changes in H202-mediated oxidative 
damage and/or changes in H 2 0 2 steady-state concentrations. For this purpose, the 
minimal model from Chapter 3 [21] was extended to include oxidative damage for
mation, mainly by hydroxyl radicals (HO*) produced by H 2 0 2 through the Fenton 
reaction, and a pathway of damage repair or removal. We then introduced and 
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Figure 4.1: Graph representation of the reference model, which is an extension of the mini
mal model, using conventional symbols and in parentheses the respective S-system represen
tation. Symbols are also described in Table 4.1. Minimal model in Chapter 3 [21] describes 
fluxes vi to V4. The reference model takes additionaly into account two pathways of H 2 0 2 
consumption, through i) reduction to water (¾¾) and ii) oxidative damage formation (v6), and 
a pathway of damage removal or repair (v?). 

analyzed every possible interaction of 0*~, H 2 0 2 and oxidative damage on each 
flux considered in the model. This was done using well-established techniques in 
Biochemical Systems Theory (BST) (see Chapter 2 or [23]) tha t allow one to make 
minimal assumptions about the mechanisms involved in each process. Every inter
action is considered genetically as a positive or negative feedforward or feedback 
mechanism. A single parameter determines the overall kinetic order of each pro
cess with respect to each effector. This parameter therefore determines the type of 
kinetics involved, such as saturable, linear, cooperative, etc. For each interaction, 
we evaluated the influence of SOD on the steady-state concentrations of both H 2 0 2 

and oxidative damage. We found that , under physiological conditions, there are a 
few interactions that may lead to supralinear changes in H 2 0 2 and oxidative dam
age concentrations when SOD activity is increased. Additionally, in conditions, for 
instance, where 0*~ can induce the expression of enzymes responsible for dam
age removal/repair, an increase in SOD activity may lead to supralinear increases 
in oxidative damage without changes in H 2 0 2 steady-state concentrations. This 
result implies that changes in H 2 0 2 and oxidative damage are not necessarily cor
related. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Reference Model 

The minimal model (Chapter 3 or [21]), was extended to include oxidative damage 
formation and removal (Fig. 4.1 ). In the present work, oxidative damage can be 
understood as any oxidative product formed in macromolecules by direct action of 
H 2 0 2 or indirectly by action of HO*, which is produced through Fenton reactions. 
The pathway of removal or repair of oxidative damage therefore depends on the 
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Table 4.1: Conversion table from conventional to S-systems symbols 

Variable type Variable name (symbol) Symbol in S-system 

Dependent Superoxide (0*~) Xi 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) X2 

Oxidative Damage (OxD) X3 

Independent Superoxide dismutase (SOD) X4 

type of damage considered. It may include enzymes responsible for DNA repair, 
lipid hydroperoxide removal from membranes, reactivation of proteins damaged 
by HO*, etc. A pathway of H2O2 detoxification was also considered, where H 20 2 is 
reduced to water by peroxidases or catalase. 

The following equations translate how O^- (.Xi), H 20 2 (X2), and oxidative damage 
(X3) levels change in time using the S-system representation (see Table 4.1 for 
meaning of symbols): 

Xi = ai - /?iXÍ"Xf" 
X2 = a2Xf21Xf24 - 02X%22 (4.1) 
X3 = a3Xf2 - / ¾ ^ 3 3 

Here, SOD (X4) is an independent variable and therefore is a constant term in the 
equations. According to the S-system representation, changes in each dependent 
variable are defined as the difference between all influxes and all effluxes. Each 
term is constituted by the product of all variables that contribute to the correspond
ing process. At steady-state, the changes in each variable are equal to zero, where 
influx to a given pool equals its efflux. The steady-state solutions can be computed 
using the methods described in Chapter 2. 

To evaluate the amount of variation in H 20 2 and damage concentrations upon 
changes in SOD activity we determined the logarithmic gain of state variables X2 

and X3 with respect to Xi - L(X2, X4) and L(X3, X4), respectively (details on how 
to calculate log gains are also given in Chapter 2): 

L(X2,X*) = f i - ^ (4.2) 
/l22 / i l l " 2 2 

L(X3,X4) = HXa,Xt)-8p. (4.3) 
n.33 

Just as we did with the minimal model (Chapter 3 or [21]) we assume that reactions 
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consuming superoxide (Xi) and forming hydrogen peroxide (X2) follow pseudo first-
order mass action kinetics. In other words, the consumption term of Xi and the 
production term of X2 are proportional to the concentration of X\. The kinetic 
orders associated to Xi in both these terms, /in and 521, are therefore set to 1. 
The parameter h22 is the average kinetic order of the overall consumption of X2 

weighted by the contributions of each process to the overall rate. A small fraction 
of X2 is consumed through the Fenton reaction, which exhibits first-order kinet
ics with respect to X2. Most X2, however, is consumed through the detoxification 
pathway. Catalase [24, 25] and glutathione peroxidase [26], which are major con-
tr ibuters to the detoxification pathway, display first-order kinetics with respect to 
X2 in in vivo conditions. Therefore, given tha t the two pathways of X2 consump
tion (i.e., via detoxification or oxidative damage formation) display the same linear 
kinetics, the kinetic order for X2 consumption is set to 1 (/122 = 1). The param
eter 532 is the kinetic order of oxidative damage formation by X2, which includes 
the Fenton reaction and direct oxidative damage by X2 tha t can also be approx
imated to first-order kinetics with respect to X2. Thus, g32 = 1. As long as the 
availability of the co-factors of the enzymes involved in removal or repair of oxida
tive damage (X3) is not a limiting factor, the kinetics of these processes can also 
be approximated to first-order kinetics with respect to X3 (i.e., h33 — 1). With all 
kinetic orders equal to 1 except for /114 and 524, we arrive at a simpler expression 
for L{X2,X4) and L(X3, X4): 

L(X2,XA) = g24-hi4, (4.4) 

L(X3,Xi) = g2i — /114 (4.5) 

The two parameters /114 and g24 are the average kinetic orders of the overall con
sumption of Xi and production of X2 with respect to Xit weighted by the contribu
tions of each reaction rate to the overall rate. As the kinetic order of the dismuta-
tion reaction with respect to Xt is 1, if for instance, most of O* - disappears through 
dismutation, hu ~ 1. On the other hand, if all three processes of 0*~ consumption 
contribute equally to the overall consumption rate, /ii4 = V3 x 1 + l/z x 0+ x/3 x 0 = V3. 
Thus, the actual values of /114 and g24 depend on the contributions of each process 
rate to the overall rate of 0*~ consumption and H2O2 formation. 

4.2.1.1 Evaluating / i 1 4 and g2i for different contributions of each process to the 
overall rate of O'" consumption and H202 production 

The average kinetic orders of superoxide (Xi) consumption and H 2 0 2 (X2) forma
tion relative to X4, /114 and g2i, are dependent on the contribution of the individual 
processes to the overall ra te of X\ consumption and X2 production, respectively. 
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Table 4.2: Possible extreme cases regarding contribution of v\, v2, and v3 to the 
total flux of Xi consumption or X2 production. 

Vi » V2 Vi = V2 Vl <S V2 

{ V2 » V3 

v2 = V3 case 4 » v2 > v3 case 7 —► v2 > v3 

V2 < V3 

vi = V3 case 2 + v2 « v3 case 5 ♦ v2 = v3 case 8 > «2 » «3 

Í
W2 » «3 
V2 = U3 
V2 < ^3 

Table 4.2 shows all the possible combinations of contributions of each individual 
flux «i, V2, and v3, which are explored separately. The values of hu and g2* used in 
the models presented throughout this work will be based on these different combi

nations that are given by the each following case: 

Case 1 (vi > V2\ vi » v3) Whether v2 » v3, v2 = va, or v2 « v3, most of the flux 
of H2O2 production (l/2vi + v2) and superoxide consumption (vi + v2 + v3) is 
through dismutation (vi). As the kinetic order of dismutation relative to X4 

is 1, both /114 and g2i are 1. From expressions 4.4 and 4.5 we compute a log 
gain of ~ 0 for L{X2, Xi) and L(X3, X4). 

Case 2 (vi » V2; vi = v3; v2 <C v3) In terms of Xi consumption, though the flux is 
equally distributed by both vi and v3, the kinetic orders of vi and v3 relative 
to X4 are 1 and zero, respectively. Thus, hu =* 50% x 1 + 50% x 0 ~ 0.5. As for 
X2 production, the flux is mainly through dismutation and therefore ¢241

The resulting log gains are L(X2: Xi) = L(X3,Xi) a 0.5. 

Case 3 (vi > v2; v\ < v3; v2 < v3) Most superoxide (Xi) is consumed through 
v3 and most H 20 2 (X2) is produced by dismutation (vi). As the kinetic order 
of «3 relative to X4 is zero, then hu ~ 0. In contrast, g2i ~ 1 because v\ is 
proportional to X4. In this case the log gains are L(X2, Xi) = L(X3, Xi) ~ 1. 

Case 4 (vi = v2; v\ > v3; v2 » i>3) In this case, the flux of superoxide (Xx) con

sumption is equally distributed between vi and v2. As the kinetic order of 
vi relative to Xi is 1 and the kinetic order of v2 relative to Xi is zero, then 
hn ~ 50% x 1 + 50% x 0 ~ 0.5. In terms of X2 production, vi produces 
half of the X2 that v2 produces (due to the stoichiometric factor), producing 
a slightly different relation for the average kinetic order of v2 relative to Xi\ 
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g24 £* 33% x 1 + 67% x 0 ~ y3. Replacing these values in expressions 4.4 and 
4.5 results in L(X2, X4) = L(X3, X4) a l/2 ~ Vs =* -Ve-

Case 5 (ui = v2\ «i = V3; v2 = «3) Each process contributes equally to the con
sumption of superoxide (Xi). Therefore, h14 ~ 33%xl+33%x0+33%x0 ~ l/3. 
As both vi and v2 are the same, they each contribute with y3 and 2/3, respec
tively, to the overall rate of H202 (X2) production. Again, g24 ~ 33% x 1 + 
67% x 0 ~ 1/3. This results in L(X2,X4) = L(X3,X4) ~ 1/3 - V3 ̂  0. 

Case 6 (¾ = v2; Vi < v3; v2 < v3) Superoxide (Xi) is mostly consumed through 
v3. As the kinetic order of v3 relative to X4 is zero, hu ^ 0. Though little 
H 2 0 2 (X2) is produced in this case, a third of the overall production of X2 is 
through vi and two thirds through v2, resulting in g24 ~ 33% x 1 + 67% x 0 ~ 
1/3. One obtains L(X2,X4) = L(X3,X4) ~ 1/3 - 0 ~ 1/3. 

Case 7 (vi < v2; wi » 1¾ «2 » %) The flux through the dismutation reaction 
is minimal, and most superoxide (Xi) consumed and H 2 0 2 (X2) produced is 
through v2. As the kinetic order of v2 relative to X4 is zero, h14 and g24 are 
close to zero. Therefore, L{X2,X4) = L(X3,X4) ~ 0. 

Case 8 (vi < v2; vi = v3; v2 » v3) The same situation as case 7 above, though in 
this case vi = v3. Thus, L(X2, X4) = L(X3, X4) ~ 0. 

Case 9 (vi < v2; vi < v3) Whether v2 » v3, v2 = v3, or v2 <C v3, the overall 
flux of H2O2 (X2) production is given by v2, and therefore g24 ~ 0. Though in 
terms of superoxide (Xi) consumption the flux may change between v2 and 
v3 depending on their individual contributions, the kinetic orders of v2 and 
v3 relative to X4 are zero, and so h14 is always approximately to zero. The 
resulting log gains are L(X2, X4) = L(X3, X4) ~ 0. 

These nine cases represent the limits of the log gains as presented in Fig. 3 in 
Chapter 3 [21], which is expected as the log gains L(X2, X4) and L(X3, X4) are the 
same as the log gain calculated in the minimal model for H 2 0 2 production when 
SOD is overexpressed. 

4.2.2 Model Variants 

The reference model has 3 variables x 7 reactions = 21 different possible interac
tions that can either be positive or negative (Examples in Fig. 4.2). Each inter
action is considered separately as a model variant, and the logarithmic gains of 
H 20 2 and damage with respect to SOD concentration were determined for each of 
these 21 model variants. Given that for each model variant either a new parameter 
is introduced or the existing ones are changed to account for the new interaction, 
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Figure 4.2: Twenty one different interactions are possible by the 3 dependent variables on 
the 7 reactions considered in the extended minimal model. Each interaction may be either 
negative or positive. Four examples of model variants are shown here, with different signs: 
(a) (Negative) feedback mechanism of superoxide (Xi) on its own production; (b) (positive) 
feedback of damage on its formation; (c) (negative) feedforward mechanism of damage on 
processes of damage repair; and (d) (positive) feedforward of superoxide (Xi) on processes of 
H2O2 detoxification. 
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the task of ascertaining whether the log gains are greater than 1 may become un
feasible. However, we know that in the reference model the log gain L{X2,XA) is 
the same as in the minimal model reported in [21], whose absolute value is always 
less than 1 (i.e., without amplification). The reference model can therefore be used 
as a reference system and compared to each model variant. A variant that shows 
log gains greater than those obtained in the reference system represents a can
didate mechanism of H202 or damage amplification when SOD is overexpressed. 
However, to compare two different models, an adequate controlled method must be 
used. We employed the concepts of internal equivalence used in mathematically 
controlled comparisons [27] where it is assumed that both systems being compared 
differ only in the single specific process that characterizes the alternative model. 
The values of parameters that characterize the unaltered processes of the alterna
tive model (model variant) are assumed to be strictly identical to the corresponding 
parameters of the reference or control system (reference model). With the param
eter values differing only in the altered process, the system is allowed to reach 
a different steady-state which can be directly compared with the control system. 
Differences in steady-states and log gains may therefore be attributed only to dif
ferences in the parameters pertaining to the altered process. 

4.3 Results 

The values of the log gains for all twenty one model variants are presented in Ta
ble 4.3. Each interaction is analysed separately considering the possibility of both 
activation and inhibition mechanisms. To illustrate the approach, the first inter
action is explored with some detail and the remaining twenty possible interactions 
are described more briefly. Table 4.18 on page 104 summarizes the interactions 
that are capable of producing amplification of H2O2 and H202-mediated damage 
concentrations when SOD activity is augmented. 
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Table 4.3: Log gains for all 21 alternative models. L\f and L^ are the log gains of 
X2 and X3 with respect to X4, respectively. Subscript ij corresponds to 
the model variant where Xi acts as an effector on Vj. 
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4.3.1 Superoxide (Xi) as an effector.. 

4.3.1.1 ...of the dismutation reaction (¾) 

I4 I / xi 
2^ 

Xi = a i - PiX^XÎ 
x2 = Q2Xf21Xf4 - 02X%22 

x3 = Q 3 X | 3 2 - fox*33 

Figure 4.3: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of superoxide (Xi) on the 
dismutation reaction (vi), and its S-system representation. This model variant is described 
by the same S-system as that of the reference model and no new parameters are introduced, 
except that hu and 321 take different values. 

This model variant, which includes a feedforward mechanism where superoxide 
(Jfi) interacts indirectly on the dismutation reaction, is described by the same S-
system as that of the reference model (Fig 4.3). The log gains of X2 and X3 with 
respect to X4 (represented by the superscript (2) and (3), respectively) derived from 
this model are therefore the same as expressions 4.2 and 4.3: 

,- (2) _ 524 fel4g21 . 

"22 «11 «22 

£ ( 3 ) _ ff24ff32 _ ftl4g21ff32 . . 

/í22/l33 /111^22^33 

The indices of L$ and L$ - "11" - identify the model variant, which in this case 
is where X\ is an effector of v\. According to the internal equivalence criterioncri-
terion, though both alternative and reference systems are described by the same 
S-system, only the values taken by the parameters related to the influence of X\ 
on the dismutation reaction, hu and 321, are different from the reference model. 
The log gain expressions are then simplified to (see Table 4.3): 

£ ^ = 4 ^ = 0 2 4 - / ^ 1 4 ^ (4.8) 
ftu 

The difference between this model variant and the reference model will obviously 
depend on the new values hu and 521, i.e., on the sign and strength of the new 
interaction. As these two kinetic orders are already 1 in the reference model (rep
resenting linear kinetics), an extra negative interaction can yield a positive kinetic 
order of the flux of dismutation (vi) with respect to superoxide (Xi), though always 
lower than 1. A kinetic order greater than 1 is observed only for positive interac
tions, which might display, for instance, cooperative kinetics with respect to X\. As 
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Table 4.4: Case by case analysis of the log gains Lg>andL£>. 

cases ftl4 524 / i l l 321 
r(2) _ r(3) 
^11 — -^11 

1 1 1 7 7 0 

2 V2 1 1+7 
2 7 

1 
1+7 

3 0 1 1 7 1 

4 V2 v3 
1+7 

2 
2+7 

3 
1 1 
3 ' 1+7 

5 Vs y3 
2+7 

3 
2+7 

3 0 

6 0 Vs 1 2+2 
3 V3 

7 0 0 1 1 0 

8 0 0 1 1 0 

9 0 0 1 1 0 

in the reference model, given that vi is not the only flux contributing to the rate 
of Xi consumption, the effect of Xi on the overall kinetic order of Xi consumption 
(/in) and X2 production (521) will depend on the different contributions of vu v2 

and va on these processes (i.e., on the different cases defined in section 4.2.1.1). 
To determine the effect of the new interaction of Xi on the overall kinetic orders 
hu and 921 we defined 7 as the new kinetic order of the affected reaction (in this 
case «1) with respect to the effector (in this case Xi). We were then able to analyse 
the log gains as a function of the kinetic order of the new interaction for every case 
where vuv2 and va contribute differently to the overall rate of Xi consumption and 
X2 production (Table 4.4). The same definition will be used throughout the remain
ing model variants. As mentioned in Chapter 2, kinetic orders for most biological 
processes are in the range [-4,4], so it would be expected in this particular case for 
an extra inhibitory interaction of Xi on vj to be represented by - 4 < 7 < 1 (corre
sponding to saturable or negative cooperative kinetics for Xi), an extra activating 
interaction displaying saturable kinetics by 0 < 7 < 1 (corresponding to positive 
saturable kinetics for Xi) and an extra positive interaction displaying cooperative 
kinetics by 1< 7 < 4 (corresponding to positive cooperative kinetics for Xi). 

The influence of SOD (X4) on the steady-state concentrations X2 and X3 is inde
pendent of the sign and strength of the new interaction and equal to that in the 
reference model for every case except for cases 2 and 4 (Table 4.4). For example, 
in cases 1 and 5, the new interaction has the same effect on the consumption rate 
of Xi as on the production rate of X2, which translates into /in = S21. Thus, the 
influence of X4 on both X2 and X3 is equivalent to the one obtained in the reference 
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Figure 4.4: Log gains L\{ and L\J calculated for different values of 7 where (a) vi » v2 
and yi = 173 (case 2); (b) vi = v2 and Vi > v3 (cose 4). Note that the plots are not repre
senting how the steadystate behaviour of the system changes as a function of 7. Changing 
the strength of the interaction alters the contributions of the rates of each process towards 
the overall rate of X± depletion and X2 formation yielding different values for /i14 and 324
Instead, what the plots are showing is: given a certain fixed relationship between the rates 
of each process contributing to Xy. consumption and X2 production (consequently fixing the 
values for all kinetic orders including hu and g14), what will be L{X2,XA) or L{X3, Xi) for 
different values of 7? 

model. In cases 3 and 6, most of the flux of Xi consumption is through v3 and the 
strength and sign of the new interaction have negligible effects on the log gains. 
The new interaction has also little effect on the log gains when the dismutation 
reaction (the pathway being affected by the interaction) has negligible flux as seen 
in cases 7, 8 and 9. 

In contrast, in cases 2 and 4 the log gains are greatly influenced by the strength 
and sign of the feedforward mechanism (Fig. 4.4). In case 2, v2 is negligible and 
the rates of Xi consumption vx and v3 are equal. With activating cooperative ki

netics for Xi, given by a new positive feedforward mechanism (7 > 1), the log 
gains L(X2,Xi) and L(X3,X4) decrease with the strength of the extra interaction 
(Fig. 4.4a). In these conditions, for a stronger positive feedforward interaction, 
the same change in X4 has less effect on depleting X1 and less of the flux will be 
transfered from v3 to 1¾. Conversely, saturat ing kinetics for X\, given by a weak 
negative feedforward mechanism, has an effect in the same direction as increasing 
X4 , leading to positive log gains greater than 1 (positive amplification). However, if 
the extra interaction of X\ on the dismutation reaction represents a stronger nega

tive feedforward mechanism, i.e., negative cooperative kinetics for Xx (7 <  1 ) the 
system can no longer reach a stable positive steadystate. The point at which this 
occurs (7 =  1 ) is a bifurcation point. The local stability of the steadystates can 
be checked by analysing the eigenvalues of the system. If the real parts of all the 
eigenvalues are negative, the nominal steadystate is locally stable. If one of the 
eigenvalues has a positive real part, there is no stable positive steadystate. For 
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this model variant the eigenvalues are: 

A2 = - f t 

A3 = - A 

We can easily see that all eigenvalues are negative except when 7 < - 1 . This 
means that the left branches of the graphs depicted in Fig. 4.4 represent unstable 
steady-states and should therefore be discarded. Though the right branch in Fig. 
4.4a represents stable steady-states, amplification (log gain> 1) is only seen in the 
region close to the bifurcation point (dashed line, 7 = -1). In these regions the sys
tem is highly sensitive to changes in parameters or control variables such as SOD, 
and thus log gains such as L(2) and L(3) are expected to be very high. However, 
biological systems tend to evolve away from conditions where small fluctuations 
of signals or other parameters cause drastic changes in steady-state concentra
tions. Highly sensitive systems are frail because small changes in environmental 
parameters such as temperature, pH or ionic strength could have unpredictable 
and uncontrollable effects. Therefore, to further assess the physiological plausibil
ity of the model variants in conditions where they present amplification of oxidative 
damage close to a bifurcation point, we analysed the log gains of the steady-state 
concentrations with respect to external factors, such as oxidative load. In this 
model, oxidative load is given by the input of radical species, i.e., the rate of super
oxide production. In natural occurring settings, cells or subcellular compartments 
should be able to sustain reasonable variations in oxidative load without significant 
changes in the steady-state concentrations. It is reasonable to assume then that 
the log gain of the steady-state concentrations with respect to changes in the rate 
of O r production should be low (\L(Xum)\ < 2). These log gains are calculated 
using the methodology described in Chapter 2, and can be expressed differently for 
each model variant depending on whether Xi acts as an effector: 

L(Xi>ai) = 924'Lh[f'Xi) (4-9) 

or whether Xi or X3 act as effectors: 

1,(^,0:) = ^ ^ 1 (4.10) 
524 - «14 

with Xi representing O ; - , H 20 2 or oxidative damage. The same argument could be 
used in terms of the log gain of the rate of oxidative damage production with respect 
to changes in oxidative load (\L(V+, «i)| < 2). However, in this case L(V+, an) for 
different model variants is equal either to L(X2, on) or L(X3, ai), and thus just a 
particular case of the results obtained using L(XU <*i). Model variants that present 
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Figure 4.5: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of superoxide (Xx) on the 
superoxide reductive pathway (v2), and its Ssystem representation. As in the previous model 
variant, the Ssystem is identical to that describing the reference model, though hn and g2\ 
are different. 

amplification of oxidative damage and H 2 0 2 when \L(Xi,ai)\ < 2 are considered 
to be physiologically plausible. When \(L(Xi,ai)\ > 2 steadystate concentrations 
are very influenced by changes in oxidative load. Because lower gains of concentra

tions and productions of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative damage can 
be achieved by other variants tha t might easily have evolved from such systems, 
organisms with such poor design are unlikely to have survived natural selection 
to present day. Model variants t ha t show amplification only in these conditions 
are thus discarded from our analysis as implausible. For case 2 in this particular 
model variant and according to equation 4.9, the log gains Lu(Xi, Q I ) are: 

L\\(Xi,ot\) = 921/hn 
ftl/kii 

(4.11) 

From these log gains, one can determine tha t \Lu(Xi,ai)\ < 2 only where 7 > 0, 
i.e., where there is no amplification of oxidative damage or H 2 0 2 (Fig. 4.4a). Thus, 
case 2 does not present amplification under physiologically plausible settings. 

In case 4 (Fig. 4.4b) the same arguments can be used as in case 2, except tha t 
now V3 is negligible and vi = v2. Thus, when the flux is transfered from v2 to 
vi as a consequence of an increase in X4, the production of X2 is decreased more 
than it is increased due to the different stoichiometrics. The resulting dependency 
towards 7 is the opposite of case 2, i.e., it leads to negative log gains smaller than 
 1 . This "negative amplification", though out of the scope of this work, may also 
be interesting for future analysis as it corresponds to situations in which small 
increases in SOD lead to larger decreases in oxidative damage or in which small 
decreases in SOD activity lead to larger increases in oxidative damage. 

4.3.1.2 ...of its reductive pathway (v2) 

This model variant is also described by the same Ssystem as the reference model, 
although with different parameters (Fig. 4.5). The simplified log gains L{X2,Xi) 
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Table 4.5: Case by case analysis of the log gains L $ a n d L\i-
u U n r ( 2 ) _ r ( 3 ) 

cases fti4 524 « n 92i -̂ 12 — -̂ 12 
1 1 1 1 1 0 

2 y2 1 1 1 Va 

3 0 1 1 1 1 
^ 1/ 1/ 1+2 1+27 _ I . _J1_ 
4 V2 73 2 3 3 1+7 

5 % % ¥ ^ 2 1-¾ 
6 0 1/3 1 ^ 0 

7 0 0 7 7 0 

8 0 0 7 7 0 

9 0 0 7, i i ^ or I a 7 0 

For v2 ^> v3, v2 = v3, v2 < v3, respectively. 

and L{Xz,Xi) are thus the same as expression 4.8: 

^ ) = 4 3 ) = ^ - ^ 4 ^ - (4.12) 

However, hn and g21 take different values for the same cases as in the previous 
model variant. The parameter 7 is now related to the strength of the interaction of 
Xi on its reductive pathway, v2 (Table 4.5). 

There are two cases, 4 and 5, that show positive amplification with stable steady-
states for, - 1 < 7 < - ¾ and - 2 < 7 < - ¾ . respectively. The stability was 
assessed by determining the eigenvalues (not shown) that indicate positive stable 
steady-states for 7 > - 1 and 7 > - 2 in cases 4 and 5, respectively. Given that 
amplification is seen close to a bifurcation point, L12(X<(ai) was calculated and 
found to be large (\Li2(Xi, QI) | > 2) in the regions showing amplification. Activat
ing interactions do not show any amplification and stronger negative feedforward 
kinetics produce unstable steady-states. 

4.3.1.3 ...of its non H202-producing consumption pathway (,v3) 

As in the previous model variants, the S-system is identical to that in the reference 
model (Fig. 4.6). In this case, however, the new interaction has no direct effect on 
processes producing X2 and the value of 521 remains the same as in the reference 
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Figure 4.6: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of superoxide (Xi ) on the non 
H202-producmg pathway (v3), and its S-system representation. Though this model variant 
has the same S-system representation as the reference model, hn is different 

Table 4.6: Case by case analysis of the log gains L$ and L[3
3\ 

cases 524 hit r(2) _ r(3) 
^13 — -^13 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 1 1 

ya 1 1+7 
2 

0 1 7 

% Vs 1 

y3 y3 
2+7 

3 

0 Vs 7 

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

0 0 1, i±a or 7 

0 

1+7 

1 

-Ve 
I 7 -1 
3 ' 2+7 

Vs 
0 

o 

o 

For «2 S> «3, «2 = «3, f2 <S ^3, respectively. 

model. With 521 = 1, the simplified log gains are: 

1-(2) _ T 
-^13 — -^13 

(3) u 1 13 = 524 - «14 T  /ill 
(4.13) 

The log gains for each case are presented in Table 4.6. The only cases which could 
potentially exhibit positive amplification are cases 2 and 5. However, according to 
the eigenvalue expressions (not shown) positive amplification only occurs in regions 
without positive stable steady-states. 

4.3.1.4 ...of its own production (w4) 

When Xi acts as an effector of its own production, a new parameter 511 is intro
duced that expresses the strength and sign of the effect of Xi on its own production 
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Figure 4.7: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of superoxide (Xi) on its own 
production (i>4), and its Ssystem representation. A new parameter is introduced, gn, while 
all other parameters remain the same as in the reference model. 

(2) .(3) 
Table 4.7: Case by case analysis of the log gains L\J and L14' 

524 

1 1 1 

2 y2 1 

3 0 1 

4 % y3 
5 v3 % 

6 0 % 

7 0 0 

8 0 0 

9 0 0 

i f f = * ( 3 ) (ffii = 7) 

I 1~2 'y 
2 ' 17 

1 l+2y 
"6 ' 17 

"3 ' 17 

% 

0 

0 

0 

rate (Fig. 4.7). The calculated log gains are: 

r(2) _ 
^14 ~ 

• (3) _ 

521/11 524 _ 
/í22 (ftll — ffll)/»22 

524 521^14 532 
/ /I33 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 
v/i22 (^11  5 1 1 ) ¾ 

Maintaining the same values for all kinetic orders as those in the reference model, 
expressions 4.14 and 4.15 are simplified to: 

L (2) _ r ( 3 ) _ 
L ? = 524 

1  5 1 1 
(4.16) 

In this case, 7 is 511 and a value of zero means no effective interaction (equal to 
the reference system), while positive or negative values represent activation or in

hibition, respectively. In Table 4.7, the various values of hu and 524 are taken into 
consideration and the log gains are determined for each different case. According 
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Figure 4.8: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of superoxide (Xi ) on the path
way that leads to H 2 0 2 detoxification (vb), and its Ssystem representation. A new parameter 
is introduced, h2 i , while all other parameters remain the same as in the reference model. 

to the eigenvalue expressions for this model variant (not shown), positive stable 
steadystates are only achieved for 7 < 1, i.e., for saturable kinetics or negative 
cooperativity. Under these circumstances, no positive amplification is observed. 

4.3.1.5 ...of H202 reduction to water (v5) 

The model variant describing the effect of Xi on the pathway of H 2 0 2 detoxification 
to water (Fig. 4.8), contains a new parameter tha t is not present in the reference 
model (ft2i). The log gain expressions are the following: 

,(2) _ 524 feuÇggi fogi) , . i r . , 
is _ I Z—Z. (4.17) 

ft22 « i i n 2 2 
,(3) _ / 5 2 4 /114(321 ~h2i)\ g32 

15  \h ï.—T. J 7 ^ (4.18) 
V«22 ftllrt22 / /Ï33 

Except for h2i, all other parameters remain unchanged from the reference model 
and the log gains can be simplified to: 

L<$ = ifs = S24  hU + ftl4/»21 (4.19) 

The impact of the new interaction on the sensitivity of X2 and X3 towards changes 
in Xi is given by the strength and sign of the effector mechanism (7). A negative 
interaction (inhibition) is given by 7 in the range [4,0[ and a positive interaction 
(activation) in the range ]0,4]. Given tha t the Ssystem does not distinguish be

tween this model variant from the one where X\ is affecting the consumption of 
X2 through the oxidative damage pathway, the contribution of each process to the 
overall consumption of X2 must also be considered. The three possible scenarios 
or cases are where v5 > v@, v& = v6 and V5 < v6, and represented by h2\ = 7, 
h2\ = 1/2 and h2\ = 0, respectively. The latter case is of no interest, because when 
V5 <C V6, the new interaction has no influence on the behaviour of the system and 
the log gains are the same as in the reference model. The remaining two scenarios 
are evaluated based on the values of hu and g2i (Table 4.8) for each of the 9 cases 
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(2) o ^ T.(3) Table 4.8: Case by case analysis of the log gains L\5> and L15 

r(2) _ r (3) 
-^15 — ^ 1 5 

v5 > v6 «5 = «6 «6 < l > 6 

cases hi4 

1 

024 (/l21 = 7) (/121 = T/2) (/121 = 0) 

1 

hi4 

1 1 7 V2 0 

2 Va 1 V2 + V2 V2 + V4 % 

3 0 1 1 1 1 

4 y a V3 -Ve + Va -Ve + Va -Ve 
5 Va Va Va Ve 0 

6 0 Va Va Va Va 
7 0 0 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 0 0 

described previously. All eigenvalues for this particular model variant (not shown) 
present negative real parts independently of 7. In other words, the system has pos
itive stable steady-states for any given value of 7. Positive amplification is found 
for cases 1, 2, 4 and 5 where v5 » v6, and for cases 1 and 2 where v5 = v&. Consider
ing the log gains of the steady-state concentrations with respect to ai (Lis(^i, Qi)), 
we find that positive amplification of X2 and X3 in this model variant is likely to 
be observed under physiological conditions only in coses 1 and 2 where 1 < 7 < 3 
(v5 » v6) and 2 < 7 < 4 (v5 = v6). One of the possible mechanisms that may 
account for the induction of the rate of H 20 2 detoxification by OJ - was mentioned 
in the introduction of this chapter. Superoxide can activate the gene encoding Zwf 
(glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase). An increase in Zwf activity can augment 
NADPH availability which could lead to an increase in the NADPH-dependent ac
tivity of Ahp, the main H 2 0 2 scavenger in E. coli. However, values of 7 between 1 
and 4 mean that for this mechanism to account for amplification of oxidative dam
age the flux of H 2 0 2 detoxification has to display cooperative kinetics with respect 
toO* --

4.3.1.6 ...of the oxidative damage production pathway (v6) 

When Xi interacts with the processes leading to oxidative damage formation, v6 

(Fig. 4.9), the impact on the steady-state concentration of X2 will be different from 
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\ X3 = a3Xf31XI32 - (33X%33 

Figure 4.9: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of superoxide (Xi) on the 
oxidative damage production pathway (v6), and its S-system representation. Two new pa
rameters are introduced, h2\ and g31, while the remaining parameters are the same as in the 
reference model. 

tha t on the steady-state concentration of X3. Two new parameters are introduced 
in this model variant, h21 and 531, related to the consumption of X2 and the pro
duction of X3, respectively. The log gains for this model are: 

r(2) 924 hU{g2l - k21) 
-̂ 16 - t r—T (4.20) 

«22 n\\h22 

L(3) _ g24ff32 fel4ff32(g21 ~ h2l) /l!4g31 (4 21} 
h22h33 hnh22h33 huh22h33 

Again, the parameter values are the same as the reference model, except for h21 

and g3i that will take values in the range [-4,4], except for zero tha t indicates no 
interaction. The log gains are simplified to: 

L^e = g24 - /114 + /114/121 (4.22) 
Lw = 524 -/114 + /114(/121-531 ) (4.23) 

The kinetic order 531 always takes the value of 7 corresponding to the strength and 
sign of the interaction, while h2\ will take values depending on the contribution of 
v6 to the overall consumption of X2, as in the previous model variant. However, in 
this case h2\ takes the values 0, 7/2 a n d 7 where v5 » v6, v5 = v6, and v5 < « 6 , 
respectively. The log gains tha t result from each of these three situations in the 9 
cases are shown in Table 4.9. 

These expressions are similar to the log gains obtained in the previous model vari
ant. In the first situation (v5 > v6) there is no amplification for X2 ( L ^ takes 
the same values as L(X2,X4) in the reference model). As for X3, positive amplifi
cation is seen for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4. Although according to the eigenvalues (not 
shown) the system presents positive stable steady-states for every 7 in these cases, 
the criterion of plausibility that | L I 6 ( X Í , Q I ) | < 2 is only fulfilled for cases 1 and 
2 with 7 in the range [-3, - 1 [ . The inhibitory influence of superoxide on the flux 
of the Fenton reaction can be illustrated by the reported down-regulation of the 
mRNA binding activity of the iron regulatory protein (IRP-1) by superoxide t ha t 
leads to increased sequestration and reduced cellular uptake of labile "free" iron 
[28]. Interestingly, in these conditions, the log gain of X2 is between 0 - 0.5 and 
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Figure 4.10: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of superoxide (.Xi) on the 
pathway of oxidative damage removal (vr), and its S-system representation. A new parame
ter is introduced, h31, while all other parameters remain equal to the reference model. 

independent of 7, implying that there may be amplification of oxidative damage 
without significant increases in H202 . 

Where v5 = v6, both X2 and X3 do not present positive amplification under physi
ologically plausible conditions given by the ranges of 7 where \L16(Xi, a i ) | < 2. 

If v5 <^v6,L16 is equal to the reference model and there is no amplification for X3. 
However, X2 can be amplified in the same way as in the previous model variant 
where v5 > v6, i.e., in cases 1 and 2 with values of 7 within the range ]1,3]. 

4.3.1.7 ...of damage removal pathway (v7) 

To model the interaction of Xi on the pathway of damage removal (Fig. 4.10) Xi 
is introduced in the S-system equations in the consumption term of X3. The new 
kinetic order accounting for the influence of Xi on the consumption of X3 (v7) is 
/131, and represents the strength and sign of the interaction. The log gains for this 
model variant are: 

£(2) £24 _ ftl4ff21 
tl22 h\\h22 

r (3) ff24ff32 _ frl4(#32021 — h22h3\) 
h22h33 hutl22h33 

L17 is equal to the reference model, meaning that there is no amplification for X2. 
Taking into account the values of the kinetic orders of the processes that remain 
unaltered by the new interaction, 1$ can be simplified to: 

Lrr = 924 - h14 + h14,h3i (4.26) 

The latter expression is equivalent to expression 4.19, and positive amplification 
will be observed for the same cases and in the same conditions as observed in 
that model variant where h21 = 7 (see Table 4.8), i.e., in cases 1 and 2 with 7 in 
the range ]1,3]. This interaction can be exemplified by the reported activation of 
DNA repair enzyme endonuclease IV by 0¾- through the SoxRS regulon in E. coli 

x,y I x. 
x1 
X.2 
x3 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 
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Figure 4.11: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of H202 (X2) on the dismu-
tation reaction (vi), and its S-system representation. Two new parameters are introduced, 
/112 and 922, while all other parameters remain the same as in the reference model. 

[29, 30]. As in the previous model variants, amplification is only observed if the 
interaction of 0'2~ on the rate of oxidative damage repair (v7) displays cooperative 
kinetics with respect to 02~. 

4.3.2 Hydrogen peroxide <X2) as an effector... 

4.3.2.1 ...of the dismutation reaction (ui) 

This model variant introduces two new parameters at the level of Xi consumption, 
hi2, and X2 production, g22 (Fig. 4.11). The log gains for this model variant are: 

r(2) 024^11 - ff2lfrl4 (4.27) 
2 1 g2ihi2 + hnh22 — 922hu 

g24h.11 - g2ih\4 S32 (4.28) 
2 1 521^12 + hi\h22 - 522/111 /133 

L(3) 

The log gains are simplified after attributing to the parameters the same values as 
in the extended model: 

r (2) _ £(3) _ g24 - n-L4 ( 4 2 9 ) 
2 1 2 1 1 + hl2 - S22 

A value of zero for both h12 and g22 yields the reference model, with no interac
tion. Yet, these two parameters are not identical as the processes that participate 
in the consumption of Xy are not equivalent to those involved in the formation 
of X2. Once again, invoking the parameter 7 as the kinetic order of the affected 
processes («1) with respect to the effector (X2), it is possible to determine the log 
gains for each of the coses defined in Table 4.2. From the nine possible cases, three 
of them (2, 3 and 6) show positive amplification only for activating interactions 
(7 > 0) in the stable positive steady-state region. Yet, this positive amplification 
is only seen close to a bifurcation point as strong positive cooperativity leads to 
non-positive steady-states. However, according to our condition of physiological 
plausibility ( | L 2 I ( X Í , Q I ) | < 2) case 3 can still present positive amplification when 
the interaction exhibits saturable kinetics (0 < 7 < Va)- Induction of both man
ganese and copper-zinc SODs by H 2 0 2 has been observed [31], which may account 
for the inductive interaction of X2 on vi. 

http://g24h.11
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Table 4.10: Case by case analysis of the log gains L2
2^ and 1$. 

cases / l l4 024 /l l2 922 /-(2) _ r (3 ) 
^ 2 1 — -^21 

1 1 1 7 7 0 

2 % 1 Y2 7 1 
2 - 7 

3 0 1 0 7 1 
1 -7 

4 y2 y3 % % 1 
6+7 

5 y3 y3 % ">k 0 

6 0 y3 0 v3 
1 

3 - 7 

7 0 0 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 0 0 

' , ) -
Xi 
x2 
x3 

c*i 
a2X921 X922 Xf2i 

a3X9*2 

PiX^X^Xp* 
02X%22 

03X*33 

Figure 4.12: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of H202 (X2) on the super
oxide reduction pathway (t>2), and its S-system representation. Two new parameters are 
introduced, h\2 and #22, while all other parameters remain the same as in the reference 
model. 

4.3.2.2 ...of the superoxide reduction pathway (½) 

This model variant is described by the same S-system as the previous model vari
ant (Fig. 4.12). The difference lies on the values that h12 and g22 take, because 
the interaction is now on the superoxide (Xi) reduction pathway (v2), instead of 
the dismutation reaction {vi). The log gains are therefore the same as the previous 
model variant: 

r (2) _ r (3 ) _ 024 - h±4 
^ 2 2 — -^22 — -, , 7 — 

1 + /112 — <?22 

(4.30) 

Positive amplification is observed only in case 6 for 1 < 7 < 3/2, under stable steady-
state conditions(see Table 4.11). However, where L22(Xi,ai) < 2, no amplification 
is observed. 
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(2) , ( 3 ) 
Table 4.11: Case by case analysis of the log gains L\{ and L22. 

cases hu 524 hi2 922 
r ( 2 ) _ r ( 3 ) 
■^22 — ^22 

1 1 1 0 0 0 

2 % 1 0 0 V2 

3 0 1 0 0 i 

4 y2 Va Va 2Va i 
67 

5 Va Va Va 2Va 0 

6 0 Va 0 2V3 
1 

32y 

7 0 0 7 7 0 

8 0 0 7 7 0 

9 0 0 7, Va. ° r O" 7 0 

a For u2 » v3, v2 = v3, v2 < w3, respectively. 

'X. 

■ * > > 

Xi = ai 
X2 = a2Xf21Xf4 

X3 = a3X?32 

0iXÏnX$12X, 
fax\ 
fax} 

rhl2 
1 

Figure 4.13: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of H202 (X2) on the super
oxide consumption through the non H202producing processes (v3), and its Ssystem repre
sentation. A new parameter is introduced, hi2, while all other parameters remain the same 
as in the reference model. 

4.3.2.3 ...of superoxide consumption through the non H202producing 
processes (v3) 

The interaction of X2 on v3 does not affect the production of X2 directly, and thus 
only one parameter, hu, is introduced in this model variant (Fig. 4.13). The sim

plified log gains are: 
(2) _ r (3 ) _ 924  hjA 

1 + /11 
(4.31) 

The existence of a negative feedback of X2 on v3 may lead to positive amplification 
both of X2 and X3 in cases 2, 3 and 6 under stable steadystate conditions. How

ever, amplification is only seen close to a bifurcation point as too strong negative 
cooperative kinetics leads to the loss of positive stable steadystates. After applying 
our plausibility criterion (\L23(Xi, Qi)| < 2) only case 3 presents positive amplifica

tion when the interaction displays inhibiting saturable kinetics ("Va < 7 < 0). 
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Table 4.12: Case by case analysis of the log gains L$ and L%). 

cases hu 524 / i l2 r (2) _ r (3) 
■°23 — ^23 

1 1 1 0 0 

2 % 1 Ya 1 
2+7 

3 0 1 7 1 
1+7 

4 % v3 0 y6 
5 ys y3 Ys 0 

6 0 y8 7 1 
3 + 3 7 

7 0 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0,7/2) or 7° 0 

For V2 » V3, V2 =V3,V2 <S v3, respectively. 

■ * , ) 
Í / * > ■ 

x2 a2Xf21X%2i 
PiX?11 X 4

h " 
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 M 

Figure 4.14: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of H2O2 (X2) on the superox
ide formation pathway (u4), and its Ssystem representation. A new parameter is introduced, 
3i2, while all other parameters remain the same as in the reference model. 

4.3.2.4 ...of superoxide formation (v4) 

The feedback mechanism of X2 on the pathway of superoxide production (v4) is 
characterized by the extra parameter 512 (Fig. 4.14). The calculated log gains for 
this model variant are: 

 (2) 

1(
3
) _ 

^24 — 

524^11 — <?2lfel4 

hllfl22 — 521(712 

524^11 —521^14 532 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 
/ in /122 — 521512 /133 

Maintaining the same values for all kinetic orders as those in the reference model 
expressions 4.32 and 4.33 are simplified to: 

r (2 ) _ r ( 3 ) — 524  fel4 
*">i — ÍJIA —  : 

I 512 
(4.34) 
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a2X?21Xf4 - /?2x£22 

a3X^ - foX^ 

Figure 4.15: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of H2O2 (X2) on the detoxi
fication pathway through reduction of H202 to water (v5), and its S-system representation. 
The topology of the S-system representation is identical to the reference model. However, h22 
takes different values. 

The log gain for this model variant is the log gain of the reference model divided by 
1 - £/12. The eigenvalues for this system (not shown) indicate that positive stable 
steady-states are found where gi2 < 1. Positive amplification can be observed in 
cases where the log gain in the reference model is not already zero. However, where 
|L24(Xi,ai)| < 2, only case 3 shows positive amplification with the interaction 
displaying saturable kinetics (0 < 7 < Vb)-

4.3.2.5 ...of its detoxification through reduction to water iv5) 

When one considers the kinetics of the detoxification pathway (v5) with respect 
to X2 to be non-linear (saturating or cooperative), the new model variant is still 
described by the same S-system as that of the reference model (Fig. 4.15). The 
log gains L$ and L2

3J are therefore formally similar to those calculated for the 
reference model (see expressions 4.2 and 4.3). However, due the new interaction on 
vs, the exponent h22 is no longer 1. Positive cooperativity is given by h22 > 1, and 
saturating or negative cooperativity kinetics by h22 < 1. The simplified log gains 
can be represented by the following expressions: 

r(2) ,(3) 924-hu (4 35) 
^25 - L25 ~ h22 

Besides the 9 different cases that relate to the different contributions to the flux of 
Xi consumption, the distinct contributions of vs and v6 to the overall consumption 
of X2 must also be considered (Table 4.13). In the case where most of the flux of X2 

consumption is through v6 (v5 -C v6) the system is identical to the reference model 
in the same conditions, i.e., h22 = 1. Therefore, in these conditions the log gains 
are the same as in the reference model, in which there is no amplification. As for 
the other two scenarios (½ > v6 and v5 = v6), based on the eigenvalues, when the 
extra interaction displays positive cooperativity (7 > 1) the model variant presents 
positive stable steady-states though without amplification. Conversely, positive 
amplification is seen when the extra interaction exhibits negative cooperativity or 
vs is reaching saturation with X2. Stronger inhibiting cooperativity leads to the 

* , > 
} 

X. 
/ 

X. Xi 
x2 
x3 
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Table 4.13: Case by case analysis of the log gains L™ and Lf). 

r (2) _ r (3) 
^ 2 5 — -^25 

«5 » «6 UB = V6 V<s -C V6 

cases hi4 524 (/l22 = 7) (ft22 = (l + 7)/2) (/122 = 1) 

1 1 1 0 0 0 

2 % 1 % 7 
1 

7+1 y2 
3 0 1 v 7 

2 
7+1 1 

4 % % - v 6 7 
1 1 
3 ' 7+1 -Ve 

5 y s y8 0 0 0 

6 0 % % 
2 1 
3 ' 7+1 y3 

7 0 0 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 0 0 

disappearance of positive stable steady-states, indicating that this amplification 
may only be observed close to a bifurcation point. Still, where |LaB(X<,Oi)| < 2, 
there is positive amplification for case 3. This can be observed for y2 < 7 < 1 where 
1¾ > V6, and for - 1 < 7 < - i / 2 where u5 = V6- Since 7 is already 1 without the 
extra interaction the values of 7 in these ranges can arise if the extra interaction 
displays either activating or inhibiting saturable kinetics. H 2 0 2 has been observed 
to induce the expression of genes encoding enzymes capable of reducing it to water. 
These include, for instance, Ahp and hydroperoxidase I (product of the katG gene) 
in E. coli [32], and catalase, cytochrome c peroxidase and thioredoxin peroxidase 
in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [31]. 

4.3.2.6 ...of the oxidative damage formation pathway (u6) 

This model variant is also described by the same S-system as the reference model 
and one expects the log gain expressions to be equivalent to expressions 4.2 and 
4.3 (Fig. 4.16). However, in contrast to the previous model variant, the flux of X3 

production is also being influenced by this new interaction. Therefore, both /i22 

and 532 are different from the reference model. Replacing the values of the kinetic 
orders that remain the same as in the reference model, the following simplified log 
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'X3~* Xi = o, - f3iX*»Xp 

2 \ X3 = o,Xfa - ft*?38 

Figure 4.16: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of H202 (X2) on the flux 
of oxidative damage formation by H202 (v6), and its S-system representation. Though the 
S-system representation is identical to the reference model, /i22 and g32 take different values. 

gain expressions are obtained: 

- (2 ) _ ff24 - ha ( 4 3 6 ) 
J26 

122 

,(3) _ 924 ~hu (4.37) 
L z 6 - h22

 93 

The influence of the new interaction on X2 is accounted for in h22- However, X3 is 
influenced both by the consumption of X2 and its own production and thus changes 
in X3 are dependent on both /i22 and g32. Expression 4.36 is equivalent to the log 
gain expressions obtained for the previous model. However, in this case, /122 takes 
different values than in the previous model variant when the same contributions 
to the overall rate of X2 depletion are considered. For simplicity, each of these 
situations (w5 » v6, v5 = v6, and v5 < v6) will again be presented separately. 

vs » vê (/122 = 1, S32 = 7): Most of the flux of X2 depletion is through the detoxi
fying pathway, and the interaction is negligible, approximating it to the reference 
model in the same conditions. Yet, there are differences between this model vari
ant and the reference model regarding the log gain of X3 with respect to X4 (Ta
ble 4.14). The eigenvalues in this particular situation are always negative and 
independent of 7, and thus there is always a positive stable steady-state. To be 
consistent, the plausibility criterion (|L26(*i,ai)| < 2) was applied and positive 
amplification of oxidative stress is observed in case 3 where 1 < 7 < 2, i.e., where 
the Fenton reaction displays activating cooperative kinetics with respect to H202 . 
Though H 20 2 has also been reported to inhibit IRP-1 [28], others have shown that 
treatment of cell cultures with H 2 0 2 actually stimulate the RNA-binding activ
ity of IRP [33, 34] consequently increasing the levels of intracellular "free" iron. 
Whether this pathway occurs in vivo still remains to be established, though if true 
it could account for the effect of H 2 0 2 enhancing the rate of the Fenton reaction 
with non-linear kinetics. 

vs = v6 (/122 = ^ , 932 = 7): The flux is equally distributed through both processes 
of X2 depletion and therefore X3 production will now be influenced differently by 
changes in X4 than in the reference model. The eigenvalues determined for this 
model variant indicate that positive stable steady-states are found for values of 
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Li!/ x^ 
x>y^x. 

3 

2 \ 

X ] = ai - faX^XÏ14 

X?, = aaX^XP* - p2x%22 

x3 = Q3Xf2 - 03X^X^3 

Figure 4.17: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of H202 (X2) on the flux of 
oxidative damage repair (v7), and its S-system representation. A new parameter is intro
duced, h32, while all remaining parameters are the same as in the reference model. 

h22 > 0. As the average kinetic order of the overall consumption rate of X2 with 
respect to X2 is /122 = ^ , the positive stable steady-states will be observed for 
7 > - 1 . Positive amplification of both X2 and X3 are indeed found in this region 
(though close to 7 = - 1 in the case of X2). Considering \L26(Xi,ai)\ < 2, positive 
amplification is found for X2 and X3 only in case 3, for 0 < 7 < 1 and 1 < 7 < 4, 
respectively. 

vs « we (/122 = 7 and 532 = 7): In this case, the flux of X2 consumption is mostly 
through the oxidative damage formation pathway. The average kinetic order of X2 

consumption with respect to X2 is now determined mainly by the reaction on which 
the interaction is taking effect corresponding to h22 = 7. As the real parts of the 
eigenvalues are all negative for h22 > 0, the system will present positive stable 
steady-states for 7 > 0. Interestingly, although there may be amplification of X2 in 
this region, changes in X3 are equivalent to that observed in the reference model. 
At steady-state, the flux of X2 consumption, which is equivalent in the present case 
to X3 production, must be equal to the overall flux of X2 production. Thus, changes 
in X3 production elicited by variations in Xi must match the changes observed 
in the rate of X2 production. The latter corresponds to unaltered processes with 
respect to the reference model and therefore the changes are the same as in the 
reference model. As for X2, positive amplification is observed for cases 2, 3 and 6, 
though where | L 2 6 ( X 4 , Q I ) | < 2, only case 3 presents positive amplification of X2 

for y2 < 7 < 1-

4.3.2.7 ...damage removal pathway (,v7) 

In this model variant, X2 interacts on the pathway of oxidative damage removal or 
repair (Fig. 4.17), characterized by the new exponent h32. The log gains measuring 
changes in X2 and X3 with respect to variations in X4 are determined: 

£(2) _ 524 _ g2lfel4 (4.38) 
27 h22 h\\h22 

L(3) = ( ^ - - h f ) - ( ( , 2 . 3 3 2 - M (4.39) 
' h22h33 nnn22n,33 
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Table 4.15: Case by case analysis of the log gain L2
3

7\ 

cases h\A 524 4 T ^32 = 7) 

1 1 1 0 

2 y2 1 § • ( 1 - 7 ) 

3 0 1 ( 1 - 7 ) 

4 % y8 - 1 - ( 1 - 7 ) 

5 Vs y3 0 

6 0 v3 1-(1-7) 
7 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 

The steady-state concentration of X2 does not depend on the downstream concen
trations, i.e., on X3. As X2 is only affecting the depletion of X3 the log gain L ^ i s 
unaffected and is equivalent to the log gain obtained in the reference model. In 
contrast, L2y is dependent on the new parameter h32. Replacing the values known 
for the parameters in the reference model the following simplified expression for 
L2j is obtained: 

if! = (924 - /114) • (1 - fcsa) (4.40) 

All eigenvalues determined for this particular model variant (not shown) have neg
ative real parts and are independent of h32. Positive amplification is observed for 
inhibitory kinetics, and where \L27(Xi,ai)\ < 2 amplification is only found in case 
3 for - 1 < 7 < 0. Considering the weak inhibitory interaction, it may be pos
sible tha t direct oxidation of enzymes responsible for oxidative damage repair by 
H2O2 may occur in vivo. At least in vitro, oxidative stress repair enzymes such as 
glutathione peroxidase [35] and possibly phospholipid hydroperoxide glutathione 
peroxidase, seem to be degraded preferentially by proteases after exposure to H2O2 
and independently of hydroxyl radicals. 

4.3.3 Amount of damage (X3) as an effector... 

4.3.3.1 ...of the dismutation reaction (m) 

This model variant (Fig. 4.18) is equivalent to the model where X2 acts as an 
effector of v\. The log gains obtained are equivalent (Table 4.3) and amplification 
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*,H 1—> Y x 
Xi 
x2 
x3 

a2X{21Xl23X9
A

2i 

a3X
s
2
32 

/32X%22 

Figure 4.18: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of the amount of damage 
<X3) on the flux of dismutation (vi), and its Ssystem representation. Two new parameters 
are introduced, hi3 and 323, while all remaining parameters are identical to the extended 
minimal model. 

* , > 

* v 
X, = Q l  Pi*i" 
x2 = aiX^xp'XP*  foXÏ22 

x3 = a3X!>32 
 ft*333 

Xhl3 X*1' 

Figure 4.19: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of the amount of damage (A3) 
on the flux of superoxide reduction pathway (v2), and its Ssystem representation. Two new 
parameters are introduced, hi3 and g23, while all other parameters remain identical to the 
extended minimal model. 

is observed for the same conditions (see section 4.3.2.1, for details). 

4.3.3.2 ...of the superoxide reduction reaction (½) 

This model variant (Fig. 4.19) is equivalent to the model where X2 acts as an 
effector of v2. The log gains obtained are equivalent (Table 4.3) and amplification 
is observed for the same conditions (see section 4.3.2.2, for details). 

4.3.3.3 ...of superoxide consumption through the non H202producing 
reactions (v3) 

This model variant (Fig. 4.20) is equivalent to the model where X2 acts as an 
effector of v3. The log gains obtained are equivalent (Table 4.3) and amplification 

■ * . ) 
f 

X. 
X 

Xi = a i 
X2 = aaXPlXiXp* 
X3 = a3Xf32 

r / V l l hX^X^X. 
 fax h j 2 

ftxi
33 

Figure 4.20: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of the amount of damage (X3) 
on the pathway of superoxide consumption that does not produce H 2 0 2 (v3), and its Ssystem 
representation. Two new parameters are introduced, h13 and g23> while all other parameters 
remain identical to the extended minimal model. 
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■ * ■ > 
I Xl = QlXf13 

X2 = Q 2 Xf 2 1 Xf 
X3 = Q3X|3 2 

PiX^X^14 

p2x%22 

p3x%33 

Figure 4.21: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of the amount of damage 
(X3) on the pathway of superoxide formation (v4), and its Ssystem representation. A new 
parameter is introduced, g13, while all other parameters remain the same as in the extended 
minimal model. 

Y 
"X, 

Xl = Qi  fax^xi 
X2 = a2Xf21X%24 

 /32X%22x£ 
X3 = a3X

9
2
32 

 f33X%33 

Figure 4.22: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of the amount of damage 
(X3) on the pathway of H2O2 detoxification (v<j), and its Ssystem representation. A new pa
rameter is introduced, h23, while all other parameters remain unchanged from the reference 
model. 

is observed for the same conditions (see section 4.3.2.3, for details). 

4.3.3.4 ...of the superoxide generating reaction (v4) 

This model variant (Fig. 4.21) is equivalent to the model where X2 acts as an 
effector of v4. The log gains obtained are equivalent (Table 4.3) and amplification 
is observed for the same conditions (see section 4.3.2.4, for details). 

4.3.3.5 ...of H202 consumption through reduction to water (,v&) 

The interaction of X3 on the flux of H 2 0 2 detoxification has to be analyzed con

sidering the balance between both fluxes of H 2 0 2 depletion. A new parameter is 
introduced, h23, which is the kinetic order of the overall consumption of X2 with 
respect to X3 (Fig 4.22). The general expressions for the log gains are: 

 ( 2 ) 1 hi4g2i. 
= (324 r ) 

h33 

r (3) _ 
^35 — 

/ i l l 

, fcl4ff21 v 
[924 Z ) 

g32h23 + h22h33 

£32 
hn g32h23 + h22h33 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

All parameters, except for h23 take the same values as in the reference model, 
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Table 4.16: Case by case analysis of the log gains L§> and L (3) 
3.

r
) • 

Cases /114 524 ^35 — ^35 

fl23 = 7 ^23 = 7/2 

1 1 1 0 0 
2 % 1 1 1 

2 ■ 1+1 
1 

2+7 

3 0 1 1 
1+7 

2 
2+7 

4 V2 y8 
1 1 
6 ' 1+7 

1 1 
3 ' 2+7 

5 Vs ya 0 0 

6 0 % 
1 1 
3 ' 1+7 

2 1 
3 ' 2+7 

7 0 0 0 0 

8 0 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 0 

thereby simplifying the expressions: 

T(2) r(3) fl24~frl4 (4 43) 
^35  ^ 3 5  1 + hM 

The kinetic order of 1¾ with respect to the effector X3 is 7. Positive interactions are 
given by 7 > 0 and negative interactions by 7 < 0. The relationship between 7 and 
h23 depends on the relative contributions of the fluxes of H 2 0 2 consumption. When 
most of the flux is through the X2 detoxification pathway (v5 » ve), the kinetic or

der of the overall consumption of X2 with respect to X3 is the actual kinetic order of 
the interaction and thus /i23 = 7 If. however, both fluxes of X2 depletion contribute 
equally to the overall rate of consumption (vs = v6), the kinetic order is only half 
of the one observed in the previous case, h23 = 1/2 Finally, if the flux through v5 

is negligible (v5 « v6), then the new interaction has little effect on the overall con

sumption of X2 and the system behaves identically to the reference model under 
the same conditions (/123 = 0) (Table 4.16). This latter case shows lack of amplifi

cation and is not discussed further. Taking into consideration the eigenvalues for 
this model variant, stable positive steadystates are only found where h23 >  1 . 
Within this range, positive amplification where \L3s(Xi,ai)\ < 2 is only predicted 
in case 3 for  ¼ < 7 < 0 (v5 » ve) and  1 < 7 < 0 (v5 = v6). It seems conceivable 
that products of oxidative damage may inhibit H 2 0 2 detoxification. For instance, 
direct DNA oxidation by hydroxyl radicals can reduce the efficiency of transcrip

tion or translation of genes and/or enzymes involved in H 2 0 2 detoxification. Given 
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Xl = Qi - PiX^X^14 

X2 = a2Xf21Xf4 -- f32X*22X%23 

X3 = a3X°32X9
3

33 -- foxï33 

Figure 4.23: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of the amount of damage (X 3) 
on the pathway of damage formation through H 2 0 2 (v6), and its S-system representation. 
Two parameters are introduced, h23 and 333, while the remaining parameters are unchanged 
from the reference model. 

tha t a modest inhibition suffices to cause amplification, these situations suggest 
plausible causes for amplification under physiological conditions. 

4.3.3.6 ...of oxidative damage formation pathway (v6) 

This model variant is represented by the interaction of X3 on the flux of H 2 0 2 con
sumption through the Fenton reaction (v6) (Fig. 4.23). In contrast to the previous 
model, the amount of damage influences both H 2 0 2 consumption and its own for
mation. This is represented in the S-system by introducing X3 raised to its kinetic 
order in the consumption term of X2 and the production term of X3. Two new 
parameters are thus introduced, h23 and 333. The general expressions for the log 
gains are: 

L<2
6> = (g24 - ftl^ ) h33-g33 ( 4 4 4 ) 

hu g32h23 + h22{h33 — g33) 
43

6> = ( g 2 4 _ f e l ^ ) £32 ( 4 4 g ) 
h\i g32h23 + h22{h33 — g33) 

Taking into account the values of the parameters tha t remain unchanged from the 
reference model, the log gains are simplified to: 

/-(2) - g24 - /»14 /1 „ \ ,A AC\ 
L

36 - TTT - - - ( 1 - 5 3 3 ) (4.46) 1 + h23 — g33 

Ç24 — h\4 

1 + h23 — g33 
L36 = TT~Z r - (4.47) 

As there is an alternative pathway of X2 depletion, h23 will take different values 
depending on the balance between both fluxes contributing to X2 consumption. 
Considering 7 as the strength of the interaction, h23 takes the values 0, i/2 and 7 
where V5 » V6, «5 = vç and w5 <c ve, respectively, while 5-33 always takes the value 
of 7. Again, for simplicity these cases are considered separately: 

v5 » v6 (h23 = 0, £33 = 7): Most of the flux of X2 depletion is through the detoxify
ing pathway, and the interaction is negligible regarding X2 consumption and thus 
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L36 is equivalent to L(X2,X4) in the reference model. Yet, there are differences 
between this model variant and the reference model regarding the log gain of X3 

with respect to X4 (Table 4.17). The eigenvalues in this particular situation always 
show negative real parts as long as g33-h23 < 1, which corresponds to where 7 < 1. 
Amplification is observed for weak positive feedback displaying saturable kinetics 
(close to 7 = 1). Where \L36(Xi,ai)\ < 2, only case 3 presents positive amplifica
tion of X3 for 0 < 7 < i/2. Here also seems plausible that oxidative damage may 
have a slight positive feedback on its own formation, which in turn, can cause am
plification under plausible conditions. Direct damage to proteins and DNA can, for 
example, cause rises in intracellular calcium, which can consequently activate nu
cleases and proteases causing further damage to DNA and reduce enzyme activity 
[36]. 

v5 = v6 (/123 = ^, 533 = 7): The flux is equally distributed through both processes 
of X2 depletion. Thus, the log gains of X2 and X3 with respect to X4 are now differ
ent from the reference model (Table 4.17). As in the previous case, the eigenvalues 
indicate the existence of positive stable steady-states where 533 - h23 < 1 corre
sponding to 7 < 2. Positive amplification of oxidative damage (X3) is found in this 
region close to 7 = 2. Though, where |Z,36pfi,ai)| < 2, positive amplification is 
only observed in case 3 for a weak positive feedback displaying linear or saturable 
kinetics, i.e., for 0 < 7 < 1. In contrast, positive amplification of X2 is observed 
only in case 3 but for a negative feedback exhibiting either saturable, linear or 
cooperative kinetics, i.e., for - 4 < 7 < 0. 

V5 < v6 (/123 = 7 and g33 = 7): In this particular case, the eigenvalues always 
display negative real parts independently of 7. As in the model variant described 
in section 4.3.2.6, given that the flux of X2 consumption is the same as the flux 
of X3 production, the latter will display the same steady-state changes as the flux 
of X2 production , which are equal to those observed in the reference model. This 
implies that there is no amplification of X3 in these conditions. Conversely, X2 is 
amplified though only in case 3, and where \L36{Xi, QI) | < 2 positive amplification 
is found for a negative feedback displaying inhibiting saturable kinetics or where 
v6 is inversely proportional to X3 (-1 < 7 < 0). 

4.3.3.7 ...damage removal (v7) 

Though the S-system is formally the same as that of the reference model, the expo
nent h33 corresponding to the kinetic order of X3 relative to flux of damage repair, 
is no longer equal to 1 but can take any value between - 4 and 4. As the flux of 
repair is downstream of X2 it does not have any effect on the log gain of X2 when 
changes in X4 occur, i.e., 1$ is equivalent to the one obtained with the reference 
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a3Xf32 - /¾^ 3 3 

Figure 4.24: Graph depicting a positive or negative interaction of the amount of damage (X3) 
on the pathway of damage removal (v7), and its S-system representation. Though the system 
is described by the same S-system than that of the reference model, h33 takes different values. 

model. The log gain of X3 with respect to changes in X* is: 

L(3) = fl24 - ftl4 (448) 
has 

This expression is similar to the one obtained in the model variant where X2 affects 
its consumption through the detoxification pathway (see section 4.3.2.5). As in 
this model variant h33 = 7, the system will show positive amplification in the 
same conditions as in the model variant described in section 4.3.2.5 where /i22 = 7, 
i.e., in case 3 where v7 reaches saturation with X3 (V2 < 7 < D- Though we 
considered for simplification the kinetics of oxidative damage removal to be linear, 
it is also plausible that these processes may exhibit saturable kinetics. However, 
even considering linear kinetics for these processes of damage removal, increased 
deficiency in DNA repair due to oxidative damage to proteases and repair enzymes 
may produce saturable kinetics. 

4.4 Discussion 

We showed previously that according to a minimal model H 20 2 production in
creases at most linearly with SOD activity. However, as mentioned in the pre
vious chapter, the minimal model served as a "null hypothesis" in the inference of 
the mechanisms of oxidative damage elicited by SOD overexpression. Supralin-
ear increases in oxidative damage, if observed, could be due to additional mech
anisms not considered in the minimal model. In the present work, we extended 
the minimal model to take into account these additional mechanisms and assess 
whether the existence of these interactions could account for a supralinear increase 
in H2O2-mediated oxidative damage without significant changes in H2O2. Our re
sults are summarized in Table 4.18, which identifies possible mechanisms that 
may be responsible for amplification of H 2 0 2 -mediated oxidative damage when 
SOD activity is increased under physiological conditions. Plausible physiological 
conditions are restricted to where a positive stable steady-state exists in which all 
concentrations show moderate log gains with respect to changes in oxidative load 
(Le.,\L(Xi,ai)\<2). 
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We find that amplification of H 2 0 2 (¾) and H202-mediated oxidative damage (X3) 
are only observed under moderate L(Xi, QI) in cases 1-3, i.e., where the H202 is 
produced mainly through the superoxide dismutation reaction (vi » v2). While 
amplification in cases 1 and 2 (vi = v3) is only found when Xi acts as effector, 
mechanisms mediated by X2 and X3 show physiologically plausible amplification 
only in case 3 (vi « v3). Interestingly, cases 1 and 2 are where Xi displays greater 
variations when SOD activity is increased while case 3 is where X2 and X3 suffer 
a greater change with SOD activity. 

We also find amplification where H 20 2 is produced equally through vi and v2 (cases 
4-6), though in these cases the log gains of the steady-state concentrations with 
respect to changes in oxidative load were always high (\L(Xi, a i ) | > 2), and are not 
likely to be observed in physiological conditions. This may be due to the moderate 
influence of Xu X2 or X3 on each interaction when SOD is increased in cases 4-
6 (given by the low absolute log gains of the concentrations with respect to SOD 
in the reference model), compared to similar conditions in cases 1-3. To display 
the same amplification as in cases 1-3, the log gains of the effector concentrations 
with respect to SOD would have to be of similar magnitude in the presence of each 
interaction. This only occurs where the system is generally more sensitive to other 
parameters or external factors such as oxidative load. 

We did not find amplification in conditions where H 20 2 is mostly produced through 
the superoxide reductive pathway (v2) (cases 7-9). This is not surprising given 
that in these conditions variations in any of the variable pools considered in this 
model are negligible when SOD activity is increased. Nonetheless, according to 
the minimal model presented in the previous chapter [21], the rates of processes 
of superoxide reduction are likely to be always lower than the dismutation rate 
(v2 « vi), and therefore cases 7-9 are not physiologically relevant. 
As for the flux ratios of H 20 2 consumption, although we have found positive am
plification where v5 < v6 we have not considered these cases as occurring under 
physiological conditions and therefore are not included in Table 4.18. Typically 
in vivo, the rates of enzyme-catalysed detoxification of H 2 0 2 are a few orders of 
magnitude higher than those observed for the Fenton reaction (vs > v6). Con
sidering for instance, glutathione peroxidase concentrations in rat liver cytosol is 
1.2-5.8 uM [37-39] and a second-order rate constant of the reaction between the 
enzyme and H 20 2 to be 5 x 107 M ^ s - 1 [24], the resulting pseudo first-order rate 
constant will be 60 - 290 s"1. Catalase concentrations reported in liver, 1.2 uM [24] 
and heart mitochondria, 0.24 /xM [40] and a second-order rate constant for the re
action with H 2 0 2 of 4.6 x 107 M - 1s - 1[24], yields a pseudo first-order rate constant 
of 11-55 s_ 1 . As the rate constant of the reaction between EDTA-, ATP- or citrate-
ferrous iron chelates and H 2 0 2 is 104 M ^ s - 1 [41, 42], a concentration of labile 
iron > 10 -2 M would be required to compete with glutathione peroxidase and/or 
catalase. For comparison, physiological concentrations of labile iron are believed 
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to be lower than 10 6 M. Therefore, amplification in conditions where v5 = v6 or 
v5 < ve are not considered to be physiologically relevant and are not presented in 
Table 4.18. 

From Table 4.18 we can also see that in the model variants where the fluxes v\ - v4 

display non-linear kinetics with respect to Xi, the system does not present physi
ologically plausible amplification (\L(Xi,ai)\ > 2), while it does so when X\ influ
ences the fluxes v5 - i>7 or even when X2 or X3 affect the fluxes vi, v3 and VA. 

The model variants where Xu X2 and X3 act on v2 also do not present amplification 
under physiologically plausible conditions. Under conditions where the variable 
pools exert a higher influence on v2 (cases 1-3), which is where all other model 
variants can present amplification under physiological conditions, the rate of v2 

compared to the dismutation is negligible. Thus, the interaction on v2 under these 
circumstances is undetectable. 

It is interesting to note that amplification in model variants where Xi acts as an 
effector is observed due to the attenuation of the beneficial effects of superoxide. 
These interactions may be regarded as protective stratagems to ameliorate oxida
tive injury or induce resistance to oxidative stress. Increasing SOD will reduce 
the steady-state concentration of 0*~ consequently diminishing the capacity of the 
system to protect itself against the oxidative load, and may lead to amplification of 
oxidative damage. In the absence of such interactions there would be no amplifica
tion of oxidative damage as the log gains of X3 with respect to SOD would be equiv
alent to that of X2 (between 0 - y2). Interestingly, in cases 1 and 2 the log gain of 
X2 with respect to SOD is always between 0 - V2 and is independent of the kinetics 
displayed by the extra interaction. In systems where superoxide can significantly 
decrease the flux of the Fenton reaction or induce oxidative removal/repair, ampli
fication of H202-mediated damage can be observed without significant changes in 
H2O2 levels. However, the kinetics displayed by the interaction must be coopera
tive with respect to superoxide (Table 4.18). 

On the other hand, in model variants where X2 and X3 act as effectors, amplifica
tion is observed for weaker interactions corresponding to saturable kinetics (except 
for the model variant where X2 has an extra interaction on the Fenton reaction, 
v6). Among these interactions, it is worth mentioning the effects of the products 
of H202-mediated oxidative damage on the fluxes of H 2 0 2 consumption and ox
idative damage formation. When SOD activity is augmented, the concentration 
of proteins damaged by hydroxyl radicals that are involved in H 2 0 2 detoxification 
may increase. Mutations in genes encoding catalases, peroxidases or transcription 
factors responsible for inducing H2O2 detoxification may also rise, reducing the ex
pression of these proteins. Together, these events can divert the steady-state flux 
of H2O2 consumption from the detoxification to the damage pathway (i.e., from v5 

to ve). Assuming saturable kinetics for the overall mechanism with respect to the 
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concentration of oxidative damage, these events could lead to amplification of both 
H2O2 and oxidative damage concentrations when SOD activity is increased. In ad
dition, damage to proteins involved in maintenance of essential ion gradients such 
as calcium, copper or iron can lead to imbalances in ion homeostasis. Increased in
tracellular free iron and copper concentrations leads to higher rates of Fenton reac
tions, while higher calcium concentrations stimulate proteases and nucleases that 
further damage proteins and DNA [36]. This secondary damage can also include 
endonucleases or other repair enzymes that may further reduce the capacity to re
move the products of oxidative damage. Assuming also saturable kinetics for these 
mechanisms with respect to oxidative damage products, increasing SOD activity 
can lead to amplification of H202-mediated oxidative damage with only a linear 
increase in H202 . Still, amplification due to these interactions is predicted to oc
cur only where O^- is mostly consumed through the non-H202 producing pathway 

(V3 > Vl,V2). 

Many interactions that we considered implausible to occur in well-performing bi
ological systems may still occur under anomalous conditions and should therefore 
not be entirely discarded. Mutations, infrequent pathologies, experimental han
dling, and other artificial interventions, can all give rise or significantly increase 
the importance of interactions that are not relevant under physiological settings. 
The kinetic orders describing each interaction should not be viewed as immutable 
parameters. For instance, the distinct kinetics of the various processes that govern 
the consumption of a particular metabolite and the balance between those pro
cesses is what determines the magnitude of the overall kinetic order. This was 
seen in the Methods section where each extreme condition was defined in terms 
of the balance between the different processes of 0*~ consumption, exhibiting sig
nificant differences in the kinetic order of X4 relative to the overall consumption 
rate of 0*~- All the other fluxes in the reference model were assumed to follow 
pseudo-first order kinetics. Additional interactions with variable kinetics changes 
the overall kinetic order of the effectors on the rate of the affected processes. The 
kinetics of these interactions are themselves determined by the various processes 
that may contribute to them. Hence, changes in environmental conditions, such 
as oxidative stress, can change the balance of the different processes contributing 
to the interaction and lead to variations in the kinetic order of the effector (the 
strength of the interaction). For instance, in metal-induced stress, where labile 
iron and copper concentrations are significantly increased, the flux ratio between 
v5 and vê may change in favor of the Fenton reaction. Under these circumstances, 
the conditions v5 = v6 or even v5 « v6 would have to be considered. Assuming the 
existence of interactions were the different flux ratios between v6 and v6 can lead 
to different outcomes in terms of amplification, an increase in SOD activity could 
no longer produce a supralinear increase in H202-mediated oxidative damage and 
even lead to amplification of H202 , which would not occur under physiological con-
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ditions. 

In conclusion, using a mathematical approach we were able in this work to identify 
possible mechanisms that may lead to H202-mediated damage to cellular compo
nents increasing supralinearly with increasing SOD activity. We have also identi
fied the physiological conditions in which these may be observed. The supralinear 
increase in H202-mediated damage may be accompanied by a similar increase in 
H202 , by a linear increase or even sublinear changes in H 20 2 concentration. This 
shows that these two concentrations need not be correlated. Therefore, caution 
should be used to avoid over-interpretations of experimental data based on changes 
of only one of these concentrations. Given that the physiological relevance of each 
interaction studied here may vary among different tissues, cellular or subcellu
lar compartments, the mechanisms leading to amplification of oxidative damage 
in each given instance must be assessed in the specific physiological or patholog
ical context. However, it is also clear that the number of interactions and the 
complexity of their kinetics require further assessment by means of quantitative 
experiments. Evaluation of the types of kinetics of the most important interactions 
involved in ROS metabolism, assessment of the balance and relevance of each of 
these interactions, together with our work, can provide a powerful framework to 
help identify the causes of the prooxidative effects of SOD in various biological 
systems. 
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Summary 

The implication of reactive oxygen species (ROS) as mediators of cardiac ischemia-
reperfusion injury has been well documented. Among the types of damage as
sociated with ROS-mediated ischemia-reperfusion are the changes in the rate of 
lipid hydroperoxide formation. To ameliorate the toxicity caused by an increase 
in lipid peroxidation several therapeutical strategies have been devised that in
clude the use of superoxide dismutase (SOD) to overscavenge superoxide radical 
(O*-). However, in addition to a growing body of evidence showing that SOD can 
become toxic at high activities, a bell-shaped dose-response of lipid peroxidation 
to SOD has also been reported. These studies suggest there is an optimal activity 
of SOD above which the protective effects are significantly lost, and raise serious 
concerns about the use of SOD or SOD mimics as therapeutical agents. In an effort 
to understand the mechanisms responsible for the biphasic response of lipid hy
droperoxide production to changes in SOD activity observed in reperfused tissues 
we analyzed a mathematical model of lipid peroxidation. The results show that 
the effect of increasing SOD activity on 0*~ depletion and H 2 0 2 production does 
not produce a biphasic response of the rate of initiation of lipid peroxidation and 
consequently does not account for the bell-shaped dose response of lipid peroxida
tion to SOD. As the rate of lipid hydroperoxide formation is given by the product 
between the rate of initiation and the chain-length of peroxidation, we hypothe
sized that the biphasic response of lipid peroxidation can arise from the decrease 
in initiation at low doses of SOD and an increase in chain-length at higher SOD ac
tivities. We show that a decrease of 0 ' " concentration elicited by elevation of SOD 
activity may do both: decrease the rate of lipid peroxidation by lowering the rate 
of initiation by perhydroxyl radicals at low SOD activities, without a significant 
increase in chain-length; while at higher SOD activities depletion of 02~ may ex
acerbate the chain-length by assuming that 0*~ can either inhibit metal-catalyzed 
chain-branching reactions, or induce the rate of termination or the rate of lipid 
hydroperoxide removal. 

Abbreviations: SOD - superoxide dismutase; O* - superoxide; H 2 0 2 - hydrogen 
peroxide; LH - ; LOOH; LOO; ; IRP - iron regulatory protein; 
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5.1 Introduction 

The involvement of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the pathogenesis of ischemia-
reperfusion has been well established [1-5, and references therein]. One of the 
main sources of ROS is the superoxide radical (O*-), and its rate of formation is 
increased after oxygen reflow following ischemia [6]. One of the main antioxidant 
defenses against 0 ^ - is the enzyme superoxide dismutase (E.C.: 1.15.1.1) (SOD) 
[7]. It is generally believed that increasing the activity of the enzyme will lead 
to higher protection to oxidative injury following ischemia. In fact, SOD mimetics 
are currently being tested as pharmaceutical candidates to treat conditions such 
as transplant-induced reperfusion injury [8]. However, serious concerns have been 
raised on the potential benefits of therapeuties using SOD or SOD mimetics due to 
the growing body of evidence showing that elevated levels of SOD activity can lead 
to deleterious effects [9-22]. Adding to this evidence, are reports of an anomalous 
bell-shaped dose-response to SOD observed in studies using isolated reperfused 
hearts [23-27]. In these studies, exogenous SOD was added to the perfusate af
ter the organ was injured by a period of ischemia. Low doses of exogenous SOD 
provided improved recovery of function compared to controls. However, addition 
of SOD beyond a certain optimal level lead eventually to a dramatic decrease in 
recovery, with damage actually exceeding that of controls, i.e., without exogenous 
SOD added to the perfusate. 

In an effort to understand the mechanisms responsible for the biphasic response 
to SOD a few potential explanations have been put forward over the years. Some 
have suggested that while SOD decreases superoxide levels, higher doses of SOD 
may cause an excessive increase in H 20 2 formation that will exacerbate hydroxyl-
mediated damage either through the Fenton reaction [20] or through the peroxi
dase activity of SOD [28]. Both these mechanisms require a significant increase 
in H202 , which has not been measured yet. Furthermore, a dose-response curve 
was also observed with Mn-SOD [25], which lacks peroxidative activity [29], sug
gesting that this may not be the main mechanism leading to the biphasic behavior 
[25]. Others have suggested that as SOD activity rises, the drop in O*- concen
tration leaves the oxidized form of SOD more available to react with the target 
molecules for which it was supposed to provide protection [22]. In other words, 
increasing SOD will favor the superoxide reductase (SOR) activity over the su
peroxide dismutase activity [30]. Another hypothesis is that superoxide may play 
opposite roles in cell physiology and an adequate amount of SOD should be re
quired to maintain optimal levels of 0 '~ [27]. For example, increasing SOD may 
reduce nitric oxide scavenging by 0*~ causing extravasation and edema observed 
in post-ischemic injury [25]. The dual role of superoxide as initiator and termina
tor of lipid peroxidation was also proposed as the mechanism responsible for the 
bell shape dose-response of lipid peroxidation to SOD [27]. However, it is highly 
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unlikely that superoxide may play a significant role as terminator of lipid peroxi
dation because of the presence of much more efficient chain-breaking antioxidants 
such as Q-tocopherol and ubiquinol, whose concentrations are not significantly af
fected in membranes of reperfused myocardium [31]. Still, observations that the 
xanthine oxidase inhibitor allopurinol also produces a bell-shaped dose response 
in reperfusion injury [23] seem to implicate 0*~ rather than H202 in mediating 
the biphasic behavior. Moreover, evidence that addition of catalase to reperfused 
medium with high SOD activities failed to diminish significantly the exacerbatory 
effects of SOD on the steady-state rate of lipid peroxidation [27], further supports 
this view. 

To understand the mechanisms responsible for the biphasic dose-response to SOD, 
and in particular the response in terms of lipid peroxidation, we set up a mathe
matical model of lipid peroxidation and examined the effect of various doses of SOD 
activity on the steady-state rate of lipid peroxidation. Our results indicate that the 
effect of SOD on initiation alone via 0*~ and H 2 0 2 does not account for a bipha
sic response, and that the inverted bell-shape response of lipid peroxidation can 
arise when SOD-mediated decrease in 0*~ increases the chain-length by increas
ing metal-catalyzed chain-branching reactions or decreasing either termination or 
lipid hydroperoxide removal from membranes. 

5.2 The Model 

5.2.1 Lipid Peroxidation 

The minimal scheme proposed by Bolland [32] provides a sufficiently accurate de
scription of lipid peroxidation that assumes a single polyunsaturated aggregated 
lipid species (LH) as substrate, which is oxidized into more than one molecule of 
lipid hydroperoxide (LOOH) per molecule of initiator. The mechanism consists of 
three basic conceptual modules: 

1. Initiation 

LH (substrate) + Initiator ^¾ L* or LOO* (5.1) 

2. Propagation 

I / + 0 2 —» LOO* 

LH (substrate) + LOO* - ^ L* + LOOH (5.2) 

3. Termination 

LOO* + LOO* - ¾ non-radical products (5.3) 
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Initiation is denned as the introduction of radicals in the system. Two main path
ways of initiation are considered: initiaton by perhydroxyl radicals (proportional 
to superoxide concentration) and by hydroxyl radicals (proportional to hydrogen 
peroxide concentration). Once a radical species (L* or LOO') is formed, the auto-
catalytic cycle represented by the propagation mechanism will keep on producing 
lipid hydroperoxides while maintaining the number of radicals constant in each 
cycle. Under physiological oxygen pressure, the reaction between carbon-centered 
lipid radicals (L*) and dioxygen is very fast compared with the subsequent reac
tion involving peroxyl radicals. In these conditions, the self-propagating cycle can 
be expressed simply by: 

LH (substrate) ^ ^ 1 LOOH (5.4) 

The autoxidation of unsaturated lipids progresses indefinitely unless the radicals 
are removed through the termination pathway. 

5.2.2 Chain-Breaking Antioxidants 

In vivo, highly effective chain-breaking antioxidants (TH) such as a-tocopherol (vi
tamin E) or ubiquinol exist that assure fast lipid radical removal. These antioxi
dants act by trapping the peroxyl radical and thereby "breaking" the autoxidation 
process [33]: 

TH + LOO* i r + LOOH 
T* + LOO* —> non-radical products (5.5) 

Termination by chain-breaking antioxidants is much more effective than through 
the reaction between two peroxyl radicals due to the much higher concentration 
of these antioxidants in the membrane. Ubiquinol, for example, can be up to five 
orders of magnitude more concentrated in the lipid bilayer than peroxyl radicals, 
while the second-order kinetic constant for ubiquinol is just two orders of magni
tude lower than that for peroxyl radicals [34]. In our model, only the termination 
through chain-breaking antioxidants will be considered. 

5.2.3 Lipid Hydroperoxide Decomposition and Removal 

Lipid hydroperoxide accumulation in biological membranes is avoided or reduced 
by enzymes such phospholipid hydroperoxide glutathione peroxidase (E.C.:1.11.1.12) 
(PHGPX) that can repair directly the products of lipid peroxidation in the mem-
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LH 

LH 

Figure 5.1: Basic Scheme of Lipid Peroxidation. (I) Initiation of lipid peroxidation by 
perhydroxyl and hydroxyl radicals, (P) propagation, (T) termination by chainbreaking an
tioxidants, (R) enzymatic removal of lipid hydroperoxides and (C) metalcatalyzed chain
branching reactions. 

brane. 

LOOH + PHGPXre(i + H+ * = y ' PHGPXo* + LOH 

PHGPXra + 2GSH —► PHGPXred + GSSG (5.6) 

However, a small percentage of the lipid hydroperoxide pool may escape the re

moval pathway and reenter the autoxidation cycle, forming a branch in the oxida

tion chain [35]. 

5.2.4 ChainBranching Reactions 

The chainbranching mechanism consists of a metalcatalyzed decomposition of 
LOOH to alkoxyl radicals (LO*). Subsequently, alkoxyl radicals may donate their 
unpaired electron to the unsaturated lipid moiety forming a carbon centered lipid 
radical (L*) that initiates another series of propagation cycles: 

Mn + LOOH 

LH (substrate) + LO* 
M n + 1 + LO* + OH" 

L* + LOH (5.7) 

As with peroxyl radicals, trapping of alkoxyl radicals by chainbreaking antiox

idants should prevent the reaction with unsaturated lipid substrates. However, 
the kinetic advantage of the reaction between alkoxyl radicals and chainbreaking 
antioxidants is not large enough to be an efficient termination pathway [36] 

The scheme of lipid peroxidation, summarized in Pig.5.1, can be described by: ini

tiation (I), which is the initial input into the system; propagation (P) that keeps the 
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input switched on by generating directly LOOH; termination (T) that removes the 
autocatalyst and ending the propagation cycle; the output or removal (R) of lipid 
peroxidation damage by peroxidases; and finally, the chain-branching reactions 
(C) that can be regarded as a positive feedback loop feeding itself by regenerating 
LOO*. From this scheme we can derive the mathematical equations and the effects 
of SOD on the rate of lipid peroxidation can be interpreted of on the basis of these 
five modules. 

5.2.5 Mathematical Equations 

In our model, we consider both 02~ and H 20 2 as the main initiators of lipid perox
idation. The overall rate of initiation is defined as the sum of the rates of initiation 
by both these species. Both rates, calculated at steady-state, are proportional to 
the amount of unsaturated phopholipids in the membrane and initiator steady-
state concentrations: 

Vinit = ltot.1 + %ut,2 = fcinit,l[LH][Or U + fcinit,2[LH][H202]ss (5.8) 

The oxidizable lipid substrate (LH) is much more concentrated (-0.5 M [34]) than 
any of the other chemical species involved in the reactions and can be considered 
constant. Superoxide may be consumed through three different pathways ([37], or 
Chapter 3): a) the dismutation pathway (rate law: fci [SOD] • [02~]), b) the reductive 
pathway that includes the initiation reaction with LH (rate law: fc2[02

-]), and c) 
the non H202-producing pathway (rate law: fc3[02~]). Assuming a constant rate of 
formation, vf, the steady-state concentration of superoxide is given by: 

m—1 V-l (5.9) 
l ° 2 J s s ~ fc1[S0D] + fc2 + fc3 

Hydrogen peroxide is produced mainly by dismutation and the reductive pathway, 
and consumed by two pathways that include detoxification by peroxidases such as 
GPX, and initiation of lipid peroxidation. The steady-state concentration of H 2 0 2 

is thus given by the following expression: 

m n , v,fcifsoD][on« + fca[on» (510) LH.2U2 se = ; —r jTtfi W , 1 U ' 
«detox + « i n i t , 2 l ^ n j 

where fcdetox is a pseudo first-order kinetic constant that takes into account the 
concentration of catalase, GPX and/or other peroxidases depending on the system 
being studied. The resulting expression for the rate of initiation will be: 

«init = 
vf [LB] (u , , y^SODl + fe \ ( 5 U ) 
)D]+fc2 + fc3 V U '2 fcdetox + fcinit,2[LH] ) ^ fci[SOD] + fc2 + fc3 
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According to the basic scheme of lipid peroxidation shown in Fig. 5.1, peroxyl rad
icals are produced by initiation ( ¾ ) and by the fraction of LOOH being produced 
that escapes removal, i.e., ^-^im^L__(Up + Vt^ w h e r e [Px] is the concentra
tion of peroxidases that decompose lipid hydroperoxides. At steady-state the flux 
of LOO* production is equal to its flux of consumption (vt = fct[TH][LOO*]), which 
results in the following steady-state relation: 

[LOO'lss = 2ÏÏSÎ* (5 12) 

As for lipid hydroperoxides (LOOH), they are generated by each propagation event 
and by chain-breaking antioxidants (vp+vt), and consumed by peroxidase-catalyzed 
removal (vremovai = fcremovai[Px][LOOH]). Consumption of LOOH, on the other hand, 
is through chain-branching reactions that generate peroxyl radicals (vchBin = 
&chain[Mn][LOOH]). The following expression for the steady-state concentration of 
LOOH is obtained: 

[LOOH]ss = (fcpfLH] + fct[TH])[LOO']ss ({. 1£J) 

"'chain[-"-l j i "removal[**-J 

The overall rate of lipid oxidation at steady-state is defined as the rate of lipid 
hydroperoxide production: 

vw = vp + vt = (kp [LH] + kt [TH] ) [LOO*]ss (5.14) 

One of the main properties of lipid peroxidation is that for every initiation event, 
more than one lipid hydroperoxide is formed. This amplification, also known as 
the kinetic chain-length, is defined as the ratio between the overall rate of lipid 
peroxidation and the rate of initiation: 

chain-length = «* = fa[LH] + fct[TH])[LOO-]5S 
Vinit 1>init 

(fcp[LH] + fct[TH])(fcchain[M"] + fc.emovaltPx]) 
fct[TH]/cremoval[Px] - fcchain[Mn]fcp[LH] " W - L 6 J 

Evidently, from the previous definitions that the rate of lipid peroxidation can be 
expressed simply by i>init x chain-length. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Effect of SOD on initiation 

It has been suggested that the dose response to SOD is due to increased produc
tion of H 20 2 [20, 23]. In other words, the direct opposite effects of SOD on 0*~ 
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depletion and H 20 2 formation could be responsible for the biphasic response of 
lipid peroxidation. Given that both O'" and H 2 0 2 are initiators via perhydroxyl 
and hydroxyl radicals, respectively, the decrease in initiation due to 02~ depletion 
could be surpassed by an increased initiation due to H 2 0 2 at higher concentra
tions of SOD. Assuming conditions in which increasing SOD activity leads to an 
increase in H 2 0 2 we analyzed the effect of changing the levels of SOD activity on 
the initiation rate of lipid peroxidation. 

The overall initiation rate is given by the sum of initiation by 02~ and H 2 0 2 (ex
pression 5.8). We know from expression 5.10 that the steady-state concentration of 
H 2 0 2 (and therefore the rate of initiation through H202) is proportional to [02

_]s8, 
which is a monotonously decreasing function of SOD. The overall rate of initia
tion is then [0*f]ss multiplied by a linear function of SOD that also results in a 
monotonous function of SOD (equation 5.11). However, depending on the magni
tude of the initial slope of uinit,i, the overall initiation rate can either be an increas
ing or decreasing function. This result can also be confirmed by finding the zero 
solution of the derivative relative to SOD. If increasing SOD activity can produce 
a biphasic curve on initiation, then there is a point where vilút will be minimum 
and its slope will be zero. However, as seen by the following expression, there is no 
minimum as the derivative is never zero for any value of SOD. 

d^init Vfki[LH] (fcinit,2fc3 - 2fcjnit,l(fcdetox + fcinit.a)) 
d[SOD] ~~ 2(fcdctox + fcinit.2) ' (*s + fci[SOD])2 

What this result implies is that increasing SOD activity does not produce a bipha
sic response of the initiation rate of lipid peroxidation, and thus changes in the 
rate of initiation alone cannot be responsible for the bell-shaped response of lipid 
peroxidation to SOD. 

5.3.2 Effect of SOD on chain-length 

Analysis of the steady-state expressions of LOO* and LOOH shows that when the 
rate of peroxyl radical formation by chain-branching reactions exceeds the rate of 
termination the system can no longer reach a stable steady-state. This happens 
where the amount of peroxyl radicals fed in by chain-branching reactions exceeds 
the capacity of chain-breaking antioxidants to remove these radicals. The actual 
point where this capacity is exceed is when: 

fct [TH] fcrem„vai [Px] = fcchain [M"] fcp [LH] (5-16) 

Notice that this expression is independent of the initiation rate. If increasing 
SOD activity has the effect of increasing the rate of termination or damage re
moval the rate of lipid peroxidation will begin to increase dramatically close to this 
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Figure 5.2: Effect of chain-length on the rate of lipid peroxidation (v^ = v^t x chain-length). 
If chain-length is constant (independent of [SOD]), net changes in the rate of lipid peroxida
tion follow the changes in rate of initiation. Yet, if [SOD] can influence the chain-length the 
net rate of lipid peroxidation, a biphasic curve such as the one depicted here may be observed. 

point. The same is observed if higher SOD activités decrease the rate of propa
gation or the rate of chain-branching reactions. This may also be seen from ex
pression 5.15, where amplification grows to infinity if fcchain[Mn]fcp[LH] approaches 
fct[TH]fcremovaI[Px]. 

A biphasic curve in response to SOD activity can then be expected as long as i) the 
decrease in the rate of initiation is greater than the increase of chain-length at low 
SOD activities and ii) as the levels of SOD activity become higher the system may 
approach rapidly the point where the increase in chain-length vastly exceeds the 
decrease in the steady-state rate of initiation (expression 5.16)(Fig. 5.2). 

We can then hypothesize that if SOD can affect either one of the four processes -
propagation (P), termination (T), LOOH removal (R) or chain-branching reactions 
(C) - directly or indirectly through 0*~ or H 2 0 2 , then in conditions where the two 
criteria mentioned above are met a biphasic dose-response of lipid peroxidation 
to SOD activity should be observed. To assess this hypothesis we analysed three 
possible scenarios: the stimulation of lipid hydroperoxide removal (R) or of termi
nation (T) by 0*~ and the inhibition of chain-branching reactions (C) by 0*~. As 
the propagation reaction is not enzyme-catalysed it is unlikely that SOD may affect 
the rate of this reaction through mechanisms other than by initiation. 

For now, the interactions are defined genetically. Their physiological relevance will 
be discussed in the final section. 

Initiation 

Chain-length 
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Figure 5.3: Biphasic response of lipid peroxidation when O* induces rate of (a) lipid hy
droperoxide removal (h = 1; k = 103 M; V = 1010 Ms1) and (b) termination (h = 1; 
fe = 10~9 M; V = 1 Ms1). Remaining parameters are presented in Table 5.1. 

5.3.2.1 O*
 induction of the rate of damage removal and the rate of 

termination 

A positive interaction of 0*~ on the rate of damage removal by peroxidases (R) can 
be represented generically by Hill kinetics with Hill number h: 

/(OS") = y ■ tor 
kh + [0

(5.17) 

This function is introduced in the rate expression of the damage removal reactions 
that become a function of SOD activity. It modifies the chainlength without affect

ing the rate of initiation: 

(fcp[LH] + fct[TH]) • (fcchain[M"] + f (Ol)) 
f(Om

2)kt[TH]kchain[Mn}kp[Lll} chainlength (5.18) 

The rate of lipid peroxidation is now given by the product between the rate of 
initiation and the new chainlength. Fig. 5.3(a) shows a bellshaped dose response 
of the steadystate rate of lipid peroxidation to changes in SOD activity with 0*~ 
acting as inducer of the rate of lipid hydroperoxide removal. The parameters used 
to produce the biphasic curve are presented in Table 5.1. 

As SOD activity increases, the rate of initiation decreases due essentially to a 
higher 0'~removal rate. The decreased 0*~ availability reduces the rate of dam

age removal, leading to accumulation of lipid hydroperoxides. Subsequently, the 
rate of chainbranching increases, and as it approaches the rate of termination the 
chainlength becomes exceedingly high, exacerbating lipid peroxidation. The same 
behavior was observed when considering stimulation of termination by Oâ~ (Fig. 
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Figure 5.4: Biphasic response of lipid peroxidation when O* inhibits rate of metal
catalyzed chainbranching reactions (h = 1; k = IO"13 M; V = 30 Ms""1). Remaining 
parameters are presented in Table 5.1. 

5.3(b)). Using the same Hill function, the chainlength is modified to: 

chainlength : (fcpfLHj + / ( O P ) ■ (fcchaUM"] + fcremoval[Pxl) 
fcremoval[Px]/(On  fcchain[M

n]fcp[LH] 
(5.19) 

As O* is depleted by SOD, the rate of termination decreases and approaches the 
rate of chainbranching reactions. The dramatic increase in chainlength and con

sequently on the rate of lipid peroxidation is seen as SOD approaches this point. 

5.3.2.2 0*~ inhibition of metalcatalyzed chainbranching reactions 

The possibility of SOD affecting the rate of damage removal through an inhibitory 
effect by 0*~ was also explored. The negative interaction can be expressed geneti

cally by a declining Hill function, as follows: 

V kh 

f'(0'2) = V[l 
kh + {0'2]

hJ fch + [0*]h (5.20) 

This interaction has also no effect on the rate of initiation, and is only included in 
the chainlength expression: 

(fcp[LH] + fcJTHl) ■ ( / ' ( O D + fcremovaliPx]) 
chainlength = 

fcremovajIPxlMTH] " / ' ( O S " )*p[LH] 
(5.21) 

Using the parameter values in Table 5.1, a biphasic response of lipid peroxidation 
is also observed when SOD activity is increased (Fig. 5.4). As levels of OJ" are 
reduced the inhibitory effect is lifted and the rate of chainbranching reactions is 
increased slowly until it reaches close to the rate of termination, leading to an 
excessive increase in chainlength and consequently on the net rate of lipid perox

idation. 
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5.4 Discussion 

Though it has been suggested that the toxicity of high doses of SOD may due to 
an increase in H 2 0 2 steady-state concentration, we did not consider the effects of 
H 2 0 2 on the chain-length. Even in conditions where H2O2 is increased with SOD 
(fc2 > k3), progressively high SOD concentrations will lead to progressively smaller 
increases in H 2 0 2 concentration. This is the opposite of what would be necessary 
for H 20 2 to mediate the exacerbation of damage at high levels of SOD activity. 
In fact, increasing fcdeto* in our model by two orders of magnitude did not change 
significantly the biphasic response (not shown). This is in agreement with the 
the dose-response study carried out by Omar and coworkers [25] where relatively 
high amounts of catalase added together with the highest dose of SOD used in the 
experiments did not significantly counteract the exacerbation of damage. 

In the parameter set we used to produce the biphasic curves (Table 5.1) H 2 0 2 was 
considered to remain relatively constant at any value of SOD. This was done by 
choosing k3 = k2, as these parameters are unknown, though k2 has a lower limit 
set by the reactions between 0 2

- and the lipid substrate LH that generates H 20 2 . 
A larger k3 would lead to an increase in the steady-state concentration of H 2 0 2 

with the concentration of SOD, at low doses of the latter. Under these circum
stances, H2O2 might attenuate the decrease in initiation of lipid peroxidation with 
SOD activity, or even increase initiation. However, an increase of kz in our model 
does not produce significant changes in the biphasic behavior (not shown). This 
happens because the parameters we used consider a rather low contribution of 
HO* radicals to the rate of initiation, as indicated by the results in [34]. This is 
also in aggreement with evidence that HO* does not seem to play a direct role in 
early reperfusion injury following ischemia [40, 41]. 

We also tried changing the parameters in search of conditions that might produce 
a biphasic curve mediated by the effects of H 20 2 (rather than O*-), on the rates 
of termination, hydroperoxide removal and chain-branching reactions (not shown). 
This was done in conditions where H 20 2 increases with SOD (k3 > k2). Even 
with higher Hill coefficients (more cooperative kinetics) we could not generate a 
biphasic curve with a significant decrease in initiation that would be detected ex
perimentally. In these cases, the steady-state rate of initiation remains relatively 
constant at lower levels of SOD since it cannot compete with the rates of non-H202 

producing processes that also consume O* -. At higher SOD activities, when the 
steady-state rate of initiation starts to decrease, the effect of SOD on chain length 
is already significant and only a negligible drop in the rate of lipid peroxidation 
is observed. Still, though we explored extensively the space of parameters, we 
cannot formally discard the hypothesis that H 20 2 may play a role on the bipha
sic response of lipid peroxidation. However, if the hypothesis is correct that the 
biphasic response is produced by the concerted decrease in initiation at low lev-
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els of SOD and increase in chain-length at high SOD activities then superoxide 
is most likely the mediator of both effects. The involvement of superoxide rather 
than H 2 0 2 in ischemia-reperfusion injury is further supported by evidence that 
both SOD and the xanthine oxidase inhibitor allopurinol produce an inverted bell-
shape dose-response of arrhytmic and contractile indexes in postischemic rat heart, 
while catalase produces a linear dose-response [23]. 

In what ways can superoxide influence the chain-length? The results presented 
in the previous section suggest three modes of action of 01" that might lead to 
increased chain-length at high SOD activities. Namely: (i) a stimulation of chain-
termination reactions; (ii) a stimulation of the removal of phospholipid hydroperox
ides from the membrane; and (iii) the inhibition of metal-catalyzed chain-branching 
reactions. 

The latter seems the most likely mechanism for mediating the SOD-dependent in
crease in chain-length that may occur in conditions in which the biphasic response 
of lipid peroxidation to SOD activity was observed. Iron is increased in tissues fol
lowing ischemia-reperfusion [42] and seems to play a major role in oxidative injury 
demonstrated by evidence that iron chelators, such as desferrioxamine, improve 
tissue functional and metabolic recovery after ischemia-reperfusion [43]. It was 
recently reported that non-transferrin-bound iron can be imported into the cell by 
a superoxide-dependent ferri-reductase activity [44]. The iron transported into the 
cell can then be efficiently sequestred by ferritin, which could constitue a simple 
stratagem of cells to remove catalytically active iron from the extracellular space. 
The involvement of superoxide in the import of iron was further evidenced by the 
remarkable inhibition of iron uptake by addition of extracellular SOD [44]. This 
pathway could also constitute a mechanisms by which addition of extracellular 
SOD might lead to an increase in metal-catalyzed chain-branching reactions. The 
cytosolic iron regulatory proteins (IRP) may also be a candidate for 0*~ -mediated 
inhibition of chain-branching reactions. It has been reported that superoxide in
hibits the mRNA binding activity of IRP, leading to a concerted increase in ferritin 
synthesis and decrease in translation of tranferrin-receptor mRNA [45]. Decreas
ing superoxide would lead to increased levels of intracellular iron and increased 
lipid peroxidation through metal-catalyzed decomposition of lipid hydroperoxides. 
However one would have to assume that extracellular levels of SOD can influence 
the intracellular levels of superoxide. On the other hand, nitric oxide (NO), which 
diffuses well through biological membranes could be the biological mediator by ex-
herting a negative effect on the rate of chain-branching reactions. Overscavenging 
of superoxide would decrease the rate of reaction between superoxide and NO that 
forms peroxynitrite, and increase NO availability. NO has also has been shown 
to induce the mRNA binding activity of IRP and consequently increasing the la
bile intracellular iron pool. Reducing the competition for superoxide by increasing 
SOD would increase the amount of NO able to react with cytosolic IRP. However, 
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it has been reported that the induction of IRP activity by NO is rather slow (~15h) 
and would not apply to the reported cases of the biphasic response given the much 
shorter times since addition of SOD in the blood/reperfusate to the end of the reper
fusion period (<3h in [24, 25, 27]). 

Besides iron, copper is also a good target for superoxide-mediated increase in metal-
catalyzed chain-branching reactions. Copper chelators such as bathocuproin can 
reduce oxidative damage in reperfused myocardium [43], indicating the involve
ment of copper in reperfusion injury. However, further studies are needed to as
sess the role of both copper and iron in the biphasic response of lipid peroxidation 
to SOD in postischemic tissues. 

An increase in chain-length at high SOD activities might also result from termina
tion reactions being stimulated by 0*~. It was proposed that 0¾- may itself serve 
as terminator of lipid peroxidation [27]. However, even with incresed levels of 0*~ 
generation it is highly unlikely that it would be able to compete with other chain-
breaking antioxidants such as a-tocopherol or ubiquinol, or even with LOO* itself. 
Ubiquinol and a-tocopherol do not seem to be significantly changed in reperfused 
myocardium [31]. Therefore, to increase chain-length at high SOD activities su
peroxide would have to somehow decrease the levels of ubiquinol and a-tocopherol 
significantly. Alternatively, an increase in chain length at high SOD doses could 
also be achieved by 0*""-dependent induction of PHGPX, or other enzymes and 
cofactors involved in the enzyme-catalyzed removal of lipid hydroperoxides. 

Though we considered the effect of SOD on iron at the level of the metal-catalyzed 
chain-branching reactions we did not analyse this effect on the rate of initiation 
through the Fenton reaction. In principle, the increase in iron or other reduced 
transition metals with increasing SOD activities can produce a biphasic response 
in the rate of initiation and consequently on the rate of lipid peroxidation. However, 
this effect of iron or other transition metals on the rate of initiation is unlikely to 
contribute more to the rate of lipid peroxidation than the effect on chain-length that 
is mediated by increased chain-branching reactions. The latter effect is specially 
important in conditions where the rate of chain-branching reactions approaches 
the rate of termination (i>chain = vt), as here the chain-length increases dramati
cally with the rate of the chain-branching reactions. In contrast, the rate of lipid 
peroxidation increases linearly with the rate of primary initiation by hydroxyl or 
perhydroxyl radicals. 

Increasing iron concentration even further can switch lipid peroxidation from a 
self-propagated process (steady-state with fixed amplification) to a chain-reaction 
(no steady-state, lipid hydroperoxides accumulate). Still, even without considering 
this situation, the rate of HO*-mediated initiation is considerably lower than the 
rate of LOO* formation through chain-branching reactions, and should not have 
pronounced effects. 
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The sources of the radical species involved in postishemic reperfusion injury, their 
location and modes of action are stall not well understood. One of the issues that re
mains to be resolved is whether the experimentally observed variations in the rate 
of lipid peroxidation at different SOD activities occur in the cellular, mitochondrial 
or other subcellular membranes. This would help significantly the analysis and 
interpretation of the results. Still, our model points to directions that can aid ex
perimental design in order to narrow down the possible mechanisms involved in 
the exacerbation of ischemia-reperfusion damage at high SOD doses. 
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Chapter 6 

General Discussion and Perspectives 

Over the last years, it has become increasingly evident that all aerobic organisms 
generate ROS. The general belief is that these species are by-products of cellular 
respiration and metabolism, which exert toxic effects and thus must be eliminated 
from the cell. Yet, recent evidences have demonstrated that ROS are produced in 
a controlled fashion and are likely to play a critical role in cellular function and 
response to external environment [reviewed in 1]. It is conceivable that in the 
course of evolution, while organisms adapted to increasing concentrations of oxy
gen they took advantage of the by-products of oxygen reduction and explored their 
redox capabilities to sense changes in environments or to promote cellular prolif
eration. In fact, environmental changes may dictate the best time to proliferate, 
to halt growth or commit suicide (apoptosis), which are all processes that involve 
ROS. Even simple organisms such as bacteria use ROS to their advantage. This 
is evidenced by the capability of O*- and H202 to modulate the E. coli SoxRS and 
OxyR régulons, which induce expression of the so-called antioxidant defenses that 
play a crucial role in controlling the intracellular steady-state levels of ROS. One 
of the key elements in the regulation of ROS is the SOD enzyme. The importance 
of maintaining the right balance of intracellular SOD activity [2-5], is evidenced 
by the adverse effects observed in mutants lacking [6-10] or overexpressing SOD 
[11-14, 3, 4, 15-19], by the control of expression of the SOD genes in aerobic or
ganisms from bacteria to higher eukaryotes [20, 21], and the narrow distribution 
of SOD activity levels found in the human population [2]. 

Yet, despite the evidence of the adverse effects observed in cells overexpressing 
SOD, the causes for these effects are still unclear and the question remains: What 
are the prooxidative effects of high SOD activities? 

The results presented in this work do not provide an answer to the actual mech
anisms contributing to the negative effects of high SOD activities. However, the 
results show that there is no unique answer to this question, as the deleterious 
effects exhibited at high SOD activities can involve either inhibition of the ben
eficial 02~-dependent processes by excessive 0*~ depletion, or changes in H 2 0 2 

concentration. The latter mechanism can involve either an increase in H 2 0 2 and 
consequently in H202-mediated damage, or a decrease in H 2 0 2 , which may inhibit 
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beneficial H202-dependent processes. The involvement of either 02~ or H 20 2 in 
the deleterious effects of high SOD activities is dependent on the physiological con
ditions, as seen for instance, from the results in Chapters 3 and 4. For this reason, 
the actual mechanisms responsible for the deleterious effects of high SOD activi
ties have to be assessed for each particular system. This was done, for example, in 
the particular model of ischemia-reperfusion injury presented in Chapter 5 where 
it is shown that the exacerbation of oxidative stress damage at high SOD activities 
is most likely due to excessive 0*~~ depletion, and the bell-shaped response of dam
age to increasing levels of SOD activity may be related to the dual role of 02~ as a 
toxic product and a physiological intermediate in cellular protection. 

Still, an important contribution would be to identify the conditions in which either 
type of mechanism (whether involving 02~ or H202) is predicted to be responsi
ble for the prooxidative effects of SOD, and this is possible based on the results 
presented here. 

What happens then with O*- and H 20 2 when SOD activity is increased? Assum
ing all enzymatic activities constant, one inevitable consequence of increasing SOD 
activity is that the steady-state concentration of 02~ will decrease. But the magni
tude of this decrease will depend on the ability of other pathways of 02~ consump
tion to compete with the SOD-catalysed dismutation. One possible misconception 
often presented in the literature is that SOD is by far the main scavenger of 0*~. It 
is also shown in Chapter 3 that there are several other pathways that may possibly 
consume 0'~~ at rates close to, or higher than through dismutation, and therefore 
influence the outcome. These include 0*~ reduction by GSH or by reaction with 
the [4Fe-4S] clusters of dehydratases. Although the second-order rate constants 
for these reactions may be lower than that of dismutation, the actual rate of the 
reaction is determined by the availability of the reactants, which in the case of 
GSH, for example, can be in the range 1-lOmM [22], i.e., three orders of magnitude 
greater than SOD [23, 24]. Another process that may also compete with SOD is 
the backward reaction of 0*~ production (see discussion below). Nevertheless, the 
contribution of these processes to the consumption of O*- in vivo remains to be 
assessed. Moreover, as the values of the rates depend on the intracellular concen
trations of the metabolites involved in these reactions, their ability to compete with 
SOD may vary according to metabolic conditions. In this context, it is not surpris
ing that the apparent contradictory results regarding the effects of increasing the 
activity of SOD may be a result of measuring the effects under different conditions. 
Thus, results observed in a particular biological system should not be extrapolated 
to others. 

As for the influence of SOD on H202 , before the present work there was still a 
controversy regarding whether increasing SOD activity would produce an increase 
or decrease in H 2 0 2 production. Despite all the evidence, one of the difficulties in 
assessing this problem stems from the lack of a systematic approach to evaluate 
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the physiological conditions in which each result was obtained, which prevents the 
comparison between different observations in various studies. This may be due 
in part to the almost exclusive use of a reductionist approach that characterizes 
the field of free radical research. Though the reductionist approach is undoubtedly 
of extreme value in scientific discovery, one of its weaknesses is that it can create 
misconceptions as the approach does not take into account the interactions between 
different parts of the same biological system. One must be aware that this kind of 
approach brings important information about the structure of a system but not too 
much about its function, and how the different parts of the system interact with 
each other. This latter aspect is usually an extrapolation based on our knowledge 
of a collection of evidences usually captured also through a reductionist approach. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, one of the advantages of mathematical modeling is 
that it provides the ability to analyze many key ideas, concepts and data together, 
allowing a more integrative and correct perspective of the biological system under 
study. 

With this in mind, in order to assess the influence of SOD activity on H 2 0 2 produc
tion, a minimal model of 02~ metabolism was analyzed (Chapter 3). This model 
is a general representation of all the possible pathways that consume 0*~ in any 
biological system that generates this radical and where SOD is present. The fun
damental question of whether increasing SOD can increase or decrease H 2 0 2 pro
duction could then be answered, and constitutes one of the main contributions 
of this work. The results in Chapter 3 show that increasing SOD activity can 
exacerbate, diminish or have no effect on the rate of H 2 0 2 production, and the 
conditions in which each different outcome can be observed are clearly described. 
Interestingly, though all the different outcomes had been suggested previously in 
the published literature [25-29], the confusion remained since a clear theoretical 
assessment was lacking, highlighting the importance of developing quantitative 
and analytical mathematical models even for simple conceptual models such as 
the present one. Still, given the complexity of biological systems and consequently 
of ROS metabolism, the minimal model presented in Chapter 3 should be regarded 
as a local representation of how the rate of H 20 2 can be directly influenced by SOD. 
There are many processes that can potentially influence the rate of H 2 0 2 produc
tion indirectly when SOD activity is increased, and the effects of some of these 
interactions are described in Chapter 4. 

Thus, from the results of Chapter 3 and 4, the prediction of whether 02~ or H 2 0 2 

are involved in the prooxidative mechanisms of SOD is highly dependent on the 
metabolic conditions and redox status that dictate the balance between the fluxes 
of the three possible pathways of 02~ consumption presented both in the minimal 
model and those presented in Chapter 4. The discussion can thus be based in terms 
of flux ratios of these three pathways (see Table 6.1). 
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Table 6.1: Potential involvement of 0* and H202 in the adverse effects of 
high SOD activities in different conditions. 
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(x) indicates that 0* ~ or H 2 0 2 may be involved in the mechanisms leading to the deleterious 

effects elicited by high SOD activities. 

In a biological system where most of the flux of H 2 0 2 formation is through the re
ductive pathway (coses 7-9), neither the concentration of 02~ nor the rate of H 20 2 

will change significantly when SOD activity is increased. In such a system, no sig
nificant prooxidative effects are expected. Furthermore, the analysis in Chapter 3 
shows that, given the expected pseudo first-order rate constants, this scenario is 
not physiologically plausible. However, it could occur under anomalous conditions, 
such as in pathological states or due to experimental handling. 

When the rate of 02~ consumption through dismutation is equal to that through 
the reductive pathway, i.e., the rate of H 20 2 production through dismutation is one 
half of that through the reductive pathway (cases 4-6), an increase in SOD activity 
will decrease, increase or have no effect on the rate of H 2 0 2 generation. The out
come depends on the relative contribution of the non-H202-producing reactions on 
the overall rate of 02~ consumption. For example, when most of the flux of 0*~ 
consumption is through the non-H202-producing pathway (case 6), H 20 2 produc
tion is increased and therefore, in principle, could be responsible for the adverse 
effects observed at high SOD activities. Still, according to results in Chapter 4, 
the potential increase in oxidative damage will always be sublinear relative to the 
increase in SOD activity. In this case also, when SOD is increased changes in 02~ 
concentration are negligible. In these conditions, 02~ is not expected to exert any 
effect. However, if the flux of 0*~ consumption is equally distributed through the 
three possible pathways (case 5) then H 20 2 production will remain constant as 
SOD activity is increased. In contrast, a decrease in O*- when SOD activity is 
augmented may be significant, a decrease in 02~ concentration will be observed 
at high SOD activities, which could lead to deleterious effects. When the rate of 
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non-H202-producing reactions is negligible (case 4), both 02~ concentration and 
H2O2 production decrease with increasing SOD activity. From the analysis of the 
minimal model, it seems unlikely that a decrease in H 20 2 may be responsible for 
the adverse effects observed when increasing SOD activity. In conditions where 
a decrease in H 2 0 2 could be maximal (m = v2 > v$), and considering the val
ues presented in chapter 3 for the respective pseudo first-order kinetic constants 
(fcl _ k2 _ io4s_ 1 ; fc3 = 102s_1, a ten-fold increase in SOD activity would de
crease the rate from 75% of the maximum rate of O*- production to 55% (where 
a value of 50% would indicate that all of the H 2 0 2 is produced by dismutation). 
This corresponds to a ~27% decrease in the rate of H 2 0 2 at normal levels of SOD. 
Considering there are other cellular sources of H 2 0 2 that do not involve 02~ and 
that H 2 0 2 diffuses easily across cellular compartments [30], it seems unlikely that 
cells would not be able to cope with a decrease of this magnitude. Nevertheless, a 
recent study demonstrated that smooth muscle cells overexpressing catalase have 
decreased rates of DNA synthesis and cell proliferation, and higher rates of apop-
tosis [31]. Thus, it may be possible that a significant decrease in H 2 0 2 production 
induced by high SOD activities may have adverse effects. Regarding the effect of 
Ol~ depletion, as seen in Table 6.1, it may contribute also in these conditions to the 
toxicity of high SOD activities, though again, it is expected that oxidative damage 
will increase at most linearly with SOD activity. 

In cells or cellular compartments where the flux of H 2 0 2 is mostly through dis-
mutation (cases 1-3), the relative changes in H 2 0 2 production and in the steady-
state concentration of 0'2~ when SOD activity is increased will depend only on the 
balance between the rates of dismutation and the non-H202-producing reactions. 
When most of 02~ is consumed through the non-H202-producing reactions (case 
3) the decrease in 0 ^ due to increased SOD activity should be negligible. How
ever, most of the increase in SOD activity is "compensated" by a transfer of flux 
from the non-H202-producing reactions to the SOD-catalysed dismutation reac
tion, and therefore increasing H 20 2 almost linearly with SOD (L(«H, [SOD]) ~ 1). 
In these conditions, it is likely that any adverse effect caused by increasing SOD 
activity may involve changes in H202 production. When the flux of O^ - consump
tion is equally distributed through dismutation and the non-H202-producing path
way (case 2), the decrease of O '" concentration when SOD activity is increased is 
equally likely to contribute to the adverse effects than the increase in H 2 0 2 pro
duction, according to the minimal model. Yet, results in chapter 4 show that 02~ 
depletion may cause greater oxidative damage when considering these flux ratios. 
However, the models presented in Chapter 4 did not consider direct damage of 0*~ 
on the [4Fe-4S] clusters of dehydratases (see below), which releases reduced iron 
(Fe2+) [32]. Consequently, by decreasing 02~ at increasing levels of SOD activity, 
less reduced iron will be available for the Fenton reaction and it may be possible 
that there might not be amplification of H202-mediated oxidative damage in some 
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situations predicted by the models in Chapter 4. When most of the flux of 0*~ con
sumption is through dismutation, no changes in the rate of H 20 2 production are 
expected. In contrast, O*- will decrease linearly in magnitude with SOD activity. 
It is most likely that potential toxic effects of increasing SOD activity under these 
conditions may be due to excessive depletion of O* -, rather than through changes 
in H2O2 production. 

One further advantage of the type of analysis presented in this work, is that it pro
vides a theoretical framework based on which it is possible to design experiments 
to assess the influence of SOD on both 0 '~ and H202 . 

For instance, as mentioned before, there are many processes that can potentially 
influence the rate of H 20 2 production indirectly when SOD activity is increased. 
This presents a challenge when trying to assess the question experimentally, since 
measuring changes in the concentration of H 2 0 2 or in the rate of H 20 2 production 
when SOD activity is increased may not be indicative of the direct influence that 
changes in SOD activity can exert on the rate of H 20 2 production. So, when faced 
with an experimental system, the question of whether increasing SOD activity will 
raise or lower the rate of H 2 0 2 production still remains. The way the minimal 
model was setup and analyzed provides clues on how to answer this question. The 
minimal model predicts that the rate of H 2 0 2 production increases when the ra
tio between the rates of the non-H202-producing reactions and the rates of 0*~ 
reduction at normal levels of SOD is greater than 1 (v3/v2 > 1, according to the 
notation used in Chapter 3), will not change if the ratio is equal to 1, and decrease 
otherwise. As the rates are proportional to the steady-state concentration of 0 '~ , 
the ratio between rates is equivalent to the ratio between the respective pseudo 
first-order rate constants (k3/k2). The rate constants fc3 and k2 are the sums of the 
individual rate constants of each process contributing to the non-H202-producing 
reactions and 0*~ reduction, respectively: 

fc3 = H fc3« = ^2 fc3i[Mi] (6.1) 
i i 

and 
fc2 = X ^ ^ = ^ ^ [ M , ] (6.2) 

3 3 

where [Mi] and [M3-] are the concentrations of the different metabolites of the ith 
and jth processes contributing to v3 and v2, whereas k'3i and k'2j are the respec
tive second order rate constants. In other words, rather than measuring the rate 
of H202 production, one can identify the most relevant reactions consuming O^ -

by measuring the steady-state concentrations of the strongest potential candidate 
metabolites that may compete between each other for O* -, such as the [4Fe-4S] 
clusters of dehydratases, GSH, ascorbate, cytochrome c, ferritin, and others. As-
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suming that their respective second-order rate constants are known (which is the 
case for many examples [33]), in principle only their concentrations are needed to 
be measured to assess how the rate of H202 will change when SOD is increased. 

Still, there are second order kinetic constants for some reactions that have not been 
measured under physiological conditions and therefore even measuring the concen
trations of the respective metabolites allows only a very rough estimate of what the 
rate of the reaction with 05" should be. One of these examples was mentioned in 
Chapter 3: Possibly all biological systems produce 0'2~ through a reversible reac
tion and the backward reaction of 0 ^ production may play an important contribu
tion to the non-H202-producing processes. For instance, one of the main generators 
of O p in mitochondria is the 6ci -complex of the respiratory chain, also known as 
complex III [34, 35]. Formation of 0*_ occurs through a univalent reduction of 0 2 

by the ubisemiquinone radical (UQ-) at a specific active site (Q0) where ubiquinol 
is oxidized to ubiquinone in a two step process (UQH2 ->UQ*~ ->UQ) [35]. The 
reaction of 0 ^ formation is reversible [25], as O p can react with ubiquinone to 
yield 0 2 and ubisemiquinone radical. This backward reaction of O ; - generation is 
actually thermodynamically more favorable than the forward reaction, though en
zymes such as SOD are able to "pull" the reaction in the direction of O?- production 
[25]. Again, in principle, knowing the concentration of the oxidized ubiquinone and 
the second-order rate constant of the reaction between 0 ^ and ubiquinone would 
be sufficient to evaluate the importance of the backward reaction in the non-H202-
producing pathway. However, the second-order rate constant for this reaction was 
only measured in aqueous solution [36], which may be far from the physiological 
value since it occurs in the active site of an enzymatic complex embedded in the 
inner mitochondrial membrane. According to the estimates presented in Chapter 
3, the value of the pseudo first-order rate constant for the backward reaction of 
O*- production could lay between ~ 102 - 105 s~\ which is still a wide range. 
However, it may be possible to determine experimentally the pseudo first-order 
rate constant of the backward reaction of 0 2

_ production from complex III. Using 
complex III isolated from the mitochondrial membrane [35] and an extra source of 
0 ^ , it is possible to follow H 2 0 2 production for different values of SOD (Fig. 6.1). 
Assuming that in this isolated system the processes of O ^ consumption contribut
ing to the production of H 20 2 at higher yields (v2) are negligible, expression 3.6 is 
simplified to: 

1 _ M S 0 D L (6.3) 
^ - 2fci[SOD]+fc3 

and can be used to fit the experimental values and determine fe3 (note that the 
expression was normalized, i.e., divided by the rate of total 0*~ production). How
ever, this pseudo first-order rate constant may still be taking into account other 
processes that also contribute to the non-H202-producing reactions. In the près-
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Figure 6.1: Determining the pseudo first-order rate constant of the backward reaction of 
O* production. The rate of H 2 0 2 production can be determined for several concentrations 
of SOD in isolated complex III in the absence (A) and in the presence of inhibitor (A). Lines 
would be the fitted curves using expression (6.3). The plots are normalized, i.e., divided by 
the total production of O* - (vsup), which is double the rate of H 2 0 2 at full saturation. This 
way, the differences in both curves are given only by the absence of the backward reaction of 
O* production. 

ence of a Q0-site inhibitor, such as myxothiazol, there should be no 0 2 ~ production 
a t this site [37]. Measuring H 2 0 2 production for different SOD activities in the 
presence of an inhibitor (Fig. 6.1), a second pseudo first-order rate constant can be 
obtained ki3 tha t takes into account every process contributing to the non-H 2 0 2 -
producing reactions except the backward reaction of 0 2 ~ generation a t complex III. 
By subtracting fc3 by ki3 it should be possible to obtain an estimate of the pseudo 
first-order rate constant of the backward reaction of 0 2 ~ production a t the bci-
complex. By measuring the concentration of oxidized ubiquinone in the isolated 
system that is contributing to this reaction, a second-order rate constant could be 
determined. 

Another interesting point that was not emphasized in Chapter 3 is tha t if the 
rates of both the 0 2 ~ reduction processes and the non-H202-producing reactions 
are equal, even if an increase in SOD can still increase significantly the flux of 
H 2 0 2 production through dismutation, the overall ra te of H 2 0 2 production will 
not change as it is "compensated" by the decrease in the rate of H 2 0 2 production 
through the reductive pathway. This is a consequence of the differences in stoi
chiometrics regarding both processes of H 2 0 2 production. The result of the mathe
matical analysis of the minimal model (see Table 3.1 in Chapter 3) considered t ha t 
dismutation produces exactly half of the H 2 0 2 than through the reductive pathway. 
However, 0 2 ~ can undergo chain reactions, e.g. involving GSH [38], where more 
than 1 molecule of H 2 0 2 is produced per molecule of 0 2 ~ consumed . Assuming 
that 0 2 ~ reduction produces n molecules of H 2 0 2 per molecule of 0 2 ~ , the result 
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would be adjusted in the following way (compare with expression 3.5): 

m = V2W1 + n ■ V2, n > 1 (64) 

The resulting log gain will be (compare also with expression 3.7): 

u ,qnm h\SOD\(k3(2nl)k2) ( 6 5 ) 
L(VH, [SOD])  {h[SOD] + k2 + k3)(ki[SOD]+n 2k2) 

Therefore, for no changes in H 20 2 production to be observed when increasing SOD 
activity, the overall rate of non H202producing processes would have to be approx

imately (2n  1) times the rate through the 05" reducing pathway. An increase in 
the overall rate of H 20 2 production would only be observed for values of k3 higher 
than (2n  1) k2. Still, to consider these reactions with higher H 2 0 2 yield, they 
must be able to compete with other reactions contributing to the reductive path

way, such as the univalent oxidation of the [4Fe4S] clusters of dehydratases by 

or
The advantages of mathematical models in helping rationalize future experiments 
are again evidenced in Chapter 5. The analysis of the model allows the identifi

cation of three possible 0*"dependent mechanisms by which an increase in SOD 
activity may produce a biphasic response of lipid peroxidation. Assuming that O* 
is able to either serve as a terminator of lipid peroxidation, induce lipid hydroper

oxide removal, or inhibit chainbranching reactions, excessive depletion of 0*2 by 
increasing SOD could lead to a dramatic increase in chainlength and revert the 
beneficial effect of diminishing O*" dependent initiation of lipid peroxidation. In 
principle, it could be possible to evaluate experimentally the importance of these 
processes on the biphasic response. However, before that, it would be important to 
assess whether the lipid damage that follows a biphasic response is occurring in 
the mitochondrial or cytoplasmic membranes. It would then be possible to target 
specifically those membranes and measure oxidant status in the respective com

partments at different SOD activities. For instance, if at different values of SOD 
activities atocopherol levels remain relatively constant, it would be highly un

likely that the biphasic response would be the result of the decrease in the rate 
of termination by OJ". T h e activity of PHGPX could also be monitored at differ

ent levels of SOD activity to assess the importance of this process on the biphasic 
response. The processes involving chainbranching reactions can be more compli

cated to evaluate since the mechanisms involving the action of transition metals 
such as iron and copper in ischemiareperfusion injury are still unclear. However, 
specific hypothesis as those presented in Chapter 5 could be tested. For example, 
the involvement of IRP1 could be assessed by measuring its mRNAbinding activ

ity at different levels of SOD activity, together with mRNA and protein levels of 
ferritin. The possibility of a 0 ^ dependent uptake of catalytically active iron be

ing inhibited by SOD could be tested, for instance, by inhibiting the anion exchange 
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protein 2 (AE2) with stilbene AE inhibitors. This would prevent O ' - from being 
transported extracellularly and SOD should have no effect on the rate of external 
lipid peroxidation. 
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